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(Happy Surprises.

ALL THE HOME NEWS

GOING

MOTHERS’ DAY
SUNDAY, MAY

TRAVELING?

10

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
SILSBYS
399 Main Street

Rockland

The handy and safe
way to
protect your
funds is by using Trav
elers’ Checks. We issue
them in denominations of
$10, $20, and $50. Shall
we fit you out?

4% INTEREST PAID

•is
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

TIie

SJw

SOME EXIRA GOOD TRADES
SIX NICE SADDLE HORSES
Grade by Neck
FIVE PONY TEAlfis

Rockland
National
Bank
MfMBfS
^FECERALRESERVE"

As good as money will buy
A FEW

GOOD

BIG TEAMS

HORSES RANGING FROM 1000 TO 1500

,

PRISON GROCERY WAGONS
ONE NEW ONE-HORSE TEAM WAGON
A NUMBER OF TWO-HORSE WAGONS
THREE DUMP CARTS
A FEW SURRIES AND TOP CARRIAGES

AUTOMOBILES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
_________________ ALSO TRUCKS_________________

GEORGE M. SIMMONS

When you begin to earn
You should begin to save.

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
429 MAIN

ST., ROCKLAND

A strictly mutual savings
bank

Agent For
MARMON, REO AND HUPMOBILE CARS
UNITED STATES TIRES .

123 Tillson Ave

START
SAVING NOW

ROCKLAND, ME.

DEPOSITS
Made during the first four
days of the month will
draw interest from the first
day of that month.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

____ ^ At the Sian
North National Bank;

>•
a

North
ationa

Bank

DOLLARS THAT TRAVEL
Some dollars are tremendous travelers.
They say "hello” and "goodbye" in the tame
breath. They don’t stay put long enough for
you to get acquainted with them, and they
never earn a cent for you.

Hang on to some of them and bring them
into this Bank, where they can bo put to
work to your advantage.

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
Limited United States Depository
United States Depository for Postal Savings Funds.

Member of Federal Reserve Bank

NEW
BATTERY
$14.50
In Exchange For Your Old
Battery

Dodge Battery $24.50
SEA~VIEW
BATTERY SERVICE
Tel. 837-W
689 Main Street
ROCKLAND, ME.
38-tf

FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

SOLE SAVING IS
DOLLAR SAVING

Rockland, Main©

We have all the tetest ma
chinery for rebuilding shoes and
putting dollars in your pocket.

THE PAYSON COMPANY
KNOX COUNTY HEADQUARTERS FOR

SEEDS
We are all set in our new store for our annual
Seed Business. Don’t buy your seeds without
giving us a call. We have all kinds of seeds in
different varieties.
Five different varieties of Certified Aroostook
Seed Potatoes.
All kipds of Fertilizer. Try our Plant Beautifier. Our own mixture.
Boxes for shipping baby chicks. B-K, the best
germ killer on the market, for all household pur
poses. Dolge Weed Killer. Sure death to weeds.
SPECIAL ORDERS FILLED ON VERY SHORT NOTICE
IF YOU NEED ANY FARM IMPLEMENTS. GIVE US A CALL.
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
BUY YOUR SEEDS FROM US, WHERE, IF YOU WISH, YOU
CAN GET PRACTICAL ADVICE AS TO PLANTING, ETC.

THE PAYSON COMPANY

NEW BICKNELL BLOCK, 507 MAIN STREET.

All that I am, my mother made ••• ■
me.—John Quincy Adams
—

••• ••• >«. •••

••• ••• ••• ••• •••

PRESENTED A FINE PROGRAM

Boys and Girls of Timber Hill School
Observed Health Day—Their Rec
ord.

The pupils of Timber Hill school
observed May Day and Health Day
last Friday. A jolly box supper was
served at 6 p. m., the boxes being in
the form of May baskets. The pro
ceeds will go to the School Improve
ment League. Beginning at 7.30 the
following program was given: Health
play, “Road To Grown Up Town,”
by the entire school. Lillias Reed
took the part of “Joy’’ in a most
creditable
manner,
leading
the
smaller children over the road and
encountering many barriers which
were removed by roadmakers in the
order of their title: Cleanliness,
Water, Toothbrush, Hop Skippers,
Milkmen, Nid-Nodders, Vegetables
and Fruits. Victor Health Exercises
were given in a most efficient man
ner by the school and the farce
“Scat” was presented. “The Physi
cal Torture Club,” a farce in which
Edna Ross, as Mrs. Bangs and Paul
Merriam as Mr. Bangs (who was ter
ribly afflicted with rheumatiz) won
much credit, and kept the audience
in good humor. Twenty of the pu
pils of this school have just cpmpleted “Form C” of the Health Chore
Cards which were on inspection. The
difficulties which teacher and pupils
in a rural school must meet and
overcome in their race for eq ;allty
with urban schools make it especially
gratifying to see Tember Hill School
maintain its fine standard.
OUR ICE BREAKER

Congressman

Hersey

Gov.

Tells

Brewster He’ll See What’s Hap
pened.

Gov. Brewster Wednesday receiv
ed a letter from Congressman Her
sey of the Fourth Maine District at
Washington acknowledging the re
ceipt of a copy of the joint resolu
tion of the legislature urging Con
gress to provide for a suitable ves
sel to he used as an ice breaker on
the Maine coast.
“This is a matter Senator Hale
and myself worked on a year or two
ago,” continues Congressman Her
sey in his letter. “We had hoped that
the matter would be arranged all
right and an ice breaker construct
ed. but the ice breaker was never
built for some reason. I will he gla 1
to take it up with our senators the
coming winter when Congress is in
session and see if our efforts cannot
bear fruit the next time.”

H
Qualitt ice cream/
I Honestly you are Lucky ]
to Live in a Neighbor
hood Where You can|
I Buy it.
Look roe the S*M sign
225

BRAND

NEW

THIRTY FOOT

CRUISER

North National Bank

AUTO TOP REPAIRING
Done by Our Expert
F. M. FARMER

*t «t

FOR SALE
Would also make a very desirable
,
Lobster or Fish Boat

John M. Gamage
& Sons, Inc.
MARINE RAILWAYS
Agent for
THE RED WING MOTOR
BOAT BROKERS
36-tf Telephone 702-W

: : TRY US s t

Rockland Shoe
Repairing Co.

FOR REST
AND COMFORT
Insist on Having

SCHOOL ST.
ROCKLAND
Odd Fellows Bldtk

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Th. F.moui Sheet Music you i«e adver
tised In ell the leading magazines.
Over 220 aelectiona—send for
catalogue.

Beds
Springs, Mattresses
AT YOUR DEALERS

MAINE MUSIC CO., Rockland, Me.

TEL. 380

The Latest Dark Shell

Rockland Marble and Granite Works
W. H. GLENDENNING, Proprietor

MANUFACTURERS OF CEMETERY WORK
: t : and Dealers in : : :

Native and Scotch Granite, Marble Shelves, Etc.
LIND3EY STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE

41S&Ttf

FROM THE

PLAINS

EOWDOIN’S INSTITUTE

Subscription $3.00 per year payable ln ad
vance ; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
A visit to Sea View Cemetery,
Rockland was treated Thursday af
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Sunday, moved the writer again to
The Rockland Gazette was established ln appeal to those who own lots in that ternoon to an impromptu Wild West
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette ln 1882. city of the dead, or have loved ones Show, when Oscar W. Carroll trans
The Free Press was established ln 1855, and I buried there, to do what can be done ferred a herd of 38 cattle from
ln 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. to put in shape the last resting
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Maine Central station to his farm in

•••

MOTHER’S LOVE ia boundless, everlasting, deep—the most
beautiful thing in the universe. Only the most beautiful gift
within the power of man is worthy of a Mother’s love. FLOW
ERS ARE THE PERFECT GIFT. In honor or in memory of
Mother wear a Carnation. Send to Mother a flowering Plant,
some Roses, Daffodils, Sweet Peas—and thus make Mothers’
Day a sweet memory for her throughout the year.

A PAGE

Park Commissioner IngraNotable Literary Men and
ham Urges Spring Clean- Herd of Texan
Driven Throu8h Our City Streets
Women Taking Part In
ing Be Given It.
To RodcvUlen-Mr. Carroll Has Plans.
Great Celebration.

THREE-TIM ES-A-WEEK

(Mother

Volume 80................. Number 56.

THREE CENTS A COPY

SEAV1EW CEMETERY

Saturday
Issue

Frames and Correct Lenses
Only $10.00

OREL E. DAVIES
301 Main St., Opp Park St.
44Stf

[Special to The Courier-Gazette]
around apprehensively to see what
Bowdoin College's Institute
of
pole they could climb, in a pinch.
What really happened was no more Modern Literature opened in Meexciting than what usually happens mortal Hall Monday night when
on a Maine farm when cows are 1 President Sills introduced the noted
turned out to pasture for the first '
places of the departed.
They moved New England poet Robert Frost.
There were no flaming time in the season.
Memorial Day will soon be at Rockville.
along In orderly manner until they Mr. Sills told of tlie planning of this
hand and much should be done to posters on the dead walls, and no
improve present conditions. The loud blare of trumpets preceded the caught their flrst glimpse of green institute as an answer to the crit
winter season necessarily means event, but by some underground grass, and then they needs must stop icism that the colleges dealt only In
for a taste of their favorite rations.
the works of the past and Ignored
that care cannot then be given to
A young woman garbed ln red skirt tlie modern writer.
our cemetery lots, but Dame (Nature 1 method the public learned of what
The institute Is
even now has begun her work of was being pulled off, and the freight and waist disturbed their serenity held this year as part of the cele
Maybe they "saw red,” bration of the 100th anniversary of
rejuvenation, and those lots which | yarrt was
was full 0{ automobiles and not at all.
but they did not betray the fact by tlie graduation of Ixingfcliow and
received proper care last year are 1 spectators.
any hostile demonstration. Besider, Hawthorne in the famous class of
now green and coming along as well
Mr. Carroll, who was the prime the girl was on the station platform
as could be expected. This is like
1825.
j factor in the day’s chief incident, was out of harm’s way.
wise true of those portions of the
Mr. Frost is a man of medium
i formerly a ranchman in New Mexico,
Over
Union
street
moved
the
caval

avenues between the wrought, or
height, with a sensitive, tired-look
and
thither,
with
his
wife,
he
Jour
cade.
tempted
here
and
there
to
make
traveled part of the road, and the
ing face and rather thick gray hair.
detour on the grass-grown lawns, He talked about “Vocal Imagination”
adjoining lots that were cared for neyed last winter to revisit the scenes
|
of
his
earlier
days.
Combining
but
kept
into
a
semblance
of
order
last year.
and from start to finish his discourse
There are frequent patches of the j business with pleasure he bought a by the skill of Mr. Carroll and his bubbled with humor—perfectly plain
'
herd
of
cattle
in
New
Mexico
with
the
associates.
beautiful pyxie, or flowering moss,
...
,
v .
humor and also all kinds of the
both of the pink and w’hite varieties, intention of shipping Jt, Korth^ but
“Everybody was very nice to us,” subtlest sort.
In fact, it was hard
there
were
some
expensive
formal!
said
Mr.
Carroll
to
a
Courier-Ga

and the more sober-hued clusters of
to tell just what Mr. FYost was
ties
attending
the
deal,
chief
among
zette
reporter
yesterday.
“
We
were
pussy-toes, or ladies’ tobacco, are
laughing at—at us or himself.
He
also plentiful. These little flowers which was the cost of making the chiefly afraid that some lawns might read Longfellow's
"Flight
Into
necessary
test
for
tuberculosis.
The
he damaged, but with the assistance Egypt”—a little-read
seem to understand that it is now
ballad—and
their opportunity to beautify God’s upshot of it was that Mr. Carroll of M. 3. perry and Maynard Thomas used it as an illustration of his dis
sold
his
critters
then
and
there.
who followed the route in their motor course on vocal imagination: That
Acre, before the lawn mowers come
He did not intend to be defeated cars, and many others who helped
into use, and they are making the
words In poetry must convey images
in
his
purpose,
however,
and
in
Kanthe drive was conducted without any to tho ear—that is. the sound of
most of the chance. Who shall say
You can tell the poetry is as important as the im
that these floral tributes to the dead sas# City. Mo., bought anothei herd, serious trouble.
are unworthy, or discredit their which had been raised in the Pan public and the police department that ages to the eye and to the mind.
beauty, the first offerings in the way handle region of Texas. In the herd I am very grateful to all.”
The hall was well filled with an en
of flowers? The green grass and were 3S full blooded Hereford heifers
If Mr. Carroll had been able to thusiastic audience.
the budding leaves on the trees give and one steer, which attracted more bring a herd out of New Mexico It
The day following each lecture
further promise of what is to he attention than all the heifers by rea would have been accompanied by a there is held a round table confer
accomplished without human aid In son of the fact that he has a fifth celebrated cow-puncher, who has held ence to which only undergraduates
the beautifying process, but much leg emanating from between the a world rhami lent hip in roping an l are fortunate enough to lie present.
The heifers will tying.
must needs he done if the desired shoulder blades.
The cowboy was as much
Tuesday evening brought a record ■
All disappointed in not getting the op breaking crowd to hear Rockland’s
improvement in the cemetery is to be two years old this summer.
have been dehorned and tested.
be brought to pass before May 30.
portunity as Mr. Carroll was in not own brilliant daughter, Edna St. Vin
That those wKo arc gone are still
The car containing the cattle was being able to show Rockland folks cent Millay.
Cars were parked tn
held in loving remembrance, is evi an object of much curiosity on the what a i-rolesslonal Is like.
all streets—forty minutes
before
denced by the flowers placed on part of the crowd which had gath
The herd which was driven through time the hall was filled.
The poet
many graves: but gravestones need ered before the unloading began, and Rockland Thursday will he kept on was Introduced by Dean Nixon. She
to be cleaned, hollows and depres truth to. tell the cattle seemed to be Mr. Carroh r farm in Rockville until
presented a picture of exquisite
sions need to he filled and the old as much Interested In the crowd as the last of the month and will then
grace and charm In her medieval
grass on lots not properly cared for the crowd was in them.
be taken to the farm In Union which garment that fell straight from her
last year needs to he cut. -Saddest
In making the transfer Mr. Carroll Mr. Carroll bought from Albert F. white neck to the floor and trailed a
of all is the sight of an occasional was assisted by two drovers, Leslie Vose.
The farm contains 175 acres bit behind.
The gown was of a
stone flat on the ground. There are Deane of Rockport and Arthur Rob and will he devoted :o stock raising
blue-green stuff, heavily painted in
.probably many cases in this ceme bins of Union. Mr. Carroll wore ap on a scientific basis.
dull gold and cut in a way to enfold
tery where there is no one left to proved cowboy garb and his assist
Mr. Ca-roll docs not devote him
look after the lot, and perpetual ants looked as if they had just rid self wholly to cattle, for he has 100 tho slender figure so that every
Her
care has not been provided for. It den off a ranch. City Marshal Davis sheep and lambs, which he is unde movement was grace itself.
would he a fine thing if some way and two of ills patrolmen were at cided whether to pasture on one of beautifully poised head witii its soft
red hair—also cut ln medieval style
could be arranged, either by adjoin tending to the line of march, their the islands or on Union hillsides.
(no shingle)—completed a picture
ing lot owners caring for neglected blue uniforms and brass buttons con
“The cattle business is in a bad not soon to he forgotten.
lots, or paying to have them cared trasting sharply with the cowboy re way down in New Mexico,” said Mr.
Her voice was low and musical,
for, or by getting voluntary contri galla.
Carroll, “owing to lack of feed. The but carried well, and she read* many
butions for a fund, so that these
The majority of the spectators dealers are shipping them into Cali of the best of her Incomparable
lots could be looked after.
cherished a vlson of wild steers fornia l»v the thousands. The ‘Dia
The chief object of this communi gamboling recklessly through the city mond A’ cattle ranch in New Mexico verse, including “The Poet and His
Book," and two about her longing
cation. however, is to call attention highways, and most of them looked is the largest in the West.”
for the coast of Maine—“Inland” and
of those who read to the particular
“The Exile."
She finished her pro
lot in which they are interested.
Have you visited the cemetery this OAKLAND TO BE OPEN CRESCENT BEACH INN gram by acting out her delightful
"Two Slatterns and a King," which
season? Do you know what needs
she calls a moral Interlude.
She
to be done to your lot? If not, please
cP to the graveyard, ascertain what Manager Dondero Again To Papular Summer Resort Will was greeted with a stampede ef -ap
plause.
needs to he done and “do it now,” or
Operate Popular Resort—
Be Attractive Under Its The noxt morning some of Ihe
have someone do it for you. Compe
press people had the privilege of an
tent men are available, but all can
On With the Dance.
New Management.
interview at Mr. Sills’ house, where
not be done at the last moment. In
the poet and her husband were
these days of automobiles, the i
The visit to this city Thursday
Watch for the opening of Cres guests.
She looked very smart in
cemetery can he easily reached. ; afternoon of Mr. and Mrs. Doncent
Beach
Inn
at
Owl's
Head.
a violet tweed suit and soft felt tri
The wild flowers, the trees and the
Old residents of this section of corne hat.
She said she was degrass, are doing their part to beau- ( dero of Lewiston had more than
tify the last resting place of our passing interest for it disclosed the Maine will recall the days wlien voting herself to tlie writing of some
The first,
dear ones. Shall we not do our fact that Oakland Park will operate Crescent Beach Hotel was a very prose plays at present.
done in a "realistic" style, has its
duty and thus honor their mem- this summer under the efficient
popular place and successfully man flrst and last act completed. After
ories
management given by the Donderos aged by Fred iM. Smith. People
last season. The object of this came from all parts of the state to several years at this she will write
“We bury love.
Forgetfulness grows over it like grass;
Wo
early trip was to look ovi>r the enjoy his shore dinners. That was a long sequence of sonnets.
That is a thing to weep for, not the dead
ground and see what repairing had before the automobile came into then walked across the campus witii
Frank H. Ingraham,
been made necessary by King Win such general use. Now with the her to the conference. She said they
Park Commissioner.
ter. and also the laying out of the good roads eveywhere miles do not had bought a farm In the Berksliires,
business plans for the summer. count, especially when a tempting where she hoped to find quiet nec
CRACK BAND COMING This latter course gave Mr. Don dinner is waiting at the end of the essary for her work.
Wednesday night Hatcher Hughes,
dero the opportunity to renew a trip.
the young North Carolina professor
number of very pleasant acquaint
Mrs. Florence Damon and Mrs.
Uncle Sam To Send His ances along Main street.
who wrote the Pulitzer prize play of
Catherine Iletue,
proprietors
of
most pleasing announcement Owl's Head Inn at the village for last year, "Hell-Bent for Heaven,"
Fifth Infantry Musicians Mr.TheDondero
had to make was that the past two season, realize this, gave a talk on “The Tendencies of
Hughes is
the famous Orlndell Colonial CIu) and finding that hostelry too small the Modern Drama."
Here Monday.
Orchestra has been engaged for the for their purpose they have now young nnd fair and was faultless in
season of the park. This orchestra taken over the Crescent Beach Inn, full evening dress—quite good-look
The commanding officer of the 5th
has made a name for itself through where they propose to contlnuo ing. He told of his youthful famil
Infantry is sending the band of his
broadcasting from station WEBl, their policy of furnishing the very iarity with the mountaineer and how
organization on a trip to several
Boston and from successful state finest of home cooked food. Any he eamp to write his dramatic story
cities in Maine, to give concerts and
wide playing. It made two eminent one who has dined at Owl's Head of love and fear in the mountains.
to make the people at large familiar
ly satisfying visits to this city last Inn during the past two seasons can . He told of the trip the actors und
wjth what the Army Is doing for the
young men in the service. The city winter. John Grlndell, the leader. Is bear witness to the fine quality and company made to North Carolina to
violinist, and has played In theatre dainty service In the dining room, learn something of the drawl and diaof Rockland is included in the sched
Imbued with a sense
ule of towns to be visited in giving and dance orchestras all over the The shore dinners have been voted lecl «n'1 ,o
district.
by many as “the finest In Maine." of reality. Mr. Hughes teaches playthese concerts.
Manager
Dondero
plans
other
Im

But this is only one side of this writing at Columbia University,
The 5th Infantry Band will leave
Thursday night Margaret Deland
Fort Williams, Monday, and Will ar provements to grounds, buildings delightful little hostelry. Crescent
and
the
fine
dancing
surface.
The
Beach Is the same charming spot as ^poke upon* Ways of Writing Short
rive in Rockland about 3 p. m. It
myriad
reflector
which
proved
such
Stories.
” Long a resident of Bos
of old. The Inn with Its new deco
will carry a rolling kitchen for cook
ing and supplying its own meals and a fascinating innovation last year rations and furnishings, both inside ton, Mrs. Deland has adopted Maine
arrangements have been made for the will again be In evidence and the and out and from top to toe, its tea as her home and now lives all the
band to lie quartered In the National restaurant will be operated as last garden down by the sea, surrounded year round in her beloved Kenne
She said there were as
Guard armory during Its stay In season with special consideration for by the formal garden of old-fash bunkport.
the dancing and motoring public. ioned flowers, with its tennis and many ways of writing short stories
Rockland Monday night.
He
looks
for
a
prosperous
summer
crouquet, bathing and Ashing, makes as therd were writers—and she
Arrangements lhave been completed
for a concert to be given by the band <for the coast counties and expects an ideal place to spend the summer i doubted if one could be taught, un| less to make a “machine-made” story.
at 3 p. m. or thereabouts from the the automobile traffic to he exceed months.
All the bedrooms in the Inn have She presented various schemes of de
steps of the postofficc, and In the ingly heavy.
running hot and cold water and velopment that I have not the space
evening it will play for a dance to
Bear In mind the Food Sale at have been newly decorated and to elaborate.
She illustrated one
be given at The Arcade. In case of
rain the concert will be held at The the Maine Music Store. Saturday furnished. The casino has a cosy of these by reading her story “The
afternoon, May 9.
Benefit First little dancing hall, with comfortable Hands of Esau.” The hall was filled
Arcade.
52-56 and attractive lobbies at either end. to capacity.
A program of the numbers which Baptist C. E.
The program gives Carl Sauburg
The management Intends making
Ihe band will play during their con
This unique poet Is
the dinner dances every evening a for Saturday.
cert follows:
March Do Fanfare.
delightful feature of the season.
expectad to do “the unexpected.”
Quand Madelon (Roberts); Lucy’s
Applications
for
reservations, i The program continues next week.
Sextette, A Ragtime Travesty on the
rates and booklet should be made This occasion is so rare and the ad
’’Sextette from Lucia” (Malls) Ber
to F. K. Damon, Crescent Beach, ! vantages so great that all who pos
nard; Jolly Fellows, waltz (VollInn, Owl’s Head, Maine.
sibly can should take advantage of
stedtt); March De Clarion. Royal
Bowdoin's marvelous institute, which
Dragoons, (De Ville); Songs from the
A “FLORIDA” REUNION
has gathered here what is said to be
Old Folks, Grand Selection, <M. L.
the most notable group of literary of
Ixike); Master Trombone (King);
Gov. Brewster is going to issue an the present day in America.
Battle of San Juan HUI, grand de
invitation
for
a
reunion
of
all
the
k
Esther Brock Bird.
scriptive military Fantasia (Sweet).
citizens of Maine who have been in
The 5th Infantry Band is one of
Brunswick, May 8.
Florida,
not
only
in
the
past
year,
the leading bands of the Army and its
but in previous years, to meet at the,
ability is well established throughout
House of Representatives in Aligns-1 YOUR FAVORITE POEM
this district. At present there are
ta at 2 o’clock, May 21. This Invita- i
____
about 30 vacancies In the 5th In
tion is to be issued sometime next
yr I hart to live my life again I would
fantry Regiment, and men who are
gUN D AT dinner—you
week.
have made a rule to read some poetry and
desirous of entering the service and
All wno
who have
tn Florida
ll,lenloM
t0 some
mU8,c
at b
,cast
have been thinking it
Ail
nave been
neen to
i iorina this
tins The
of theRe
Ustea
a ,oss ofa happl.
to become a member of so attractive
year are enthusiastic over the great | ness.—Charles Darwin,
an organization as the 5th Infantry
over and wondering what
development that is going on there.
- —
will find a recruiting officer present
you could have that would
and by getting them together in the
THE PRAYER PERFECT
with the party who will be pleased to
differ from your former
shape of a reunion it is thought that
Dear Lord ! Kind Lord !
supply all Informal ion which is de
Sunday dlnrers. You want
Gracious Lord ! I pray
their enthusiasm might be commun-'
sired. The local Fecruit’iiig station is
Thou
wilt look on all I love
to
please
h.tn?
Suggest
icated to others throughout the
located at the Post Office.
Tenderly today!
State in regard to the development
Weed their hearts of weariness;
Scatter every care
of the tourist business in this State, ‘
Down a wake of angel wings
G.t aequalnted with aur
which has been the basis of the
Winnowing he air.
wonderful development that is going
“Bill O'Fara"
Children Always Thrive
Bring unto the sorrowing
on in Florida.

/fa

f
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SCOTT’S EMULSION
OF PURE COD-LIVER OIL

IT ABOUNDS IN VITAMINS

Newbert’s Cafeteria
Rockland's Pinaat Eating Place

The trouble with the wheat farm- 1
ers has been that while they raised |
the wheat they usually depended on
somebody else to raise the price.— ;
Norfolk Virginian-Pilot.

All release from paJn ;
Let the Mfe of laughter
■Overflow again:
And with all the needy,
O divide, I pray.
This vast treasure of content
That is mine today

—James Whitcomb Riley.

Every-Other-Dny

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 9, 1025.
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HELD A BUSY SESSION

The Courier-Gazette
THREE TIMES A WEEK

I

.... ........... ........................

Rockland. Maine. May 9. 192r».
Personally appeared Pranx S. Lyddle who

on oath declares that he Is pressman In the

office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of *he
the Issue of this paper of May 7. 192.1,
there was printed a total of 6,500 copies.
Before me.
FRANK R MILLER.
Notary Public.

>1,

(

I

.. ...........................

* IN SPORTING CIRCLES

ANSWERS CRITICS

Fish and Game Association Daylight Saving Committee
Presents Some Facts—
Absorbs Gun Club—En
County Districts On Fast
joyed Supper and Fine
Time.
Pictures.

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

1

JOIN THE HUB

Rockland and Warren In
Maine Track Meet—Base

ball Echoes.
Camden High plays a return game
in Castine thLs afternoon, and will
probably draw a good crowd there,
owing to the fact that tho team de
feated tho Normals 1 to 0 last Satl urday.
Next Wednesday Camden
plays Fnlon High on the Camden
grounds.

“BOOST FOR THE KENNEBEC BRIDGE”

SAVE ANDSPENO
AT THE SAME TIME

In reply to critics who have de
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trust also in him; and he shall bring
THINK OF A NEW
it to pass.—Psalm 37:3, 5.
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milled.
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American Forest Week should an- j
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preliminary was the fine supper on the measure, today issued a
nually become one of the most immeeting at 2.30 Sunday afternoon to
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For four years the United States
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Probably the most
interesting Harriman or Anti-Daylight Saving
$1.00
Crosby High of Belfast defeated
Take a
ance of Forest Protection Week.
single bit of business was the ab- measure, which was enacted by the
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Camden High in Belfast Wednesday.
sorption of the Rockland Gun Club last |egjsjlt„
This year it felt that the best inter
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These
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alone
greatest offenders in forest de
WE WILL TAKE YOUR OLD
Witherell and Eaton; Pendleton.
, ,ufflcient for the invokln<
struction because of its carelessness
There are other good looking informed his members that the Asso- are
RANGE AS PART PAYMENT
Morang and Thomas.
elation was now incorporated and of the referendlim.
with fire. If It can be awakened to
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Jt shou]d
ing hats in town—we're not , could hold property. It is probable
borne in mind that at
Its responsibility as the best guar-1
Rockland High plays its first game
that the field .lay of the Association „„ ,ime has ,her# been any effort
denying that.
In the KnoX and Lincoln League this
will be held at Oakland with sports- nla(U. to inl|x,se Daylljtht SavJng on
dian of its own forest resources, the
SEE OUR LINE OF BABY CARRIAGES
afternoon, taking on Vinalhaven High
men and crack shots present from any eommunilv against the wishes
first big step will have been (aken in
all over Maine.
across
the
seas.
Thomaston
High
of the majority of that community.
reforestation, as the young trees
We simply say this; that the
Considerable interest was mani
goes to Newcastle, wondering how
In addition, it is the source of
will have a chance to grow without
fested in the matter of a State Fish health, economy, recreation and
ROCKLAND, ME.
badly it will beat Lincoln Academy.
more your face has peered
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and Game .Association and the mat sport for thousands.
being blighted by thousands of for
,
Higgins Classical Institute, with
into other mirrors—the more ter was left to the executive board.
It is recommended by eminent
est fires which this nation now has
out the peerless Elmer Rising toeing
An invitation was read to join the physicians as helpful to the general
STRAND THEATRE
annually, and of which Maine has
enthusiastic you will be when State of Maine Sportsman's Assoc I- Leallll
,he (.„ramunity
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its lamentable share. We have only
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to look to ourselves in Knox County
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to understand to what an extent the
you from ours.
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in the tip that the Isaac Walton
It helps promote healthful outdoor of the open country witli plenty of aBd made one of Higgins' five hits.
forests of the country are disap
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by the recollection of our oldest
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people there existed in tills county a
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J
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Mallory Spring Hats, $5.00 to in a masterly manner by real sport- Dominion of Canada is on Daylight
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High Schools and Academies in the
Of the little that does remain, none
i
men and were applauded to the echo. tinie T() the west ()f us wlth tlie roles.
State.
Twenty-two schools will be
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exception of New Hampshire and man she loves to another woman, represented and 293 young men are
The lifetime gift for any girl—practical, orna
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entered In the different events.
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Vermont, the rest of New England
THE BANK TAXES
and still smiles—she is some woman: contesting teams will be entertained
mental and useful. Made of genuine Tennesee
and the Middle Atlantic States are
of the theories of reforestation put
TOUR.
Spring Caps from English
That's the gripping theme of "Ijidy
The State assessors, Clement S. on Daylight time to such an extent of the Night" featuring Norma Shear at the variouH fraternity houses dur
into consistent practice.
red
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\^ell
built,
and
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ORDERS.
Woolens.
Stetson of Greene. Charles S. Jordan that the railroads in this territory er in a duul role of two girls from ing their stay In Orono. Each school
of Portland and A. G. Merritt of conform their schedule thereto and two different worlds—one a da ugh- will be allowed to enter six men and
fHtYWlU.
When a man who has prospered in . »
to start four men in each event.
we must accept this schedule whethSpring Reefers for the little Houlton, have committed the semi
JXPr of the underworld, forced by cir
Club Terms
The entries from Rockland Higli
life passes out of it and leaves be
RECEIVE?
annual laxes on t,he savings banks er we wish to or not.
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doing business in the State.
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of $103,486 at the last commitment,
‘hemJ "J® *‘U/’<lerlr!se .1? f.ame! Overlock, Rounds; 880-yard run
upon tlie practical form of recogni
a decrease of $1,353.
The heaviest more to the State. Tlie great ma due to the wits of the “Lady of the
delivered at once.
tax assessed against the Maine Sav- jority of these come from sectioifS Night,” but the charm and superior Rounds, Dobbin. Ellis, Emery; 1-mile
tion with warm appreciation. The
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effective,
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.' ings hank of Portlund. with the l’orttraining of the wealthy girl formed a
will of Albert H. Shaw, a recently
’ land Savings bank second, the Bath and it Is most natural that they liarrier between them. What should Greene, Merchant, Chapin; 226-yard
should prefer it here. The impreS'
deceased Bath citizen, offers an il
hurdles: Ripley, Sylvester, Merchant;
Savings hank third and the Androcti^cecqqgceuaooaaut
sion that seems to prevail that it is she do" What would you do? Is it high jump: Sylvester; pole vault.
lustration ot the principle. Out of a
, scoggin County Savings hank of
only Portland that wants Daylight all fair in the love game? That is the Winslow. Sylvester, Bartlett; broad
Lewiston, fourth.
The smallest tax
total estate of $+00,000 Mr. Shaw
Saving is absolutely unsound. This absorbing climax full of suspense
is assessed against the Kingfiehl is demonstrated by the requests that that will grip you when you see jump: Ripley. Fales, Sylvester; dis
made $33,000 in public bequests, an
cus, Fales. Greene.
Savings bank.
A tax of $3,296.90 is
are being received for referendum “Lady of the Night,” written exclu
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exceedingly handsome proportion of
The entries from Warren High
assessed against the Rockland Sav- petitions from all over the State! sively lor the screen by Adela Rogers
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ARMY VACANCIES ' A tax of $102,082 is assessed against Every county in the State is repre ,St. Johns, of magazine fame. It’s a Anderson, Connell; 880-yard run.
were $10,000 to the Children’s Hos
sented in these requests. As a mat Metro-GoMwyn-Ma.ver picture, com Overlook, Payson, nderson; 1-mfle
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the
trust
and
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companies
as
pital for the Care of Crippled and
ter of fact “Fast Time" prevails in ing to tlie Strand next Monday and run. Overlook, Payson, Anderson,
Visit Our Exchange Department. Prices Very Low
Lot of Chances For Bright against the sum of $96,339 at the last much of the farming section of Tuesday.—adv.
Deformed Children of Maine, at
Connell.
commitment, an increase of $5,743. Aroostook and “Fast Time,” and
Portland; $10,000 to the Good Will
Young Men To Get Good Tlie heaviest tax is assessed against Daylight Saving time are much the
Home Association at Hinckley, the
PARK THEATRE
the Augusta Trust Co. with the Fidel same except its name.
Positions.
ity Trust Co. of Portland, second, the
income to he used for the girls’ de
Because of these reasons and an
Eastern Trust & Banking Co. of abiding faith in tlie common sense
Today will l»e life last opportunity
partment and tlie fund to be known
At this time the Army offers a
Bangui third and tlie Lewiston Tiust aad spirit of fairness of tlie people to see an excellent double feature
as the Madelyn Shaw fund in mem large variety of vacancies in most
which includes
House
Co., fourth.
The smallest tax is (>£ Maine tlie referendum is invoked, program
ory of his deceased daughter; $10,- any branch of the service which is assessed against the Washburn Trust
Peters in "The Tornado” and a
Cot, while no tax is assessed against
000 to tlie Batli Old Ladies' Home desued. Owing to the In-.-taseo de
Steamer Castine, ('apt. A. Perry “ Thief in Paradise” featuring Doris
and $3000 to the Bath City Hospital. ir.nnd on tlie recruiting service at this the Casco Mercantile Trust Co. of Coombs, is being put into conimis Kenyon.
"A Broadway Butterfly," is the
Portland or the Limestone Trust Co. sion for her summer schedule, which
Mr. Shaw's public-spirited example titre lour additional canvassers have
A tax of $1,732.50 is assessed begins early in June. She runs from p.itrfiction offered for Monday and
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the
Is one that every man and women
The story was written
against the Security Trust Co. of Belfast to Islesls.ro and. Camden. Tuesday.
local recruiting district.
Corporal
making a will—as every man and
Steamer Golden Rod, Capt. L. W. anil adapted for the screen by
Latourette, 3th Infantry, has re Rockland.
------------------ —
Coombs, has recently been inspected Darryl Francis Zanuck,—who Inci
woman should do— may to the wel lieved Private Hinckley in charge of
Baseball returns by radio are bul- for the season's work on the bay dentally, is the youngest scenario
fare of his community bear in mind. the recruiting station at Rockland.
letined each evening on the windows with landings at Castine. Islesboro writer in Hollywood—and in the
Private 1st Class Berry, 3th Infantry, j of Frank B. Allen's billiard parlors.
production of the picture, Mr. Bauand Belfast.
President Coolidge’s recent action has been assigned to duty at Bangor.
dine went the limit in choosing
Private Smith, 5th Infantry to Lewis
players to enact the dramatic, comic
looking to the narrowing of the pow- ton, to assist Corporal Berkowich and
and pathetic romunce of a small
er of Washington bureaus has an Private 1st Class Chavaree, 5th In- I
town girl who comes to Broadway
ardent supporter in Senator Borah, fantry to Portlund, Maine.
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for fame and renown. Louise Fa
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who in a recent speech in Cincinnati
zenda, Lllyan Tashman and Doro
BLACK.
Infantry, Field Artillery and Coast i
thy Devore are the female stars
said; 'The insatiable maw of bu
Artillery and Engineers in Hawaii,
chosen to portray three chorus girls
reaucracy is depriving more and Infantry, Field Artillery and Engi
of varying types—one being ordl
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nary Broadway, the other on the
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rights touching home and hearth
glittering street, but not of It, and
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Inrantry
and
Hqfs.
Bat.
the third a newcomer and novitiate
stone, of family and neighbor.
8th Coast Artillery, located in Port- ,
in the ceaseless round of gayety
There is not a practice, custom or land Harbor, offer a number of as
that makes night of day. Willard
habit but must soon be censored signments to ambitious men and de- j
Louis, Cullen Landis and John
from Washington. There is not in sire that men in'search of varied op- |
Roche form the fast-stepping hand
of rounders who make life interest
all relationship of parent and child, portunities and who are anxious to j
get ahead to investigate the oppor- 1
ing for show girls.—adv.
of family and home, anything suffi
tunitiea which they offer. The 3rd
ciently private or sacred to exempt Cavalry and 7th Field Artillery lo
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it from the furtive eye of the spe cated at Fort Ethan Allen, Vt„ also
cial agent." Strong and true. Any have a. number of vacancies to be
Shirley Mfeson in "Stardust Trail"
filled. The Quartermaster Corps of
newspaper editor can tell you sur
will be shown for the last time to
fers exceptional opportunities to men ;
day; also the last chapter of "The
prising stories of the publicity mat who are qualified as clerks, typists. '
Biddle Rider.”
ter from these bureaus which the stenographers, .warehousemen, store
"The Lust Mnn On Earth," with an
mails daily deposit upon his desk, keepers, blacksmiths and electri
all star cast, will be the attrac
cians.
Specialist
ratings
which
of

there by swift process to be shot
tion Mfonday and Tuesday.
“The
fer additional pay are available for
Last Man On Earth" is a highly
into the wastebasket.
many of these assignments.
imaginative story of the world de
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Men who desire foreign service will ,
c> JwSk/
nuded of all its men by a disease
The alewives have begun to run find this an opportune time to enter ■
called “masculitis." The women are
Those who desire sta- !
1. Bird’s Neponset Black Building
at Warren, a spring spectacle old the service.
shown carrying on. gayly enough at
tions in continental United States I
first—even jubilantly in their conli
but perennially of absorbing inter
Paper
used
back
of
stucco,
under
will find a large assortment of statdence that they can run things much
est. Wliere have the pretty silvery tions to choose from. Men who an
clapboards and roofing, and be
better than they were run in the old
fish been since last summer, and ticipate entering tlie service at tills
days when men ruled the world.
tween double floors, is durable,
time
should
get
in
touch
with
the
lo!
how through tlie uncharted depths
The first chapter of “Idaho," star
air-tight,
dust-proof
and
absolutely
ring Mahlon Hamilton and Vivian
of the ocean have they found tlieir cal recruiting station which is anx- ;
ious to he of assistance in deciding a j
waterproof.
Rich. It is a thrilling drama of gold
unerring way up the narrow St. choice. The local recruiting station i
rush days.
Georges? When you drive over to is located at tlie Post Office.
TEf ORE than a million dollars worth of special machinery, dies, tool*
2. Neponset Black Building Paper is
view tlie interesting sight select
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Barbara
Winthrop
at
Boarding
School
and instruments of precision are used exclusively in the production
a
tough,
heavy
paper
that
sheds
warm day, for on that sort of day
(By Helen K. Broughall)
of the Star motor, which has these outstanding quality features:
the fish "run" with more volubility.
water like a duck’s back.
Two Knox County Orchardixtt Among
Not the usual “preachy” tale which
Those Making the Experiment.
Is so often found in hooks for girls,
Honed Cylinders
Double Adjustment Carburetor
Mother’s Day tomorrow, a beauti hut just a wholesome every-day story
3. Neponset Black Building Paper is
Several orehardistx in the State Ire
Lapped Piston Pins
Vacuum Fuel Feed
ful anniversary, witli its red flower about every-day girls at a boarding
endorsed by builders and archi
undertaaking to find out what it costs
Silent
Chain
Drive
Gas Tank at Rear
school
with
no
exciting
adventures
o.
for the living mother and its white
to perform different operations for
tects everywhere.
thrilling mysteries.
An occasional
Light Weight Pistons
Hot Spot Manifold
the purpose of ascertaining the cost
flower for the dead.
house party or perhaps an evening
Bronze Bushed Rods
Removable Valve Guides
of producing a barrel of apples under
Mv mother i—numhood’s anxious brow
party with various birthday celebra
Neponset Black Building Paper is made by Bird &. Son, inc.
different methods of management.
Mirror Finished Bearings
100r° Machined Fly Wheel
And sterner cares liave long been mine,
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a
school
play,
a
fortune
teller,
!
(Est. 1795), manufacturers of Neponset Twin Shingles, Bird’s
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initiation
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“
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Shingle Design Roll Roofing, Paroid Roofing and Neponset
As when upon thy bosom s shrine
showing the cost of labor on each
Mv Infant griefs were gently hushed to rest ciety and sometimes a supper in the I
Board. There’s a Bird product for every sort of building!
operation,
as
pruning,
spraying
and
And thy low whispered prayers my slumbers
STAR CAR PRICES f. o. b. Lansing, Mich.
room of one of the girls—all these
harvesting.
These records are to
blessed.
He ore headquarters for Bird’s building papers,
make up the sum of their dissipations
cover a period of three years so as to
TOURING ....;..
$540 2-DOOR SEDAN .... $750
roofings and wall board.
Tlie Memorial Day observance tills and school girl chatter tells most o/ ;
cover variations in seasonal condi
ROADSTER................................$540
4-DOOR SEDAN .... $820
tions. The purpose is to find the most
year is in tlie hands of a committee the story day by day.
COUPE
........
$715
COMMERCIAL CHASSIS . $445
The scene closes with Commence- '
economical methods of 'performing
comprising William P. Hurley of Ed
various operations and to compare
win Libby Post, Basil Stinson of ment Day. when the girls step out of 1
BatfrEy Dwast Mstors, Eiizabelh, N. J. - Lansing, Mich. - Oakland, CaL - Toronto, Onft
the cost and return on different va
Winslow-Holbrook Post, E. C. Mo the story and into their respectiv?
rieties of apples.
ran of tlie iSons of Veterans. James homes leaving the reader with the
Among Ihe leading orchardists who
F Carver of the Spanish War \ etei- memory of many pleasant hours
ROCKLAND, ME.
are making this study in cooperation
ans and Major Ralph W. Broun of spent with both girls and teachers
Sales and Service Rooms. New Garage. New County Road
with the Extension Service of the
the Coast Artillery Corps.
H. Hard and with nothing tragic or sorrow
College of Agriculture at Orono, are
ing Hale, a well known Boston attor ful to mar the general effect.
Everett N. Hobbs of Hope and Jesse
Published by U C. Page & Co.,
%
ney. who is said to he a fine orator
..
F. Calderwood of Union.
Boston.
will be tlie Memorial Day orator.
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TALK OF THE TOWN
•OMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

J. A. Jameson and VWliam H.
Maxey, Jr., are among the Northend
motorists who are building, private
garages this spring.

WITH THE CHURCHES

■May 9 (League Baseball) Rockland High
In Vinalhaven; Thomaston High In New
Steamer J. T. Morse, which has
castle.
been in winter quarters at Boston,
May 10—Mothers’ Day.
May 11—Daylight Saving begins.
has been brought to Camden by
■May 11-16—Clean-Up Week.
Maj' 14—Annual Financial Campaign, and Capt. Hawley, and will there tit out
TltheM* Rally at LHtleftehl Memorial church. for the Bar Hlarbor line.
May 15—iMrs. Percival’s dance recital at
the Arcade.
John O. Stevens has sold his motor
MaV 2U-21—Senior Class play "The Charm
School," in High School auditorium.
yacht Emily to Mrs. Margaret BowMay 2i-23 Trial of cruiser Memphis on
dlteh of Milton, Mass., who will use
Rockland course.
May 20—Annual strawberry supper of Bap lt at the Point Lookout Club. Isle ait
tist Aden’s League.
Haut during the summer.
■May 2«—Camden—Annual school fair and
operetta.
May 30—Memorial Day.
The May session of Rockland
June 7 Warren High School graduation.
June 18—Rockland High School Graduation Ixidge of Elks is to be held Monday
night, preceded by n supper at C.45.
In New High School auditorium.
Sept K4—Standard Time resumed.
Beginning June only one .meeting a
Bept 30-Oct. 2—State Convention of W C. month will be held—the fourth Mon
T L. in Auburn.

Park and Empire Theatres will go
op daylight saving time commenc
ing next Monday, the hours being 2.
7. and S.45.
It will be noticed that
the evening performances begin 15
minutes later than during the winter.

Post office clerks of Maine, mem
bers of the State Branch of the
United National Association will hold
their annual convention May 30 in
this city, according to the announce 
ment sent out by J, E. Leighton, Jr.,
vice president of the Maine Branch.
Charles E. Smith has bought th»
Eli Fa, rington property on Cedar
street.
Mr. Farrington has gone to
Woolwich to live with his daughter.
Harris P. Smith who recently bought '
a big double bouse on Park street Is '
remodelling the place completely.

Among Ihe present generation there
are few’ who know that John Buttomer of Clarendon street was once
a champion swimmer in Ihe English
Navy. He joined at the age of 14
as second class boy and was in the
service about three years, getting a
pretty thorough experience in sailoring and gunnery. One of his ships
was the Hercules of the Channel
Fleef, carrying eight 18-ton guns.
One of his exploits was the winning
of a swimming race in which there
were 16 entries. .After he came to
this country, which was a matter of
about 53 years ago, he thought noth
ing of swimming out around the
mackerel fishers oft Jameson Point
and bark. In local entertainments
he sung and did the break-down and
double shuttle and often took part in
gramas.

The Littlefield Memorial Church
j has its eighth annual finaheial camj palgn and tlther's rally next Thurs
day evening.
The estimated budget
i for the year ending June 7. 1926, is
, $3200, and the workers have supreme
faith tltat the sum will he raised
The flnance committee comprises
■ Frank B. Gregory-. Edgar IV. Barter.
Earl C. Randall, Eva D. Snow, Annid
S; Babbidge. Priscilla C. Richardson,
Augusta 1* Moon, Clarence E. Cray,
Maynard W. Gray, Carl W. Chaples,
Grace C. Dorman, Catherine O. Greg
ory.
The captains of the several
The Kian stands for law
teams engaging In the drive are:
and order, freedom of
Team A, Harry P. Clia.se: R. Earl C.
Randall; C, Carl Chaples: D, J. N.
speech, freedom of the
Farnham; E. Stanley Gregory; F,
press.
(
Mrs. Charles Atherton; G. Miss Grace
Dorman' Jl, Miss Mabel Seavey; I.
Ku Klux Kian
Mrs. Eva D. Snow.

Walter W. Morse of Portland was
the city ' Thursday looking over
the ground with a view to forming a
Lions’ Club This organization is
extremely popular wherever it exists,
and the prospects of getting a for
midable membership here are said to
lie very good. Aside from the Rotary
and Forty clubs are many men who
would be eligible who belong to no
other organization. Mr. Mbrse is
coming to Rockland again, and will
be accompanied by an organizer.

>

'
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CHOICE SEEDS
BRING HOME
THE CROPS
VERY package of our
choice Field and Gar
den Seeds is guaranted to
produce real Blue Ribbon
winning crops. Of course,
there is a reason—every
Seed is carefully selected
and must bear our severe
tests before offered for sale.

Your needs are adequately
met in these assortments.
All Seeds Warranted

KNOWLTON’S
(Formerly COBB’S)

WE ARE BUYING UV5 F<

I

Services in the Saints’ room. 471
Main street, Bunday, are as follows:
Sunday school at 10.30 a. m. and
preaching at 7 p. m.; Wednesday
evening tlie regular prayer meeting
and Thursday afternoon the doctrine
and covenants class meets.
... *
At the Congregational church to
morrow morning Mr. .Rounds will
preach on the subject, “Christ and
tlie Home.” The sermon will be ap
propriate to Mothers' Day. Thd Pil
grim Choir will sing. Church school
at noon. The Fellowship League
will meet in the vestry at G o'clock.
• • • •
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o’clock. Sub
ject of lesson sermon, “Adam and
Fallen Man.” Sunday school at 12.
The reading room is located in the]
nnv Bicknell block and
is open
every week day from 2 to 5 p. m.

ive shall close our store at 5
P. M. Daylight Saving Time,

except Saturdays.

Burpee Furniture
Company
\

King So Ionian Temple Chapter
Karl Johnson of Rockland and
had five candidates on the Mark de Mary Handy of Camden have tiled
gree Thursday night—William H. marriage intentions at the city clerk’s
Rhodes, Adelbert L. Miles, John A. office.
l'ilield, Frederick L Hull and Donald
Fred M. Blackington has been man
H. Cross.
Next Thursday night the
icuring tlie lawns of A. H. Jones.
Chapter will have a special meeting.
E. Carl Moran and tlie Congrega
Tlie Rockland Used Car Mart Is the tional Church.
name of a new enterprise which has
The May meeting of the Mt^lne
its headquarters in Blake block at
the Northend.
lt handles nothing State League of Hand Engines will
but used cars, ranging from the hum lie held in Hecla Engine hall, Ran
ble Ford to the haughty Pierce Ar- dolph. tonight, at 7.30 o'clock.
row.
Parker F. Norcross Is mana■Freeman A. Stanley Is building a
ger.
double garage 20-22 for Dr. IL W.
Extensive Improvements are being Bickford on Maple street extension.
made upon tlie premises of Fred C. Blanchard B. Smith is having a 3-car
Black Summerxptreet.
Two old garage built on the same street.
stumps and three large trees have
Judge F. B. Miller took a (lay off
been removed, the back lawn is being
graded and various shrubs and flow yesterday and went into the wilds
ering plants have been set out. Earle and woods of St. George und Ten
Conant is the landscape artist In ant's Harbor carrying chain for
Surveyor L. D. Jones.
Tlie Judge
charge.
had a wonderful time but lost eight
pounds in the process.
Ruth Mayhew Tent will give the
fifth of Its series of auction parties
Francis E. Bresnehan, formerly
next Tuesday evening In G. A. R.
athletic director and director of
hall.
The decision as to the most
manual training in Camden High
proficient player Is very much In
School, was In the city Thursday. He
doubt and as far as can be stated off
is now instructor of manual training
hand no one has yet beaten the rec
in Pittsfield, Mass., but maintains a
ord of a lady who hus been present lively Interest in Knox County’ ath
only one evening.
The scores have
letics.
Accompanied by Mrs. Bres
not been as high as expected and it
nehan he is spending a week's va
is within the realm of possibility that cation In Camden.
a newcomer might carry off the
honor.
Only one more party and
The annual Diocesan convention
this series will close.
of tlie Episcopal church of Maine
will lie held at the cathedral, Port
»«»*»**•••»*»
land, Tuesday and Wednesday. Lay
«
• delegates from St. Peter's church In
*
\ DAYLIGHT TIME
* clude George W. Smith and Fred S.
»
____
• ■March with Abram 6. Kye and
*
Daylight Saving goes into effect * Charles W. Livingston as alternates.
* in this city tomorrow morning * The session of the Woman’s Aux
* at one minute past midnight, and * iliary will be held Wednesday and
* will continue until Sunday morn- * Thursday.
*
*
*
*
*
*

ing, Sept. 13, unless failure to obtain the referendum causes the
anti-Daylight Saving bill to become a law July 9. It should be
remembered, however, that the
trains, postoffice, Co.urt House,

*
*
*
*
*
*

* hotels and law offices continue *
* on Standard Time. Time men- *
* tioned in news items in this pa- *
* per will refer to the Daylight *

* Saving schedule unless otherwise *
* indicated. This is done to pre- *
* vent needless repetition.
«**»********»

Rockland was represented at the
Grand Lodge sessions in PortlanJ
this week by Albert I. Mather. A. II.
Newbert, J. A. Itiehan. J. F. Buigees, Carl E. Morse, W. R. Lufkin,
W. G. Dlmick, Frank A. Beverage,
Frank A. Maxey, W. D. Talbot, James
F. Carver and E. R. Veazie.
E. K.
Gould was elected grand generalissi
mo of the Grand Commandery and
appointed grand standard bearer.
Dr. Richan was elected grand junior
warden of the Grand 1-odge. Charles
Jt Crowley was present from South
Thomaston.

The Membership Committee of the
Knox Memorial Association, realizing
that the people of Thomaston would
be most vitally interested in the res
toration of “Montpelier" have sent
out 180 circular letters In that town,
urging them to join the association.
Flftjk thousand individuals paying
for three years’ membership in ad
vance would assure the accomplish
ment of this undertaking; and would
bring to this part of the State many
people who appreciate the historic
and beautiful.
When Thomaston
has had opportunity to start the list
the membership drive will be carried
on in this and surrounding towns.
Many people from out of the State
liave already signified their desire to
assist: and this week our old friend
“Boae" (Albion B. Crocker of Som
erville) sent in his membership fee
with a kindly letter of appreciation
of the work. Mrs. Gorwalz of Thom
aston w’as the first to respond witli
a life membership fee of $20.
Rotary luncheon yesterday c,i(l not
fail to take cognizance of iNatlona,
Music Week and besides the ensem
ble singing enjoyed a program to
which two High School boys, Sol
I’olise, violin, and Abralium Fein, sax
ophone, contributed very acceptably.
Janies J. O’Hara at the piano was In
his usual tine form and played with
exceeding
brilliancy
Rachmani
noff's Prelude In C Minor.
Phil
Jones, Homer E. Robinson and A. P.
Richardson sang solos, and a song
w:is contributed by the Hominy
Quartet. W. A. Glover presented an
admirable paper dealing with the
lumber situation in this country,
where the steady depletion of forests
"means practical extinction in ho
great period of time, tlie speaker
said, unless reforestation is practiced
on a large scale.
Other building
materials have more and more come
into use, hut even then the demand
for lumber is steadily increasing.
We used to think of the east as the
great region of production, but now
two-thirds of the lumber is cut In 1
tlie west. We are cutting each year
60 billion board feet and only 10
billion are replaced. At this rate In |
44 years our forests will be ex- ’
liausted.
Charles B. Paine of the
Augusta Rotary Club and H. F. Mann
of this city were guests at the lun
cheon.

The First Baptist C. E. will ho|d
a cooked food sale at the Maine Muaic store, Saturday, May 9. st-M

“And I learned about Dressers
from Him”

•••«

Beginning Monday, May II,

day—at 8 o’clock.

Belfast was evidently impressed
A letter directed to E. K. Thomas
ton reached the party for whom tlie by the "Boys’ Scramble.” The
cureless addresser intended it. Such Journal says: "Rockland is to be
congratulated on the exceptionally
In fame.
good appearance of her boys, who
In Boston this week Arthur I* even refrained from hoots as they
Rogers hail tlie pleasure of seeing passed many Belfast youngsters of
Oazzy Vance, the Brooklyn pitcher, thelp own age. Send them up again."
at his very best. He would have
Alewives from' Warren, strawber
won any World .Series game that
ries from Arkansas and lettuce from
day, in Mr. Rogers' opinion.
Arizona have featured this week's
A Nash sedan of Massaohusetts markets. Considerable ground was
registry came to grief in front of covered in the assembling of these
Straw
IJpnkin black Thursday afternoon materials, it will be seen.
when the Tront axle broke.
The berries. by the way, have been sell
four occupants got a shaking up, but ing as low as 27 cents for baskets
nobody was injured.
large enough to supply four persons.

Gospel Mission services will be
held Sunday afternoon at 2.30 and In
the evening at 7.15, conducted by
Charles Atherton.
,

Announcement

All In all lt has been a shivery
week.
v

The (Inal chapter of "The Riddle
fiUder” is being shown at Empire
A new serial, en
South Main .street was being tarred Theatre today.
titled "Idaho" begins Monday and
yesterday.
Tuesday, with Mahlon Hamilton and
Vivian Rich as stars.
Karie Conant enters the employ of
the Swift Beef Co. next Monday.
The offices in the Court House
will continue on standard time unless
A grass lire on North Main street
the other trolley towns adopt day
called the department out Thursday
light saving.
If Buckland's exam
afternoon.
ple is followed the offices will open
and close an hour earlier.
E. K. Winchenbaeh of Thomaston
has w/ld Ills smaller cottage at Cres
The date of the dance revue of
cent Beach to A. B. Higgs of this city.
Jennie Harvey Percival’s classes, at
------- «
The Arcade, is Friday, May 15. Re
Stanley Amsen, who has been em hearsals are under way and tlie pro
ployed In his brother's burber shop In gram promises to be ahead of any
Augusta, has joined Libby Paladino’s thing she has presented.
Marston's
staff.
Orchestra, furnishes the music.
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The City Club dined at the Thorn
dike Hotel last night, and discussed
timely topics relating to city affairs.
One won the matter of parking auto
mobiles on Main street. The club
members voted unanimously to keep
their own cars off the street, and will
ask the Rotary Club and Forty Club
members to do likewise, to the end
that the street may he left at the
disposal of business visitors and sum
mer visitors, during the summer sea
son. Homer E. Robinson is charged
with the duty of looking after this
activity. Henry B. Bird brought up
the matter of getting the City Club
behind the Chamber of Commerce
on the work of publicity, and argued
that there should he an increase of
membership in order to properly
carry on the work. The need of
having the Chamber of Commerce
office on the ground floor was also
touched upon, and several sites were
considered.

?
Have you ever eaten one
of Mrs. Austin Smith's
Dandelion Green Dinners?
: MENU :

Dandelion Greens
Cold Sliced Shoulder
Bread and Butter
Doughnuts
Coffee
11:00 to 1:00 o’clock
PRICE - - 50 CENTS

Pie

METHODIST VESTRY

12

TUESDAY, MAY

56-lt

DANCE
Every Tuesday Night
FRIENDSHIP HALL

Kirk & Claffy’s Orchestra
56* It

A traveling man came into our store yesterday and, noting the price tags on
the Dressers and Chiffoniers going into our northern window, yelped: “For
Pete’s sake, you’re selling those at pri:es that shade my wholesale list.” You
see—that tells the story of a good buy.
t.

CHIFFONIERS

Ceep the Home cigar
.oke J. W. A. cigars.

hurnir.;'
54-59

BORN
,—Atudeiaa Ridge. May —. to Mr. and
Frank Hart, a dsugliter
sion—Wliile Head Light. May 6. lo
id Mrs Arthur Marston, a son -Keith

DIED
•Xaniara- Maas. May 8. Sarah B. Me
ara. formerly of Ttiomastoii. aged 70
t Funeral at St. .lames Catholic church,
day. at 9 o'clock, a. at.

CARD OF THANKS

fflsh to thank nty friend# of Rockland
dndnesses shown during my lllncsa.
I
‘onvaleacing at 79 (Ilford street, Port’Mc . .and would be glad to hear front
ly friends.
Carrie K. Robinson.
Oxford Rt.. Portland. Me.
*

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to rx|ir«is our heartfelt thanks
to tliose neighbors and friends who co kind
ly assisted us In our recent bereavement;
also for the beautiful flower# sent on the
occasion of the funeral.
Ella M Achorn. Mantle Crow

1855

1R25

:: Memorials::
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, ME.

Dust Proof

Plate Mirror

Plate Mirror

11x19

12x20

>13.50

*12.50
SS

CHIFFONIERS

The Price on This

With No Mirror

Lot Means a

Plain Wood Back

Quick Sale

*10.00

Don’t Delay in

This is a standard

Taking Such a Rare

article

Buying Opportunity.

• » » •

Sunday services at the Salvation
Army citadel are as follows: Holi
ness meeting, 11 a. m.; salvation
meeting, 8 p. m; company meeting,
,(S. S.), 2 p. m.; Young People’s
Legion, 6.30 p. m. Capt. and Mrs.
Simons and Lieut. Pickup will he
in charge of the services with good
music and singing. The week day
services are as follows: Wednesday
salvation meeting. 8 p. m.; Friday,
holiness meeting, 8 p. m.; Saturday,
free-and-easy meeting, 8 p. m.
• • • •
Morning worship at Littlefield
Memorial church at 10.30 with ser
mon by Pastor Stuart using as his
subject, “The Aiqieal of Christianty
—The Test of Sincerity.” The
music will consist of a vocal duet
by Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Gregory and
an anthem by the choir. Bible school
meets at noon and the lesson sub
ject is "Philip und the Ethiopian
Treasurer.”
Theme:
"Knowing
lesus." Christian Endeavor serv
ice Is at 0.15. The Senior Girls'
group of which Miss Doris Daggeti
Is leader, will have charge. Tb“
topic is "Where and llow Should
We Spend Our Sundays?” In ob
servance of Mother's Day tlie young
people's choir will present tlie
Songalogue—"His Mother’s Sermon"
at 7.15.
• • • .
Sunday morning at tlie First
Baptist church tlie pastor, Rev. B.
P. Browne, will speak at 10.30 on
"The Mother The Home Needs To
day." .Special music will include
‘Mother-Calling’’ by Mrs. Lillian
Joyce, "For Mother’s Sake," Weaver,
by the choir and “I Think When I
Read That Sweet Story of Old,” by
Mrs. Rachel Browne.
There wil'
also be Dedication of Infants at this
service and a report of tlie Boston
Conference will be given.
Sunday
school at tlie usual hour. Young
People’s service at 6 p. tn. with Her
man .Hart In charge, the topic be
ing "How To Spend Sunday." At
7.15' the pastor’s subject will lie the
third in series on the book of Reve
lation, "The Lamb and The SevenSealed Book.” The choir will sing
"Let’s Wear a Flower
Today,”
Weaver. Midweek prayer meeting
on Tuesday evening at 7.30.
• • • *
Sunday morning at the Pratt Me
morial ,M. H. church will be ob
served as Mothers' Day. The musi
cal program under tho direction of
Miss Bertha McIntosh, chorister,
will consist of the anthem, "Chris
tian, the Morn Breaks Sweetly,"
Shelley, by the choir; "Tell Mother
I’ll Be There," by the male quar
tette; "Memories of Mother," Hark
ness,
mixed quartette.
Norman
Waldron, delegate to tlie boys'
conference in Augusta, will make
his
report of
the
conference,
and
the pastor will speak of
the observance of Mothers' Day.
The subject of the evening sermon
will be "Blind Men.” The musical
program will include tlie anthem.
“Hear Our Prayer," Salome: duet,
"Where Is My Boy Tonight?" Mr.
and (Mrs. Raymond Anderson, and
“God Bless M^ Boy.” Stebbins, by
male quartette. Otho L. Hatch will
conduct the praise service at the
opening.
Prayer meeting Tuesday
evening at 7,30. Clocks will be set
ahead one hour in accord witli re
cent action of city government.

Solid Oak

Dust Proof

« • • •

Universallst church—Rev. C. A.
Knickerbocker will preach at 10.3(1,
topic, "WJiat Is Basic In Human
Life?” Sunday school at 12. Kin
dergarten during the church service.
Y. P. C. U. at 6 p. m. Music in
cludes the anthem "Hark, Hark, My'
Soul,” Ambrose; tenor solo, “Mother,
My Dear," Trehorne, by Mr. Wyllte.
• * • •
Episcopal notices for Sunday: At
St. Peter’s, holy communion at 7.30
a. m., morning prayer and sermon at
10.30, school following.
Evening
prayer and sermon at Thomaston at
7.30, school at 0.30. Guild meetings
this week will be omitted. Friday
evening tlie Girls’ Friendly Society
will meet, followed by choir prac
tice, St. Peter’s iiarish room.

DRESSERS

Solid Oak

Five Drawers

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
283 MAIN STREET.

+

ln the year 1924 diseaaes of
the
heart
killed
170,033.
Much of this could liave been
prevented it treated in time.
Rockland Red Cross.

Boys, and not such small boys at
that, are doing considerable damage
by climbing the wire backstop of
Community Park. Undoubtedly the
sole trouble is thoughtlessness.

A district meeting ot the Odd Fel
lows will he held in this city one
week from today, with Grand Master
George Ellingwood of Gray in attend
ance. Tenant’s Harbor Ixidge will
work the first degree. The Rebekahs
will serve supper at 6.30.
Union R.F.D. No. 2 is represented
in the Knox Hospital this week by
Lowell Bowley and Earl Norwood,
two huskies, who have been oper
ated on and are both more or less
coni ful'table and cheerful this morn
ing.

"Played the first green of the sea
son on the Country Club course this
morning," sang Dr. James Kent gay
ly. as he returnedd from an early
morning constitutional Thursday.
With the veteran Victor P. Hall it is
the daily custom of the doctor to take
a whirl around the course before the
average citizen is abroad.

ROCKLAND

Now Open!
AND

DAY

EVENING

FREE PARKING
REST ROOM

FOR THE LADIES

CRANK CASE SERVICE, AIR AND WATER

We Invite You to Avail. Yourself of These
Conveniences

SATURDAY, MAY 16
WiU Be Opening Day
Watch this paper Next Week for announcements

OILING, GREASING, CRANK CASE SERVICE

THURSTON SERVICE STATION
Comer Park and Broad Streets

Four brothers who had not been
together since 1891 (34 years ago) met
in tilts city yesterday and celebrated
the occasion by riding to Thomaston
and Warren and visiting some of the
old familiar scenes. Tlie brothers
were George Wardwell of Boston and
Sandy Point, Arthur P. Wardwell of
Boston and Rockland and John J.
and Frank D. Wardwell of Rockland
All have found their life mission in
the building of ships, and it is
doubtful it there Is a better known
family in nautical circles on the At
lantic coast. George Wardwell re
turned to Boston last night, having
hugely enjoyed his visit to Rockland
and Sandy Pqlnt. He begun his
shipbuilding career on the Great
Ixtkes, and was so successful at it
that Lawley, the Boston yacht build
er, signed him up. Mr. Wardwell
was with Lawley 14 years, since
which time he lias been in business
for himself as a builder of yachts and
coasting vessels, lie operated the
yard at Sandy Point, during Ihe
World War.

Rockland

DANDELION GREENS
1 am buying good stock; must be thoroughly
Cleaned

A. M. FULLER
260 Broadway, Head of Summer St.

Rockland
51-56

PAINT

headquarters

APPLETON RIDGE
Hayden Fuller is shingling his
barn. David Escaii, -.-. Frank Hurt
and Roland Edgecota'i are helping
him.
Dr. H. H. Plumer of Union was a
business caller at I.. N. Moody's and
Minnie Brown’s Tuesday.
Friends of Mrs. Ethel Towle are
sorry she is ill in a Massachusetts
hospital with trouble with her
foot.
Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley had the
misfortune to step on a large nail,
injuring h^r foot quite badly.
W. M. N Aw bert has bought a new
Chevrolet tobring car.
Several were absent from school
this week with the prevailing dis
temper.
A man unaccustomed to praising his
wife went out of his way to call her
an angel.
She ventured to ask why she had
been so honored.
“Well." said the wily one. “in the
first place you are always flittin
ubout; secondly, you are always
harping on things; and thirdly, by
your own account, you have nothing
to wear!"

SHOE

REPAIRING

THE STORE WITH THE SHERWIN-WlkLIAMS HOUSEHOLD FAINTING GUIDE

DEMONSTRATION

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PRODUCTS
SATURDAY, MAY 9th
Mr. Marshall, their factory service man, will be
here all day to demonstrate their products and
help solve painting problems.
ALL ARE INVITED

And we are offering the following special:
% Pint Enameloid..................... 30
1 Enameloid Brush.................. 25
1 Book “Joy of Color”............25
.80

FOR THIRTY CENTS
One to a Customer

AUTO TOP REPAIRING

Rockland Shoe Repairing
Co.
School Street

Rockland
55-tf

W. H. GLOVER CO. .
453 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
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Council Bluffs, Iowa. —“I had pains
in niv back and sides and headaches,
so that I could not
do my work. Once
in a while I would
be sick a week. A
friend told me that
Ly dia E. Pin kham’s Vegetable
Compound had
kept her out of
the hospital, so I
thought I would
try it, as I had tried
a number of other
______
medicines. Now I
feel like a different person and am
telling my friends about the Vege
table Compound helping me, hoping
they will let it help them, too."
— Mrs. Ethel Heckman, Box 21,
K. F. D. No. 1, Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Saved From An Operation
6f

65

6681

166

71

[67

6?

70

I7Z

1®. 1926, Western Newspaper Union.)

Horizontal.

Vertical.

1—To hus
7—Expected king and deliverer of
the Hebrews
15— Born
14—Small particle
16— To perform
16—Prevaricate
17— Soft magnesium silicate
18— Place
19—Thue
21—To drain
23—Purchase
24—Note of musical scale
26—The Orient
29—Part of a day
81—Gibbet
84—Custard dish
87—Land measure
18—A saver
89—Point of compalss
40—Boy’s name
42—Change from one form to an
other
48—Silence!
60—Eroding

1— Printing measure
2— Personal pronoun
8—Wager
4—Affects with pain
6—South American shrub
6— Same as 1 vertical
7—Mother
8—Natural color
9—Remain
10—Kind
11—Three-toed sloth
12— Personal pronoun
19— Scandinavian narrative of legend
20— Ridges
22—One who rides
23— Name of American family of
stage folk
24— Spoil
25—Sea eagle
27— Prefix meaning not
28— Lofty mountain
29— Personal pronoun
I 30—Correct
32—Correlative of either
J 33—Us
35—Roadway (abbr.)
36—Personal pronoun
I 40—At a distance
41—Lascivious
42—Attempt
43— Eastern state (abbr.)
44— Indefinite article
45— City near Babylon
46— Note of musical scale
47— A newt
48—Look over
49—Brave man
SOB—Land measure
61B—Exists
55—Lumber
66— At a distance
58— Opposite of 66 vertical
59— Musty
61—African antelope
63— Prefix meaning new
64— Provided that
65—Negative
66B—Southern state (abbr.)
67— Jumbled type
69— Part of verb "to be"
70— Note of musical scale

61—Opening

62—Crooked

63— Former Russian ruler
64— Three feet (abbr.)
65— Strife
67—Cease
60— Negative
61— Foolish person (slang)
62— Achieve by labor
64—Hostelry
66—Kind of tree
67— Shallow dish
68— Organ of head
71—Iron works
72—Tiresome

Solution will appear In next Issue.

<*Solution to Thursday's Puzzle

EAST UNION

MEMORIES OF

SAVED FRIEND
FROMHOSPITAL
Mrs. Heckman Decided to Try
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound—Note Results—

76

16
79

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 9, 1025
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Monessen, Pa. - “I took Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound for a
serious case of female trouble. The
worst pain 1 had was in my right side
and back with swelling in my side so
that I was unable to walk at one time.
I was ordered to go to the hospital,
but here I am, still without an opera
tion. I saw your advertisement and
have taken the Vegetable Compound
with splendid results.’’—Mrs. J. Nel
son. 842 Donner Ave., Monessen, Pa.

AN

ACTIVE

LIFE

“ASlicKer.
Just like Mine’

BOSTON & BANGOB LIRE
-

Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday

(By Charles K. Flint)

UNION
George Cameron of Massachusetts
has bought the Carl Thurston farm
and will move here soon.
All are
glad to welcome good people back to
Union.
And here’s health, wealtn
and prosperity to George and Inez.
Mrs. Clara Clark has returned from
Portland where she spent the winter
with relatives and friends.
Mrs. Ella Miller has returned to
her home after a winter at South
Union.
The W. C. T. U. held a very pleasant
and profitable meeting at the home of
Mrs. Sophia Shepard Tuesday.
Mrs. Almeda Creighton is very ill
with pneumonia.
Mrs. Isa Etter is
caring for her.
Rev. E. W. Webber and family are
ill with the prevailing distemper.
Rev. E. S. Ufford ■occupied the pulpit
Sunday.
.
Miss Florence Packard of Peabodv,
Mass., is the guest of Rev. Bessie
Crowell.
A joint installation of the Ameri
can Legion and Auxiliary will be held
on Monday evening.
It is earnestly
desired that every member be pres
ent as there is business of importance
to come before the meeting.
?»Irs. M. E. Shaw of Andover. Mass.,
was an over-night guest of Mrs. Ber
tha Simmons Tuesday.
Mrs. Shaw’
was in town to attend the funeral of
her aunt, the late Mrs. Abbie Cooper
whose body was brought to Rock
land in the winter.
Mrs. Shaw had
many pleasant memories of Union as
she spent quite a little time with her
aunt on the place now’ owned by
Charles Simmons.
Mrs. Luella Jones is confined to her
bed with grippe.
Earl Saywood has gone to Rock
land where he has employment with
Sheriff Thurston at the oil plant.
Wednesday marked a milestone in
the life journey of Mrs. Clara Light
and 20 members of the Eastern Star
gathered at her home and made it a
day lung to be remembered.
A
bountiful dinner was served consist
ing of dandelion greens, cold meats,
baked beans, cakes and pies.
Mrs.
Light was presented with a solid gold
Star pin as a token of the high es
teem in which she is held by the sis
ters of the order.
The schools of Union will have an
exhibit and short program Wednes
day evening. May 13, beginning at
7.30 at Town hall. The program will
be followed by an address by Miss
Florence M. Hale of the State De
partment of Education. Miss Hale is
in much demand as a speaker and
her talk will not only be profitable,
hut much enjoyed as Miss Hale has
a keen sense of humor.

In the early part of 1963. George
After the race a dinner was served Day conferred with me in regard t<
at the Ardsley Club.
Chauncey M. utilizing the Selden Patent. He
Depew was the chief speaker; and doubted that the patent would stand
his diplomacy in picturing the glori the test of litigation, hut pointed out
ous future of the automobile, and in that owing to the comprehensive
avoiding reference to its present in ness of its claims. It would he a ver;
adequacies was no less skillful than desirable patent around which to
the tact which he displayed on a form and maintain an organization
later occasion when, as president of
American automobile ma
manufacthe Pilgrim Society.
"poke at a (urers
Such an organizattion
i
was
luncheon given to the British Am- 1 fy-.v.mzwl
nrt tBn
formed, nand
the rncillt
result Wfl
wasU fthat Day
bassador Gaddes. Depew was to and those for whom he acted re
make the first speech, and the atti ceived a profit from the operation
tude of American officials towards while the industry generally bene
Valera had been such that It fited from the fact that the mediant
was impossible for him to avoid that cal'engineers of the various com
subject. But in view of the Sack- panics in the Selden Patent Associa
vllle-West incident and diplomatic tion met from month to mopth, for
proprieties. It would have been dif- , JJ”’
e „f dlBCU8glni z the latest
ficult for Depew to have tried seri- I technical developments in the au
ouslv to defend our attitude towards tomobile world. As a result of this
De Valera. The real explanation of co-operation. America, which was
the American attitude was that far behind in automobile develop
some of our politicians were playing ment when the Association was or
to the Irish galleries: hut it would ganized. overtook the French and
have created bad blood If the fact Germans, and finally produced auto
had been plainly stated, so Depew mobiles of the very first quality.
diplomatically
t,s,k the. -De Valera i Developing
-----along
other
lines
hurdle by putting our defense In the. han
thoge
<>f
quaHtj.
,.-„r(1
mouth of the Prime Minister of Engq ( >ne hnnd
stan,h.rd ■
land. He informed Ms hearer8 that |Ze.f quantity production, paid the
when a member of
Brtoh Cabl
%
()b(ainp(, thp |<>w.
net had spoken to
,JL3rd« est production cost, broke the Selden
garding Americas attitude toward
tent an(i wlth his low.„rleed ears
Irish pon ies, the Prime Minister
a Kreater financial success
had simply as - i
Hon’’"
than a" the rest l°Kether, incldentadate of the Amerioan election.
WaU
vrs
• • • •
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[Continued—Began Feb. 261
first machine might cost half-a-milChapter XVII—The Automobile and •lion dollars or Knore, standardized
quantity production would ultimately
the Aeroplane
result in low prices. However, I
My experience with automobiles
never had the vision to foresee the
began before the (lays of licenses,
amazing success of Ford along these
when I drove a l'e Pion—the "Pufflines.
Pufr— which was equipped with a
I was the first person to take an
bicycle seat in the rear and a lux
automobile to the South Side Sports
urious seat In front. I suppose that
men's Club, which has jyncc been a
the name ’ Puff-Puff’’ was a tribute
Mecca for so many of the high class
to the noise made by the engine:
cars. The automobile was a curiosi
but when I recall the efforts with
ty and I undertook to explain its
which 1 pushed that vehicle, with
character to a number of the club
Mrs. Flint in the chair, the name
members who crowded around the
might just as well have been taken
unusual vehicle.
In the midst of
for a description of my breathing.
my informative lecture, the exhibit*
1 attendeil the first automobile
added to the excitement of the occa
race on Decoration Day, 1696, when
sion by blowing out one of its boiler
the machines had not yet outgrown
tubes.
the title of "horseless carriages."
My early trips by Locomobile to
The judges of this pioneer contest
the South Side Club were never
were Chauncey 31. Depew and Fred
events of uninterrupted progress.
erick Thompson, the president of
the Pennsylvania Railroad.
The Mrs. Flint, who generally went with
committee in charge were very wise me. said "We always get into trouble
when we stop.” She reminded me
In arranging the course so that race
I of that mother, who. when her
would finish at the bottom of a hill
daughter asked whether she could
instead of nt the top. I believe that
eight horseless carriages crossed the go walking with Jimmy in the
park that evening, replied. "Yes. my
finish line, hut I am not sure how
daughter, if you’ll keep walking.”
many were left along the road.

.

~
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‘Men and Ships and Sealing Wax”—The Story of a
Thomaston Boy Who Made Good.

The recital of this anecdote was
....
|R U I
followed by general laughter *\nd Low-priced cars have done more
Mrs. Homer Davis of South Union
good feeling In which Ambassador
eliminate class distinction than
was a recent caller of Mrs. Randall
Geddes joined.
i aay other single agency, as I have
Robbins.
It was with tlie same delicacy that, ohKPrvPq that the man with the
Mrs. J. L. Dornan, who has been
Mr. D’-pew dealt with the imper- :
does not envy the owner of a
quite sick with an attack of the
fections of the horseless carriage.
( Rolls-Royce. As I drive through
grippe, is improving.
My faith in the future of the au- J t)ie country, particularly during the
Melvin Etter is at home from Port
tomobile was sufficient to cause me , ppr,.y anq fresh vegetable season, I
land High school for a week’s vaca
to retain Ralph Morgan of AVorces- , am very much impressed by the
tion.
ter. a mechanical engineer, to report happiness of the owners of the
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Payson of
on the state of the art. As a result cheapest ears. The achievement of
South Windham were weekend guests
of his investigations he built an au- i porq has meant so much to the peowith Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Payson.
tomobile which, altogether, cost about p|p o( ,his country .that I am not
$25,000. This car, along with certain surp,tPPd that the politicians are re
Quite a delegation from Pioneer
la □□ EP
patents which we had secured. ! ^.(r ,n„ him aH a factor of great im1 Grange attended Knox Pomona at
□ nnaaB
turned over at cost to a corporation) porjance jn national polities,
. Warren.
EHEQ
EJEinn
in which I was interested.
j | became
expert in
driving
Lowell Bowlev is in Knox Hospital
One of my earliest experiences through traffic and although 1 was
where he underwent an operation for
with a steam machine was in ]S98;tpc thirteenth to take out a license
gall stones.
He is doing nicely.
when Stanley drove into Irvington. (
.pp ^julberry Street Police StaThe ladies of the Farm Bureau will
and I was asked by John Brisbane, tlon. that number proved to he a
• hold an in-between meeting May 12
Walker, the editor of the Cosmopoli- |uc|ty one, ns I have never had an
at the Grange hall.: Program, 10
tan Magazine, to ride in the Stanley j accident. 1 have driven the aviators
o’clock, “Home Industries;” dinner at
Steamer. Mr. Wkilker gave me the. Santos Dumont, Wilbur Wright and
W. P. STRONG
noon; business meeting; papers on
choice of riding with him or with orv|i|e Wright, and also Simon
“Supplying the demand where pro
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
Stanley, and I chose Stanley. I was
Three of these men had
ducts are marketable” and a discus
WALL PAPER
afterwards told that when Mr. Wil- , (,ravP,j (|1P perils of the air, and the
sion “What to do in our Community.”
liam Rockefeller—who from the very fourt|,
felt quite at ease upon
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
outset watched with great interest thp bottom of the sea; but all of
SUPPLIES
Three Crow’ Pure Ground Pepper,
the evolution of the automobile—was , them evinced more or less anxiety
THOMASTON. MAINE
in tight moisture proof 'packages.
the first to ride with Mr. Walker in whpn they drove with me down
Tu&S-tt
—adv.
the Stanley Steamer, he was con-| Broadway
And when I accomsiderablv stimulated by Mr. Walkeri pan|e(j business conversations with
wondering whether there was any approprlate gestures they grew more
water in the boiler ! There was no I tjian anxious.
reason for Mr. Rockefeller to he
j havp owned a great variety of
worried on that point, as the Stanley para and , wag onp of ttlp g^ven jn.
Steamer used steam only as it was j cor[X)rators of the most important
produced and the holler was not sub-- alltomobile club in the world: The
W
for rainy days
jeet to an explosion.
Automobile -Club of America.
The first real automobile which I! Thp areoplane was the creation .if
7’ As popular In ihe city
drove, the Locomobile, was of in-; Wllbur and Orville Wright who. In
FRIENDSHIP
as In the country.
Fred Young has employment In ferior design and construction; hut 1905 were the first to rlimb Into the
/=oz*A/e/7, Womenand Ctii/ctr&n
I predicted that die automobile would | Hkips ln
"imavier than air" in:.Cushing.
eventually be standardised as the I cjllne. The Europeans had talked
Miss Dorothy Simmons of Port
rifle had been, and that although the ■ about what they were doing, and
Clyde is visiting her brother Floyd
world-wHe publications announced
Simmons at the Cove.
what they expected to do. In 190X
Mr. and Mrs. Jonah Morse of Dam
Usk rzi
a banquet was given in Paris to
ariscotta spent the weekend with
7
celebrate the success of the Wrights
•$OWEJfj
//
their daughter Mrs. Carrie MaFarwho by that time had excited con
land.
siderable jealousy. A speaker, fol
Mothers Day will he observed at
'foHBRN®
lowing Wilbur Wright, known as
the Adventist church Sunday.
A
the man of silence, who had regret
cordial invitation is extended to all
A. J.TOWER CO. BOSTON
ted that he was not an after-dinner
to come and honor God and their
Ar YOUR DfALlffS
TOUR OtUFItMST711M
orator, remarked that “among the
mothers in so doing.
feathered tribe the best talker and
Alonzo Welsh who Is suffering
the worst flyer is the parrot.”
from gangrene in his toe was taken
» • • ♦
if '
to Portland Tuesday for treatment.
In the case of claims for discov
Members of the Old Village Ceme
pries or inventions, serious ques
tery Association will please be
tions generally arise as to the rights
prompt with their dues.
Help from
of priority.
For this reason the
anyone would be greatly appreciated
courts usually refuse to grant in
as the Association is without funds.
junctions until patents are adjudi
Much has been accomplished but
cated valid, but in this case the
there is still more to be done.
Wrights were flying while the rest
Where
Mrs. Emma Morton, who has been
of the would-be “heavier than air'
suffering with acute indigestion, Ls
machine navigators were trying to
much improved.
the trade
get off the ground; so the court
Warren Hoffses has purchased the
naturally made an exception and
hotel of Charles Murphy and will
granted
the Wrights an injunction
finds
move there this week, occupying only
before adjudication.
SI
a room or two as Mr. Murphy has
The Wrights were men of high
APPLES
not yet vacated.
principles and they were public
Rev. Samuel Clark, L. C. Morton,
spirited. When a partner of P. T.
Charles Murphy and Mrs. Joseph
Barnum and 1 elaborated a plan to
Cushman went to Ram Island Light
make a profit of several hundred
in Boothbay Harbor to attend the fu
thousand dollars by charging admis
neral of the lightkeeper, Almond
sion to see the Wright’s wonder of
Now washday is shorter,
We also sell other produce which you raise, such
Mitchell.
the air and age. they refused the
cheerier, easier. The rich
Mrs.
Willis
Besse
and
daughter
profit and the public were admitted
as Cucumbers, Peas, Berries, I urnips
safe suds of this new kind
Vivian are ill with the grippe.
free.
England was the first to seek in
of soap gently loosen and
Best Prices
Quick Returns
TO WRITE OF MAINE
formation about the Wright aero
float out all the dirt. Your
plane. and as early as 1904 Colonel
work on washday becomes
Ben Ames Williams of Chestnut
Capper, head of the Royal Aircraft
just
the
lighter
work
of
Hill, for a number of years a sum
Factory, visited Dayton; but the
rinsing the clothes. That’s
mer resident of Belfast with his fam
Wrights were patriotic, and before
ily. will be one of the leading maga
they would sell the aeroplane to any
why it’s called Rinso.
zine writers to tour Maine the com
other nation they wrote to Washing
ing season with the Sherman Rogers
ton offering to turn it over to our
party. The purpose of the tour is to
government. The reply which they
prepare picturesque and attractive
received was a “snippy” one, and
INC.
stories and articles in connection
quite in line with the policy which
with the Maine Publicity Bureau.
caused .Hotchkiss to go to Paris to
20 No. Side
BOSTON
does the hard work exploit
his machine gun, and which
One thing that can’t be preserved
Faneuil Hall Market
MASS.
of washing for you resulted in our failure to adopt,
in alcohol is a secret.—Arkansas Ga
adapt, exploit, and control the
T-96-tf
Lever Bro». Co., Cambridge. Masw.
zette,
J
American submarine inventions of

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

EASTERN STEAMSHIP

Lve Rockland for Boston 8 P. M.
Lve Rockland for Bangor 8s Way
Landings 5 A. M.

/ou Just
...our he’s
Weil,

(boujust

MOT

he's Well

There is no reason for him to
look or feel this way

\om boy, too, can have this
refreshing, exhilarating, tillalit’c look of health

CONSTIPATION
means DISEASE

These young rascals when they are well are the greatest
institutions on earth. But when that insidious lurking
monster—constipation—ties up their bowels, then the
world is dark. Coated tongue, loss of appetite, wakefulness,
bad breath, pimples, weakness, dull mind are only a lew
indications that you are going to have a mighty sick boy it
you do not see that his clogged bowels are opened up atonce.

Dr. Caldwell’s

Lve Rockland for Bar Harbor
Way Landings 5 A. M.
Lve Rockland for Blue Hill
Landings 5 A. M.

Vinalhaven and Rockland ,
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
VEN, STONINGTON AND SWAN’S
ISLAND
WINTER ARRAN0E“TM7
(Subject to change without notlee)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY, OCT.
8. 1924.
Leaves Swan’s Island dally except Sundays
at 5.3U A M. for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
for Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington and
Swan's Island.
B. H. STINSON.
General Agent.
Rockland, Maine. Oct. 6, 1924.

The Family Laxative
—relieves constipation. It appeals to the manly little leilow. Father, mother, sister and baby like it, too. And lor
30 years it has pointed the way to health along Nature s
road for all of them. A pleasant tasting combination of
Egyptian senn.a, pepsin and aromatics. 10,000,000 bottles
used annually throughout the country prove i ts effectiveness.
As Easy To Take As
Qrandma’s Jam
One dose is enough to remove the ob
struction, and alter that diminishing
doses will allow Nature to again assert
hersell ard resume her proper func
tions. A bottle ol Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin should be in every home.
It i» sold everywhere medicine is sold—
and guaranteed. Try it at our risk. Your
druggist will return your money if it fails
to do as promised.

TAKE

DR CALDWELLSLAXAT1V«SYRUP PEPSIN

Way

Commencing about May 11, 1925,
Sailings daily except Sunday.

SYRUP PEPSIN

£

b

b

PEPSIN SYRUP COMPANY
Monticello, Illinois

MMIUT

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD I

Eastern Standard Time

|

I

Trains Leave Rockland for
Augusta. AS7 00a. m., 17.45 a. m., tl lOp. m.
Bangor. A S7.00a. m., 17.45 a. ni . |1 10p m
1
Boston. AJ7.00a. m., t7,45a. m.. B JOP-mBrunswick. AS7.00 a. m., f7.45a. tn„ tl.10 p. m.J

I

1,-wi.ton. A 17.00 a. m., |7.45a. m., 71.10 p. m.
NewYork.tl.10p.nl.
,,
1' irtland. AS7.00 a. m., 77.45 a. tn., 71.10 P- m.,
F».35 p. in.
Waterville, A57.00a.m., t7.4.»a.m., 11.10p.m.
Wodwich. A|7.00a. m., t7.45 a m. TllOp
j >.35 p. m.
I Daily, except Sunday*.
5 Sundays only
A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool

wich.

20 PER CENT
We give regularly until
further notice 20 PER
2ENT OFF the marked
selling price on every
article in our store, includ
ing Stoves.

Bushnell. Holland, and Lake. It is acterized more by force than by ele
a lamentable fact that most of our gance. Soon after 1 received the fol
soldiers killed in Europe during the lowing letter from my Scotch friend
World War were killed by American Lady Jane:
“You will he amused that I have
inventions.
I first took an intense interest in been interviewed by order of the
L. MARCUS
the Wright aeroplane when our Mr. Post Office officially to find out
Ulysses 1). Eddy visited them on whose code I am using, what the
TEL. 748-J
313-319
MAIN
ST.
Thanksgiving Day, 190G, at their meaning ot certain words is, and in
180-tf
fact to give the show away. The of
home in Dayton.
After the United States .Govern ficial sent left me much discomfort
ment failed to take advantage of ed by the impracticability of my re
the Wright discovery, they asked me plies and fully persuaded of the
FRIENDSHIP
to offe- their areoplane to England. truth of the Scotch saying. ‘Ye can
TRUCKING CO.
'In a speech made in London, Cobb sit on a rose, ye can sit on a sham
canna sit on a thistle ”
once said “Blood is thicker than rock, but
Operating between Rockland and
[To Be Continued]
water.” but owing to a patronizing
Friendship. Prompt and careful
speech made by the speaker who
service guaranteed.
preceded him. he added, “Thank God
51-63
Call Rockland 437
for the 3.000 miles of water” and
abandoned the speech he had pre
BERRY & SMITH, of Bangor
pared.
The Wrights, however without
FARM
SAILMAKERS
any reservations whatsoever, gave:
I
AMD
Successors to
England the opportunity to he the
George W. Mugridge
first to establish a navy of the air.
CARDEN AWNINGS,
TENTS,
FLAGS
I opened negotiations with Lord
TEAM COVERS, SPORTING GOODS
Haldane. the Minister of War,
52-tf
through Lady Jane Taylor, as I was
satisfied that he would give her an
immediate audience. I cabled to her
offering for >500.000 ten aeroplanes
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
that would each fly fifty miles. Hal
106 PLEASANT STREET
Buy K & W Seeds
dane replied that a fifty-mile flight
PLUMBING,
HEATING
was too short, so I offered him
Seeds that mingle with
twenty aeroplanes that would each
Maine soil so that excellent
TEL. 244-W
fiv 200 miles for $1,000,000. In reply
results are obtained.
117tf
Haldane told Lady Jane, “That’s
Ask your dealer (or us) for
Yankee tall talk !" I then offered
the K & W Catalogue. Make
Emery B. Howard, D. D. S.
to exhibit the Wright aeroplane to
your selections. Buy of him.
Ambassador Bryce, at a club of
DENTIST
KENDALL & WHITNEY
which I was a member, about an
DENTAL XRAY and DIAGNOSIS
Portland,
Me.
(725)
hour’s ride from Washington. I
Above IIustpn-Tuttie Book Store
also offered to pay the costs of dem
onstration in England and to make
ROCKLAND, ME.
39tf
a deposit in any bank in London.
His Lordship might name to be for
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PNC.
feited in ease we did not make good.
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORK
His Lordship then suggested to Lady
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
A
Jane that we send over plans and
COMPLETE DRUG ANO SUNDRY
IxMlIeftt AftbyonrDrui
('hl-ehea-tcr • I>lam»nc
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
specifications. For over two years
. Pill* In Red snd Gold
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. 0EI
boxes,sealed
with
Blue
the British government had heci>
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EN
I Take no other. Buy of yo_
LARGING.
trying to get information about the
Askfn,<’in.<’|rES-TFRR
DIAMOND BRAND FIIJ.s, f,r lift
Wright aeroplane; and I sent in
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
370 Main Street, Rockland
cipher an appropriate negative char
SOLD BV DRliOGISlS EVERYWHERE

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

Seeds

Buy Now—

CHICHESTER S PILLS

DR. JAMES KENT
Osteopath

BOOST MAINE
BUY MAINE MADE FERTILIZER
WHY NOT?

YOU CAN DO BETTER IN MAINE
PORTLAND ORGANIC FERTILIZERS arc very high
grade fertilizers. They suit Maine soil to a T, and
get RESULTS. Made by Maine folks and sold at prices
that are economical to you.
WE HAVE A FULL STOCK OF ALL GOODS NOW
IN OUR WAREHOUSE
Game in tomorrow and haul yours home. If you can- «
not do that, why, run in to sec us; place your order and
thus make sure of your fertilizer WHEN YOU WANT IT.

ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.
REAR 456 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
Portland Rendering Co., Manufacturers
51 T&S 62

18 SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
Telephone 323

36-tf

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
0«« Heart: I te 3 a,6 7 to • P. M.

Rttietnn until 9 A. M. end by Aeptlataee*
TilephoRt 164
THOMASTON. ME.

DR. T. L. McBEATH
Osteopathic Physician
GY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Telephene 136
38 UNION ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
Graduate of American 8chool
Oataopathy

ef

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney and Counselor at
Law
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
Telepsones—Office 468; House 693-R

ARTHUR L ORNE

Insurance
Successor to A. J. Erskine A Co.

417 MAIN ..................... ROCKLAND

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.

L R. CAMPBELL
Attorney At Law

I7J MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND. MB.
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Estate of Maurke A. Dennison
STATE OF MAINE
KNOX COUNTY
ln Court of Probate, held at Rockland,
on the 21st tlay of April, 1923.
Sadie L. Dennison, widow of Maurice A
Deem Ison late of Rockland, in said County,
deceased, having presented her applica
tion for allowance out of the personal es
tate of said deceased:
Ordered. That notice thereof be given,
once a week for three weeks succetmively,
In The
Courier-Gazette, a
newspaper
printed In Rockland, in said County, that
all persons Interested may attend at a
Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on
1he nineteenth day of 'May next, and show
cause, if t,ny they have, why the prayer
of said "petition should not he granted.
EDWARD K GOULD, Judge
A trtM* copy. Attest:
•Tb’S-59 HENRY H PAYSON. Register.

Estate of Sarah E. Ripley
NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
the 21st day of April, A D. 1923. he was
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
Sarah E Ripley, late of Owl’s Head, in the
County of Knox, deceased and on said day
was qualified to fill said trust by giving
Loud as the law directs
All persons having demands against the
^estate, are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto arc re
quired to make payment Immediately to
CHARLES W LIVINGSTON.
Owl’s Head, Maine.
April 21. 1923.
May2-9-18

Estate of Ralph E. Thomas
NOTICE
The subscriber herd))’ gives notice that on
the 21st day of April, A. I). 1923, ho was
duly appointed administrator of the rotate
of Ralph E. Thomas, late of Rockport, In
the County of Knox, deceased, and on saiJ
day was qualified to till said trust by giving
bond as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the
estate, are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment immediately to
J. FUANN TIIOIMAS.
Camden, Maine
April 21, 1923.
May2-9-16

Estate of Fred H. Spear
STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. SS.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in
and for said County of Knox, on tlie 28:li
dav of April, A D. 1923.
George R. Hewcs having presented Ills
petition that the actual market value ot
so much of the rotate of Fred 11 Spear,
late of Rockport, in said County of Knox,
as is subject to the payment of tlie State
Inheritance Tax. the persons Interested In
the succession thereto, and the amount of
the tax thereon may be determined by the
Judge of Probate:
Ordered. That notice thereof 1m? given to
the State Assessors and all persons inter
ested in the succession to said property, l»\
causing a copy of this Order to be pub
lished once a week, three weeks succes
sively in Tlie Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
published at Rockland, in said County,
that they may appear at a Probate Court
to be he’d at Rockland, in and for said
County, on the nineteenth day of May, A.
D 1923, at nine o’clock ln the forenoon and
be heard in reference «to the determination
of said tax or any question that may arise
ln reference thereto
EDWAKI) K. GOULD. Judge of Probate
A true Copy,—Attest:
W-S-39 HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.

Estate of Alfred L. Carlton

NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
the 2I«t day of April. A I). 1923. she was
duly appointed executrix of the last will and
testament of Alfred L. Carlton, late of Rock
land, in the County of Knox, deceased, with
out bond, aa the will directs, and oil this
date was qualified to fill said trust.
All persons having demands against tlie
estate, are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment Imrnedlately to
EVELYN MILLAY LIBBY.
R 6. Box 6. South Portland, Maine.
April 21. 1923.
May2^-lC

Estate of Lyford H. Young

STATE OF MAINE
KNOX COUNTY —
In Court of Probate, held at Rockland
on tlie twenty-first day of April, 1923.
lEdltli Robbins Young, widow of Lyford
II Young, late of Owl's Head, in said
County, deceased, having presented her ap
plication for allowance out of the personal
estate of said deceased:
Ordered, That notice thereof be given,
once a week for three weeks successively,
in Tlie Courier-Gazette printed in ttock'and, in said County, that all persons In
terested may attend at a Probate Court to
be held at Ro-kiand, on the nineteenth
day of May, next, and show cause, If any
they have, why the prayer of said petition
should not tie granted
EDWARD K GOULD. Judge.
A true copy,— Attest :
53-8-59 HENRY H PAYSON. Register.

Estate of Mary Angeline Packard
KNOX (X)UXTY.
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on
the 21st day of April, 1925.
Frank B. Miller Administrator on tlie
<*state of Mary Angeline Packard, late of
Hope, in said County, deceased, having
presented ills first account of administra
tion of said estate for allowance:
f
Ordered. That notice thereof be given,
»hree weeks successively, in The CourierGazette. a newspaper published in Rock
land, in said County, that all prisons in
herested may attend at a Probate ( ourt to
be held at Rockland, on the nineteenth day
of May next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not lx
allowed.
EDWARD K. GOULD, Judge.
\ true copy,—Attest:
__538 59 HENRY H PAYSON. Register

Estate of Elzira L. Payson
STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. SS.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in
and for said County of Knox, on the 21st
day of April. In tlie year of our Lord. one
thousand, nine hundred and twenty-five.
A petition asking for the appointment of
Grace C Payson, as administratrix on tlie
estate of Elzlra L. Payson, late of Cushing,
in said County, having been presented and
application having lieen made that no bond
•>6 required of said administratrix.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
Cl persons interested, by causing a copy
'tf this Order to be published three weeks
successively in Tlie Courier-Gazette, a news
paper published at
Rockland,
in
said
County, that they may appear at a Pro
bate Court to be held at Rockland in and
for said County, on the nineteenth day of
May, A D 1923, at nine o’clock in the
forenoon, and show cause, if any they
have, why tlie prayer of the petitioner
should not be granted.
EDWARD K. GOULD. Judge of Probate.
A true copy,—Attest:
33-8-59 HENRY H. TYSON. Register.

"A FAIR RETURN”

Mrs. Harry Gould

CwryArtorv

.

Further Doings of the Grand
Bodies In Portland.

Must Be Earned By Public
Service Corporations, Says
Utilities Commission.
The public utilities commission
Wednesday through its chairman,
harles E. Gurney, sent a cummuniution to Mayor Snow and the
mayors of all other Maine cities
stating that the (New England Tele
phone & Telegraph Company has
filed with the commission a schedle proposing increases of rates to
he effective June first of this year.
‘We are in receipt of letters from
itiz’ens throughout the State, indiating their interest and expressing
opposition to the proposed in
creases,” continues the letter.
‘It must, however, be realized
hat increases of all public utilities
Involve the application of economic
ind legal principles. A public utili
ty must earn a fair return under our
statutes upon the property used and
useful In the public service. It may
not lawfully, however, receive rates
that are in excess of this measure.
To determine what is fair and just
will involve a hearing before tills
commission sometime during the
summer.
In the meantime, the
ommission contemplates the suspension of the rates, which will pr(*
ent their becoming effective on
June first.
“We are writing you as the execu
tive head of your city to ask wheth
er or not you desire to have your city
epresent'd at the proposed hearing.
Similar letters are being sent to
other persons interested.
It is in
tended to set a time for hearing
that will accommodate as many
parties in interest as possible.
Will you kindly let me know at
our earliest convenience just what
the position of your city is with re-'
spect to the matter, to the end that
we may make plans to bring it to
as speedy an examination and hear
ing as circumstances will permit?"

MASONIC WEEK

urn.

‘For years at "various intervals my
liver would become torpid, and I fre
quently suffered from gas in my
stomach. I always resorted to a physi
cian, at such times with no little expense.
After trying out results of other
me(jicincs j decided to try Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery, and for a
few mornings Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant
Pellets, and I had the best of results.
After I saw what it was doing for me,
I advised my husband to try it and this
iast spring is the first in five years that
le did not have to be under a doctor’s
care for stomach trouble and a run
down condition. Dr. Pierce’s Discovery
is truly wonderful. It is harmless, yet
so. beneficial. It is with the greatest
pride I send this statement pf Dr.
Pierce’s true honesty in giving to the
public, within the reach of all, medicine
far-reaching enough to heal disease. I
feel that I cannot make impressive
enough the value of this medicine.”—
Mrs. Harry Gould, 34 Broad St., Glas
tonbury (East Hartford) Conn.
. Obtain the Discovery in tablets or
liquid from your druggist or send 10c
GLENMERE
for trial pkg. to Dr. Pierce’s Invalids’
.'J:-, rnd Mrs. Alvab Harris have Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.

David E. Moulton of Portland wan
re-elected grand master of the
Grand Lodge of Masons of Maine, at
tlie 106th annual convocation which
opened in Portland Tuesday. Other
officers are David L. Wilson, Bath,,
deputy grand master; Harry K.
Rowe, Ellsworth, senior grand war
den; James A. Rlchan, iRockland,
junior grand warden; Herbert N.
Maxfield. Portland, grand treasurer;
Charles B. Davis, Portland, grand
secretary.
There has been a gain of 421 mem
bers this year, despite 700 deaths,
and the membership is 43,000.
A pe
tition for institution of a lodge at
Harmony was received.
The annual meeting of the Grand
Chapter resulted in the election of
George H.' Bangs of Orono as grand
high priest. A gain of 434 members
was reported.
Cyrus N. Blanchard of Wilton was
elected grand master of the Grand
Council, the returns from which
showed a gain of 297 members.
A
charter was granted to Medomak
Chapter. No. 70, of Waldoboro. John
L. Tewksbury was appointed grand
Royal Arch captain.

Why Endure That Bad Back?
S a constant backache keeping you upset? Feel all
tired out—so nervous and dispirited you can hardly
keep going?
Then look to your kidneys! Your kidneys rid the
body of poisonous waste. But if they lag, impurities ac
cumulate and cause slow poisoning of the whole system.
Then one is apt to suffer backache, stabbing pains, head
aches, dizziness, getting up at night and other annoving
kidney irregularities.
Don’t risk neglect. If your kidneys are sluggish, help
them with a diuretic. Use Doan’s Pills. They arc praised
the world over. Ask your neighbor!

I

Here is Rockland Proof:
S M Dunean, painter, 602 Main St .says: ’Tlie fiinica from Hie
turpentlme have a had effect upon my kidneys
I had backache
and my kidneys didn’t act free enough and there seemed to he a
stopiKigc
the kidney secretion. At these times I always get Doan’s
Fills from the Pendleton Drug Store.
It doe n't take Doan’s long
to rid me of the attack.”

Estate of Fred H. Spear
KNOX COUNTY —
• • • •
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on
the 28th day of April. 1923.
Thomas E. McDonald of Portland
George R. Howes Administrator on the es
was elected grand commander of the
tate of Fred H. S|m a", late of Ro-kpnrL in
Grand Commandery of Maine, at the
said County, deceased, having presented his
first and final ac(<»unt of admin 1st ration of
annual conclave in Portland, Thurs
said estate for allowance:
Estate of Georqe F. Crocker
day.
Edward K. Gould of Rockland
Ordered.
That
notice
thereof
be
given,
NOTICE
was elected grand generalissimo.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on three weeks successively, in The Couriersaid
tlie 21st day of April. A D. 1923, she wax Gazette, published in Rock’and, in
Favorable action on the applica
duly appointed administratrix of the esta’e County, that ail persons Interested may at
tion for a charter for a commandery
of George F. Crocker, late of Rockland i- tend at a Probate Court to be held a*
at Sanford, which has been working
the County of Knox, deceased, without bond Rockland on the nlnteentli day of May
Stimulant Diuretic to the Kidneys
as the will directs, and on this date wa.. next, and*ahow <au-.e, if any they have,
under dispensation for the past year
qualified to fill said trust
why tlie said account should not be al
was taken. This is the first time in
60c all dealers. Foster-Milburn Co., Mfg. Chemists, Buffalo, N. Y.
All persons having demands against the lowed.
EDWAKO K GOULD, Judge*
19 years that a new commandery has
estate, are desired to present tlie same for
settlement, and all indohted thereto are re A tre Cop.v .—Attest:
been chartered, the last being com
33-8-39
HENRY If. PAYSON. Register
quired to make payment immediately to
missioned on May 3, 1906, at Camden.
ALDANA (’ SPEAR.
• tee
Rockland. Maine
Esta’e o< Emma C. Porter
SOUTH THOMASTON
COOKED IN WRAPPER
April 21, 1923.
May2-9-16
STAT3 OF MAINE
William E. Murphy of Rockport
Estate of Albert T. Snow
KNOX. SS.
Estate of Jane A. Sidel:ng«r
has
been
appointed
district
deputy
KNOX
COUNTY
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in
Mother’s Day will he appropriately How Swift & Co. Now Pro
NOTICE
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on
and for said CoUBtJ of Knox on the twenty
grand master for the 9th Masonic
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on first day of April in tlie year of our Ixird
'he 2lst day of pril, 1925.
observed at the church Sunday night
District,
a
position
which
he
has
filled
the 21st day of April. A. D. 1923, he was one thousand, nine hundred and twenlj.
Ada .»i.
M. Snow Executrix on the estate of
ana
vide Hams For Their Cus
the past year in a most highly sat by music and recitations under the
duly appointed administrator of tlie estate five
Albert T. Snow, late of South Thomaston,
of Jaw A. Sldelinper, late of Warren, in the
in said Ci
County, deceased, having presented
A Certain Instrument, purporting to •
isfactory manner.
Joseph E. Odi- direction of Mrs. Fred Allen.
tomers.
County of Knox, deceased, and on said date the last Will and Testament
and
final
account
of
adminlstra
and codlc
Mrs. Alberta George and Mr. and
moved from Massachusetts to Ten
orne of Whitefield is the district dep
was qualified to fill said trust by giving bond of Emma C. Porter, late of Rockland, In her
Ion first
of said
estate for allowance:
i
Mrs.
Mathews
of
Camden
called
on
as tlie law directs.
uty
for
the
10th
district
and
Roliie
ant's
Harbor
where
he
will
do
auto

Ordered. That notice thereof be given,
said County, having been presented for
Cooking ham in the wrapper is one
All persons having demands against the probate, and application having lieen made three wears successively, in The Courier mobile repairing at his garage there.
F. Ames of Lincolnville is district Mrs. Miriam Sellers Monday.
ROCKVILLE
estate, are desired to present tlie same for that no bend be required of the executor ■ azette. published in Rockland, in
said
deputy for .the 8th district.
Edward
Dr. Bradford Adams of Springfield of Hie modern wrinkles which feat
Darius Cook has a new. horse.
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re named in tlie will
County, that all persons Interested may at
ures Swift & Co.’s products, ac
quired to make payment immediately to
Miss Katharine Andrews returned
Mt. and Mrs. Oscar Carroll ar K. Gould of Rockland was appointed and Fred Pillsbury of South Wey
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to tend at a Probate Court to be held at
cording to Manager Ernest L.
FRANK It. MILLER,
all persons Interested, by causing a copy ot Rockland, on the 19th day of May next, to Brooksvijle last week after spend rived home Thursday morning by grand standard bearer.
mouth, Mass., were weekend guests
Rockland. Maine.
Keene of the local agency.
this Order to, be published tiiree weeks suc and show cause. If any they have, why the
• • • •
Boston boat. Their sojourn in 'the
of Mrs. Charles Peterson.
ing two weeks at home.
April 21, 1923.
Ma>*2-9-16
said account should not be allowed.
cessively in Tlie Courier Gazette, a news
From time immemorial, one of the
Mrs. Raymond Coombs has been South and West through the winter
EDWARD K. GOULD, Judge
paperd published at Rockland, in said
Grand Master Moulton, in bis an
At
the
Grange
Wednesday
night
a
fundamental rules of housewlvery
Estate of Henry W. McIntyre
A true copy.—Attest:
County, that they may appear at a Pro
was much enjoyed. They spent the nual message, told the brethren that very pleasing program ln the form of
the
guest
of
her
brother
Byron
Da

NOTfCE
lifts been to take the hams out of
3-8-59 HENRY H PAYSON. Register
bate Court to Ik* hold at Rockland in and
vis for a few days. On her return to greater part of their time in Hot there are now 42.982 Master Masons, a mock trial, (divorce case) was pre tlie wrappers and put it In a dish.
Tlie subscriber hereby gives notice that for said County, on the nineteenth day of
z Estate of Sarah J. Carver
on the 21st day of April. A. I) 1923, ho was May, A D 1923, at nine o’clock In the
her home in Islesboro she was accom Springs, N. M., but visited many other or 5.6 percent of the population of the sented before 72 members, 38 of The old time wrapping paper Is now’
STATE OF MAINE
duly appointed administrator of tlie estate forenoon, and show cause, if any they
panied by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. places, spending one week in Kansas. State. This, he asserted, is a great whom were visitors from Pleasant doomed and in its place comes tlie
<if Henry W McIntyre, late of Warren, io have, why tlie prayer of the ixSilioncr KNOX. SS.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in Allen Davis who will visit with her Roses were in bloom there when er percentage compared to the pop Valley Grange.
ihe County of Knox, deceased, ami on April should not be granted.
April 8 a very bril vegetable parchment, impervious to
and for said County of Knox, on the 21st
25, 1923, wns qualified to fill said trust- by
they left.
EDWARD K. GOULD, Judge of Probate.
ulation than any other jurisdiction liant mock wedding took place in water and making an admirable
day of April, in the year of our Lord, one for -awhile.
giving bond as the law directs
A true copy,—Attest:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dtfvis
and
daughter
Alfred
Vose
who
has
been
spending
in the world.
'
Grange meeting and this case was wrapping and cooking utensil. Such
housand. nine hundred and twenty-five.
All persons having demands against the
53-8-59 HENRY II PAYSON. Register.
A petition asking for the appointment of Mrs. Sidney
Andrews and little the winter in Wrentham, Mass., re
estate, are desired to present tlie same for
“This has been true since 1883,’’ the same parties trying for a divorce the Swift Sr Co. use.
Tamei 0. Brown as administrator on the daughter of Port Clyde were callers turned to his home here Sunday
settlement, and all indebted thereto are reE&tate of John Webb Winrhenbach
As it comes, the ham is wrapped In
said Grand Master Moulton, “when which was not granted by his Honor,
estate of Sarah J. Carver, late of Vinal
qulrd to make payment immediately to
STATE OF MAINE
at Capt. O. A. Andrews' Sunday.
morning.
Mrs. Bea three papers, the outside one being
haven. in said County, having been pre
ALRBRT V McINTYRE. Admr
KNOX. SS
Maine had three percent of the pop Judge Winchenhaugh.
Warren. Maine.
At a ITobate Court he’d at Rockland in sented and application having been made
A terrific thunder shower passed ulation, and statistics show' that the trice Hooper took the part of Mrs. tlie vegetable parchment.
liat no Ixind be required of said admin
April 21. 192.1
May2-9-16
and for said County of Knox, on the 21st
The ham is put in the oven as it
Three Crow Pure G/aund Cinna over this village Monday night. The percent of Master Masons as com Matilda Outhouse and Mrs. Ixjtta
istrktor
day
of
April,
in
the
year
of
our
Lord,
one
Estate of Richard B. Small
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to mon, Pungent, lAromatic, Delightful. lightning was fierce and the thun
thousand, nine hundred ami twenty-five.
pared to the population in Maine has Crowley that of her husband, lleze- comes—not unwrapped at all—on the
NOTIUE
A petition for the confirmation of Harold all persons interested, by causing a copy —adv.
der and hail stones against the win almost doubled in the last 40 years.’’ kiah Belzebub Outhouse. G. B. But rack of a broiler with the pan under
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
E Winehenpaw Trustee under the will of of this Order to be published three weeks
dows was enough to arouse the seven
April 21st. 1925 she was duly appointed ad
Grand Master IMoulton told the ler acted as counsel for the libellee neath and placed in a moderate oven
successively in The
Courier-Gazette,
John
Webb
Wlncheeibach,
late
of
Friend

mfalstratrix of the estate of Richard it
sleepers.
newspaper published at Rockland, in said
members that New York with a and S. A. »Rackliff for the libellant. of 350 degrees. By using the broiler,
Estate
ot
William
F.
Cunninjliam
Small, late of Rockport. ln the County of ship, liaving been presented.
ounty, that they may appear at a Probate
Ordered, That notice thereof be given
Some of the men are repairing membership of 299,034, has the larg I. N. Morgan made a very realistic the heat Is more evenly distributed
Knox, deceased, and on April 25, 1925. was
STATE OF MAINE
ourt to be held nt Rockland In for said
q i Mill ftcd to fill said trust by giving bond .is to ail persons interested, by causing a copy County, on thq 19t!i (fay of May, A D
Porter street.
est number of Master Masons in any sheriff while Mrs. Winchenhieh. Mrs. around the meat, the fat drips Into
of
this
Order
thereon
to
be
pub
isued
three,
KNOX.
SS
the law directs.
1925, at nine o’clock in the forenoon, and
At a ITobate Court held at Rockland in
Illinois comes second Morgan, Mrs. Charles Graves, Mrs. the pan below so tlie meat does not
O. W. Carroll had a car load of jurisdiction.
All persons having demands against the woeka sue (essi .ely in Tlie Courlcr-Ga ;©:te. show cause, if any they have, why the and for said County of Knox, on the
newspaper | ul lhhcd at Rockland, in said
with
270,789;
and
Pennsylvania is L. O. Hanley, Harry Smith and C. L. stand in it. Thirty minutes a pound
estate, are desired to present the same for
stock
come
from
the
West
Thursday
Countv, that they may appear at a Prohat? prayer of the petitioner should not be twenty -first day of April. In the year
The is snggested for baking time. Then
settlement, and all indebted thereto are fe
noon, 39 head of Hereford heifers third with a membership of 193,650. Sleeper were star witnesses.
granted
our
Lord,
one
thousand
nine
hundred
and
(
our
to
I
(
held
at
Rockland,
in
and
for
qulred to make payment immediately to
following program will he presented the paper Is rerfioved by gripping
EDWARD K. GOULD. Judge of Probate
said
Cout.ty,
on
tin19th
day
of
May,
A
the
total
number
of
Master
Ma

which
he
bought
in
Kansas
City
and
twenty-five.
,
.
.
,
MILDRED S. COLBY.
Y true copy,—Attest :
A petition asking for the appointment or
D. 1925, <m i.lna (’clock in the forenoon,
next Wednesday night: Piano duet. one edge of the heavy rind with a
.Rockport, Maine.
33-S-59 HENRY H PAYSON. Register
Maurice M. Cunningham administrator or which were raised in the Pan Handle sons in the United States today is Mrs, Watts and Miss Sleeper; vocal folk and easily removing without
and sh nv '-ause. if any they have, w hy
April 21. 1925.
May2 9 -16
region of Texas. Among them is a 3,600,375.
«
Estate of Adel C. Manson
the estate of William F Cunningham, hit.
the jir.iv.r of tlie petitioner should not be
NOTICE
granted
of Warren. In said County, having been steer having a perfect leg growing
Estate of William A. Williams
There arc in the United IStates tp- duet, Albert Davis and Alfred Young; disturbing the fat beneath.
Tin* subscriber hereby gives notice iiiat on presented amt
The ham is ready to serve at .this
application
liaving
been out between his shoulders. Arthur day, 73!.615 Ro.val Arch Masons: 437,- reading, Lillian Rowell; piano solo.
EDWARD K GOULD. Judge of Probate.
NOTICE
lie 21st day of April. A D 1925. she was made that no bond be required of sal
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on A true copy. Attest:
Gladys Harlow-: reading, Mrs. Gill- point. The outside, save for the fat
Robbins
of
Union
and
I^eslie
Dean
of
000
Knights
Templar;
242,671
32nd
1uly
appointed
executrix
of
the
last
will
and
3
•
HENRY
II
PAYSON.
Reglder
administrator
the 2!s day of April. A. D 1925. she was
estament of Adel C. Manson, late of Yinal
Ordered. That notice thereof lie given •
Rockport acted as aides to drive them degree Masons in the northern jur ehrest; vocal solo, Harry Smith; that the rind covers will he perfect
duly a; pointed executrix of tlie last will
Estate of Fred H. Spear
ly browned. The meat will be
haven, in the County of Knox, deceased all persons Interested, by causing a cnp\ from the station In iRockland filo
and testament of William A. Williams, la.e
isdiction; jand 238,231 3JM degree Ma reading, Lotta Crowley; topic for dis
STATE OF MAINE
without bond as tlie will directs, and on this of this Order to be published tbre»> weerfs
of Rockland, in the county of Knox, de
lender and juicy, the fat nicely
cussion,
“
Would
our
Grange
he
bene

Rockville.
They
were
in
full
cowboy
sons
in
the
southern
jurisdiction.
ila’e was qualified to fill said trust.
successively in
Tlie Courier-Gazette,
ceased, without bond as tlie will directs, an I KNOX. SS
cooked. To make a more elaborate
All persons having demands against the newspaper published at Rockland, in said regalia with Mr. Carroll captain of
on this date was qualified to fill said trtst
The largest Blue Isidge in the fited by entertaining and visiting
At a Pndiate Court held at Rockland In
dish a mixture of two tablespoon of
All persons having demands against the and for said County of Knox, on tlie 28tli estate, are desired to present the same for County, that the}- may appear at a IT.r the bunch. It was a very interesting United States is Palestine Lodge of more than it does?”
bate Court to be held at Rockland in and
sugar, one teaspoon each of Hour
estate, are desired to present tlie same for day of April, in the year of our Lord, one settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
sight
and
quite
an
unusual
one
for
Detroit, Mich., with a membership of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Graves have
luired to make payment immediately to
for said County, on the nlnotecntrtt day of
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re thousand, nine hundred and twenty-five
and mustard are spread over the fat,
EVELYN
C
MANSON.
Rockville.
May.
A.
I)
1925.
at
nine
o'clock
in
tlie
quired to make paymctit immediately to
Whereas a petition has been duly filed
4,7'86.
The average membership thoroughly cleaned the Grange hall whole cloves stuck in and the
Vinalhaven. Maine.
Torenoon. and show cause, if any they
praying that the balance remaining in tin
HELEN A WILLIAMS.
Miss Mabel Oxton, Mrs. William in a Bine Lodge, he said^is 182.
In recently and the Grangers should ham browned in a hot oven about
April 21. 1925.
May2-9-16
have, why the prayer of the petitioner
hands of (ieorge R. Howes, Administrator of
Rock'.and, Maine.
Gregory and daughters Edna and Englan 1 it is 72.
The largest Blue feel very proud of their home now.
should not be granted
April 21. 1925.
May2-9-16
tlie estate of Fred H. S|»ear. late of Rock
20 minutes.
Estate of Charles B. Bradbury
EDWARD
K.
GOULD
Judge
of
ITobate
Mrs. Lucy Luscomh entertained the
Ruth and little Ruth Leach of Rock Ix»clge in Maine is Deering Lodge, No.
port, deceased, on settlement of his firs:
STATE OF MAINE
Apart from the flavor, this method
Estate of Mahala P. Webster
A true copy,—Attest:
and final account, made at a
ProHiate KNOX. SS
land
motored
to
Rockville
Sunday
for
183,
with
a
membership
of
nearly
900.
Sewing
Club
Thursday
night.
NOTICE
53-8-59 HENRI H. PATOON. Register
of cooking Is approved.
Place a
Court, die’d at Rockland, within and for
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in
a short visit to the Oxton homestead.
•Masonic membership in relation to
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
Friends
of
Oscar
Babb
of
Everett
aid County, on the third Tuesday of May, and for said County of Knox, on the 21st
ham, wrapped as it leaves the pack
Estate of Ralph W. Dolham
the 21st day of April. A D 1925. he was A. D 1925. may be ordered to be distri
Farmers
are
plowing^
but
very
lopulation,
Grand
Master
Moulton
will
be
sorry
to
learn
of
his
severe
day
of
April,
in
the
year
of
our
Lord,
one
ers, on a broiler, set the tempera
STATE OF MAINE
duly appointed executor of tlie last will an I buted among the heirs of said deceased,
little seed has been planted. They staled is 1 to 110 in the United illness.
thousand, nine hundred and twenty-five.
testament of Mahala P Webster, late if and the share of each determined.
KNOX. SS
, ,,
ture, take it out after the requisite
A petition asking for the appointment of
At a ITubate Court held at Rockland in say the ground is wet .and cold.
North Haven, hi tlie County of Knox, de
States;
1
to
120
in
Great
Britain;
and
Ordered. That notlee thereof be given to
The Capt. Brown place, formerly number of hours, remove the paper
ceased, with bond as the will directs, and ali persons interested by causing a copy Annie Y. Bradbury as administratrix on the and for said County of Knox, oo the tbtr
1
to
55
in
Uanada.
He
asserted
Friday
was
Arbor
Day,
appointed
estate of Charles B Bradbury, late of
with the rind, all no task at all com
on this date was qualified to fill said trust
of this Order thereon to he published once South Thomaston, in said County, having tleth day of April, in tlie year of our Lord by Gov. Brewster. Mrs. Kirkpatrick there are more than 4,000,000 Master the Tripp place is taking on a great
1925.
Ail persons having demands against the
pared to the*old boiling and cooling,
week, three weeks successively. In The
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be tho had a crimson rambler rose bush set Masons in the world, and that of this ly changed aspect with its new coat
estate, are desired to present the same for Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published at been presented.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given last Will and Testament of Ralph W Dol
of Colonial yellow paint with white with much flavor lost in the water.
settlement, and all indebted thereto are rt
number
more
than
3,000,000
are
to
he
Rockland, in said County, that they may
out
to
make
her
home
mofe
attrac

o all persons interested, by causing a copy bam, late of Rockland. In said County, having
Of course a ham lias to be a first
quired to make payment Immediately to
trimmings.
Mr. Hooper is also
appear at a Proba’e Court, to be held at of tills Order to be published three weeks been presented for probate, and application tive. Rockville 'is a beautiful little found within the United States.
FRANK P.EYERAGE,
Rockland, in and for said County, on the successively in
painting his buildings a shade of class product and the packers mark
Tlie Courier-Gazette,
having been made that no bond he required village because of its natural sur
North Haven. Maine
nineteen tli day of May, A D. 1925, at newspaper published at Rockland in said of tlie executor named in the will.
brown.
This place is one of the such “Premium” around which Is
April 21, 1925.
May2-9-D»
nine o'clock in tlie forenoon, and show (’ounty, that they may appear at a Probate
this parchment paper which re
Ordered. That notice thereof tie given to roundings, but could be made more
SPRUCE HEAD
old landmarks of the town and It
Estate of Francis A. Magune, commonly cause. If any they have, why the prayer ot Court to be held at 'Rockland in and for all persons interested, by causing a copy ' f so by ^planting trees and Shrubs.
the petitioner should not Ik* granted.
very pleasing to the other residents sembles that dedicated to legal and
known as Frank A. Magune
said County, on the 19th day of May, A this Order to he pitbllslied three weeks suc Many tourists motor through here in
EDWARD K GOULD, Judge of I’rebate
•Mrs. H. R. iWinchenbaugh and to see it put in such attractive shape. documentary use.
NOTICE
I» 1925, at nine o’clock In the forenoon cessively In The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
A true copy. Attest :
Tlie subscriber hereby gives notice that
and show cause, if any they have, why published at Rock'.and, tn said County, that the summer. Trees and shrubs make Mrs. Garroll of Rockland High
The Callahan place recently bought
53-8 5,9 HENRY H PAYSON, Register
vilhomes
more
attractive
and
the
the 21st day of April. A D 1925, she was
the prayer of the pet it loner should not be thev may appear at a ITobate Court to be
lands were guests Wednesday of by Mr. Leighton of Rockland is naw
REACH—DEER ISLE
duly appointed executrix of the last will
granted
held at Rockland In and for said County, on lage more beautiful.
Estate
of
Evelyn
T.
Elwell
Mrs.
iS.
L.
Simmons.
and testament of Francis A. Magune. com
EDWARD K. GOULD, Judge of Probate.
occupied by Mrs. Mary Smith also
the nineteenth day of May. A. D.. 192o. at
Mr. Mid Mrs. E. A. Greene were
nionly known as Frank A. Magune. late of KNOX COUNTY.
A true copy.—Attest:
nine o'clock in the forenoon, and show
Clarence Cline is moving into the from Rockland. The Callahan fam weekend guests (if Mr. and Mrs. D.
Rockport, in tlie County of Knox, deceased
53-8-59 HENRY H. PAYSON. Register.
cause. If any they have, why the prayer or
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on
E. A. Elwell tenement.
SIMONTON
ily are living In Rockland in a camp W. Torrey.
without bond as the will directs, and on this the 21st day of April. 1925.
the petitioner should not be granted.
Estate
of
Mary
Angeline
Packard
A. A. Connors has been transfer Mr. Callaha^i has built on Park street.
date was qualified to fill said trust.
EDWARD K. GOl'LD, Judge of ITobate.
Cora E
I’inktiain Davis, Guardian of
W. I,. Greenlaw left Wednesday to
STATE
OF
MAINE
AU persons having demands against the Evelyn T
Elwell of Rockland, in said
A true copy,—Attest:
red to Ram Island light as keeper.
'Mrs. Peterson, Mr. and Mrs. J. P. join the yacht Venture at Camden.
William F. Farnham
estate, are desired to present the same fo County, having presented her third and ti
KNOX. SS.
53-8-59
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.
He expects to leave Two Bush light Spaulding, Mrs. iBelle Allen and
Mrs. S. T- Barbour, who has spent
settlement and ail indebted thereto arc re naJ account of guardianship of said ward
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in
Grim tragedy has struck one sad Monday.
Estate of Andrew Nelson
quired to make payment Immediately to
Charles Butler w’ent In Mrs. Peter the past winter with her daughter.
for allowance :
and for said County of Knox, on the 21st
home
In
this
town
twice
in
rapid
MBLUB T MAGUNE,
Mrs. H. A. Harris and son Rich son’s car to Rockland Thursday.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given
day of April. A. D. 1925.
KNOX COUNTY
Mrs. Id. W. Torrey, has gone to her
Rockport Maine.
Frank B Miller Adniinkstrator, having
three weeks successively, in The Courierla Court of Probate held at Rockland on succession and the whole community ard are visiting her sister, Mrs. H.
Miss Katheryn Glllchrist who now home at Northwest Harbor.
April 21. 1925.
Mny2-9-lft
Gazette, printed in Rockland, in said presented his petition that the actual mar
the thirtieth day of April. 1925
unites
in
the
urge
of
sympathy
for
F. York.
resides in Thomaston attends Grange
County, that all persons interested may at ket value of so much of the estate of Mary
A. E Holden left for Boston last
Estate of Elmer I. Dyer
John Brown Executor of the last will and Mrs. J. C. Melvin. On April 13 Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Maker and here frequently and still keeps up her week Saturday where he will be the
tend at a Probate Court to be held at Angeline Packard, late of Hope, in said testament of Andrew Nelson, late of Thom
NOOTOB
Rockland,
on
the
19th
day
of
May
next
County
of
Knox,
as
is
subject
to
the
pay
returned
from membership
The subscriber hereby giv,*s notice that
aston. in said County, deceased, having pre Melvin’s sister, Mrs, Blanche With daughter .Muriel,
with Wessaweskeag guest of Mr. and Mrs. George Amerthe 21st day of April. A D. 1925, she was and show cause. If any they have, why ment of the State Inheritance Tax. the sented his first and final account of admin
erspoon died, and in less than a fort Massachusetts Saturday and are
persons interested in the succession there
iges In Winchester.
duly appointed executrix of the last will and the said account should not be allowed.
istration of the estate of said deceased for night word was brought of the se now renovating and altering Rock Grange.
to, and tlie amount of the tax thereon ma
EDWARD K GOULD, Judge
L. O. Hanley has recently shingled
testament of Elmer I Dyer, late of Owl's
Miss Maltha Knight left for Ixiallowance:
lie determine 1 by the Judge of ITobate"
Head, in the County of Knox, deceased, A true copy,—Attest:
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, once rious illness of the brother, William ledge Inn.
and
painted
his
barn.
conia, N. J., recently to resume her
Ordered.
That
notice
thereof
be
given
to
53-8-59
HENRY
H.
PAYSON,
Register
without bond as the will directs, and on till,
a week for three weeks successively, in Tlie T. Farnham in Natick, Mass.
Ac
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Averill of
The Wessaweskeag Jnn opens for duties as librarian at the High
the State Assessors and all pers< ns inter
date was qualified to fill said trust.
Courier-Gazette published in Rockland 1n said companied by her daughter, Mrs. Thomaston were at Freeman El
Estate of Mary Angeline Packard
fisted in the succession to said property, by County, that all jicrsons interested may at
business Wundaft’, May 17.
In the School.
All persons having demands against the
(Musing a copy of this Order to be pub
estate, are (h»sired to present the same fir KNOX COUNTY.
tend at a Probate Court to be held at Rock Marion French of Rockland. Mrj?. well’s Thursday.
meantime small parties are showing
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Smith and son
iished
once
a
week,
three
weeks
succea
settlement, and all indebted "hereto are re
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on sively in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper land, on the nineteenth day of May next, and Melvin hastened to the bedside of ' Mrs. E. L.Newhall and son Rodger their .appreciation of the fine home
Clyde and little MissCarlotta Knowl
quired to make payment immediately to
show cause, if any they have, why the said her brother, arriving before he died of Rockland, spent several days last
the 21st day of April, 1925.
IHib'
i«hcd
at
Rockland,
in
said
County
cooking served there.
FLORENCE DYER.
account should not be allowed.
ton were calling on friends here Sun
Frank B
Miller Administrator on llu
they may appear at a Probate Court
week with her mother, Mrs. Annie
May 1.
Owl’s Head, Maine.
EDWARD K. GOULD. Judge.
estate of Mary Angeline Packard, late of that
Harry L. B. 'Smith is driving a very day.
be held at Rockland, in and for said A true copy,—Attest :
April 21, 1925.
May2 9-16
Burton.
Hope, in said County, deceased, for tlie to
The
deceased
was
well
and
fa

on the nineteenth day of May,
attractive Buick coupe.
Fred Eaton’s children have . the
53-S-59
HENRY II PAYSON. Register
benefit of James R. Townsend
Newton, County,
Mrs. Leland 'Mann and son Dar
Estate of Abbie A. Gay
vorably known here through numer
D 1925, at nine o'clock In the forenoon
Mrs. Lillian Coombs and Mr. and mumps.
Mass, having presented his first and fin
NOTfCE
and
be
heard
in
reference
to
the
determi
Estate
of
Ciara
E.
Hall
rell
are
at
their
home
for
a
few
ous
visits
made
enjoyable
for
every

Mrs. Harold Coombs called on rela
William Marshall left Wednesday
Tlie subscriber hereby gives notice that on account of administration of said estate nation of said tax or any question that may
KNOX COUNTY.
for allowance :
body by a pleasant and attractive days.
the 21st of April, 1925, he was duly ap
tives here Monday.
arise in reference thereto.
for Boston to Join a yacht which
hi Court of Probate held at Rockland on personality.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. McKellar .and
pointed administrator of. the estate of AWne
ln
his
home
town
of
EDWARD
K.
(X)ULD,
Judge
of
ITobate
Mrs. Edith Young, who has em Capt. S. T. Lowe of Rockland com
the 21st day of April, 1925.
A Gay, late of Rockland, in the County of three weeks successively, in The Courier
A true copy,—Attest:
Gilford B. Butler Executor on the estate Natick, Mass., he was very popular as son Parker of Warren were guests ployment in Pownall, is the guest of mands.
Knox, deceased, without bond as the kii Gazette, a newspaper pirblished in Rock
53-8 59 HENRY H PAYSON. Register
Sunday
of
his
aunt
and
sister,
Miss
of
Clara
E.
Hall,
late
of
Rockport,
in
said
land,
in
said
('ounty
that
all
persons
inter
is
testified
by
his
remaining
in
the
directs, and on this date was qualified to til
County, deceased, having presented his first hotel business in one location 22 C. H. Robinson and Mrs. C. I*. Mor her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Byron
osted may attend at a Probate Court to be held
Estate of Eva Carver
said trust.
Wotton.
and final account of administration of said
KNOX COUNTY.
All persons having demands against the at Rockland, on tlie 19th day of May next
years.
He was very active in Ma- rill. D. A. Hathorn and son Alex
In Court of ITobate held at Rockland on estate for allowance:
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Athens called
estate, are desired to present the same for and show cause, if any they have, why the
of
St.
George
were
also
guests.
Ordered,
That
notice
thereof
lie
given.
sonary.
a
member
of
Meridian
Lodge
said
account
should
not
lie
allowed.
the 21st day of April. 1925.
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
three weeks successively, in The Uourler of Natick under whose auspices fu
EDWARD K GOULD. Judge
The correspondent visited the lit upon Mrs. Lillian Coombs here NEED FATHER’j'OHN’S MEDICINE
Janies H * Carver Administrator on the es
quired to make payment Immediately to
Thursday.
A true copy,—Attest:
(ate of Eva Carver.‘late of Vinalhaven. in Gazette, piiblkdied in Rockland, in said neral services were held.
EDWARD J HELLTER,
He was tle cemetery Sunday. Don’t forget
53-S-59 HENRY U. PAYSON, Reghrter
said County, deceased, having presented bis County, that alb pet son interested may at
Mothers’ Day will he appropriately
Rockland. Maine
If you are tired and run down, your
that
in
the
spring
most
of
the
lots
end
at
a
Probate
Court
to
be
held
at
also
a
member
of
the
'Sons
of
Vet
first and final account of administration of
April 21. 1^23^
_ _
May2-9-16
the church Sunday body cells should not be whipped into
Estate of Amasa C. Morse
Rockland, on the 19th day of May next, erans and an enthusiastic worker in need more or less work done on observed at
said estate for allowance:
Estate of Hattie B. Bennett
with
sermon
and
special
music
in
•and
show
cause,
if
any
they
have,
wny
(NOTICE
Ordered. That notice thereof be given, three
the State Guard Association of Fram them. So those having loved ones the morning. The evening service temporary ac
NOTfCE
the said account should not be allowed.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on weeks successively. In Tlie 4'ouricr-Gazet
tivity by drug- >
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
ED5YARD K. GOULD, Judge.
ingham. lie is survived by two sis here kindly take notice.
published in Rockland, In said County, that
the
21st
day
of
April
A
I).
1925.
lie
was
at 7.30 will open with special music Uin'g.
What A
April 28th, 1925, she was duly appointed
A true copy,—Attest:
a'.l persons interesled may attend at a Pro
ters, Mrs. Melvin and Mrs. John E.
under the direction of Mrs. Lulu you need is therap
administratrix d b.n of the estate of Hattie duly appointed creditor of the last will and bate Court to be held at Rockland, on the
53-8-39
HENRY
H.
PAYSON.
Register
Morse, late of Warren
Turner of Lisbon.
B Bennett, late of Rockport. In the Coiinti testament of Amasa
OWL
’
S
HEAD
Allen,
followed
by
tableaux
and
rec
19th
day
of
May
next,
and
show
cause,
if
any
real tonic fooriH&
of Knox, deceased, without bond as tlie law in the County of Knox, deceased, without they have, why the said account should ao(
Estate of Fannie D. B. Gould
In the item in Tuesday’s issue the Rations. A picture of iMary A. elements of
directs, and on this date was qualified to ill bond as the will directs, and on this date be allowed
was quaUfled to fill said trust.
STATE OF MAINE
Miller
will
be
projected
from
the
said tnist
names
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
Green
were
Father John’s^
EDWARD K. GOULD. Judge.
All persons liaving demands against the
Ail persons having demands against the
KNOX, as.
left out of the list of those present at stereopticon and her life story will Medicine which!
true copy,—Attest :
estate, are desired to present the same for estate, are desired to present the same for A 53JS-59
At. a Probate Court held at Rocklan-I in
HENRY
11.
PAYSON,
Register.
he
told
by
the
pastor,
as
written
by
settlement,
and
all
Indebted
thereto
are
re
Mrs. Bain’s party.
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
help you
to
and for said County of Knox, on tlie 28th
quired to make payment Immediately, to
quired to make payment Immediately to
Rev. Mr. Russell of Waterville is in her distinguished son. Renretts C. drive out im
day of April, hi the >ear of our Lord, 1925
Estate of Henry Y. Carver
FRANK 8 MORSE.
DELIA HUNT,
Miler,
of
the
New
York
(
’
ivic
League,
A
petition
for
the
confirmation
of
Charles
Every
few
hoursswallow
KNOX COUNTY.
town for a short stay.
28 Bnutelle Road, Bangor, Maine
purities, and to
Thomaston, Maine
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on S. Gardner Trustee under the will of Fannie
April 21, 1925.
May2-9-16
Mrs. Florence Dyer spent Thursday ln his hook, “iMemories of Mother, a rebuild new flesh and health,
April 28. 1925.
May2-9-l«
slowly a quarter of a
D. B. Gould, late of Rockport having been
the 2lst dify “f April, 1925.
Picture
of
Typical
'Motherhood.
”
James H. Carver Administrator on the es presented.
Estate of Henry L Withee
teaspoonful of Vicks. Also with her aunt, Mrs. George Kenney in Both services on standard time. Let drugs.
Estate of Emma Wentworth
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
tate of Henry Y. Carver, late of Vinalhaven,
NOTICE
NOTICE
all persons interested, by causing a copy of
melt a little in a spoon Rockland.
in
said
County,
deceased,
liaving
presented
The
subscriber
hereby
gives
notice
that
on
•Neil Farrow’ is able to be out again us honor our mothers, living and
Tlie subscriber hereby gives notice that on
his first and final account of administration this Order thereon to he publIslied three
dead, by attending one or both of
or a tin cup and inhale after an attack of grippe.
March 17th, 1925. he was duly appolnte.l the 21st day of .tfiiril. A 1) 1925, slie was of said estate for allowance :
weeks successively in The Courier-Gazette,
duly
appointed
executrix
of
the
last
will
administrator of the estate of Emma Went
theses ervlcea.
a newspaper published at Rockland in said
the
vapors
arising.
Ordered.
That
notice
thereof
be
given,
three
A
very
pleasant
May
night
party
and
testaiiK
’
nt
of
Henry
L
Withee,
late
of
worth, late of Rockport, in the County ef
successively, in The Courier-Gazette County, that they may appear at a Pro
was
held
Tuesday
night
at
the
Bain
Knox, deceased, and on April 2lst, 1923, Rockport, in the County of Knox, deceased weeks
bate
Court
to
be
held
at
Rockland,
in
and
published in Rockland, iq said County, tliat
was qualified to AU said trust by giving bond without bond as the will directs and on this all persons interested may attend at a Pro for said County, on the 19th day of May.
building.
May baskets and candy
date was qualified to fill said trust.
(EK4&
,
as tlie law directs.
bate Court to be held at Rockland, on the A D. 1925, at nine o’clock in the fore
w’ere on sale, and a dance followed
All
persons
having
demands
against
the
ALL
All iwrsons liaving demands against the
noon.
and
show
cause,
if
any
they
have,
19th
day
of
iMay
next,
and
show
cause,
if
any
PURE
the sale.
The proceeds went toestate, are desired to present the same for estate, are desired to present the same for they have, why tlie said account should not why the prayer of the petitioner should not
settlement,
and
all
indebted
thereto
are
re

BOOO
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
w’ard the library.
be granted.
quired to make payment immediately to
quired to make payment immediately to
EDWARD K. GOULD, Judge of Probate.
EDWARD K. GOULD, Judge.
Mrs. E. H. St. Clair and son Warner
MABKL H. WITHEE.
MILDER A SELLERS,
A
true
Copy.
—
Attest
A true copy.—At teat:
Rockport. Maine.
OVER 69 YEARS OF SUCCESS
spent Friday at Crescent Beach.
,
MAY 10 TO 16
Ylnailiaven. Maine.

(

Doan’s Pills

Tired Body Cells

OUGHS

nil
Week.

April 21, 1925.

May2-9-16

April 21, 1935.

Mayt-9-16

53-# 39

HHNRY H. PAYSON, Register.

53 S 59

HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.

Every-Other-Day
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THOMASTON
Beta

On Tuesday evening the
Alpha will present the farce “How
the Ladies Earned Their Dollar:”
Mrs. Smart, Marie Singer; Mrs.
Knowall, Grace Andrews:
.Mrs.
Thrifty, Jennie Moody; Mrs. Blunt,
Mary Greenlaw; Mrs. Easygoing,
Emma Young; Mrs. Doolittle, Ger
trude Lineken; Mrs. Toplofty, Har
riet
Williams;
Mrs. Righteous.
Louise HalLGrandma Wise, Gladys
Long; Miss Prince, Edna Hilt; Miss
Sensible. Minnie Newbert: Miss Up
start, Alcada Hall; Mademoiselle
Francoise, Harriet Burgess. Music
by the Blue and White orchestra.
Captain and Mrs. E. L. Mont
gomery, who spent the winter in
Hamilton, N. J„ are at home.
Mrs. Irene Kennedy of Haverhill,
Mass., is a visitor in town.
Mrs. Fannie Hills Loring of San
Francisco, is the guest of her uncle,
Frank B. Hills.
Miss Lois Hallowell of Plymouth,
Mass., was in town for the week
end.
The regular meeting of Beta Alpha
Club has been postponed to May 25.
O. F. Robinson of Liberty High
Mrs. O F. Robinson of Appleton
High, Mrs. W. B. Hallowell and Lois
Robinson were recent
— <-

Beware Of Coughs
That Hangs On
Pneumonia and serious lung trouble
usually start with a cough. So if you
have a cold or cough—stop it at once
with a few doses of that fine old medi
cine, Kemp's Balsam. This famous
Balsam soothes the nerves of the
throat, stops the tickling cough and
nature does therest. No form of cough
syrup so good for children's coughs.
30 cents at all stores.

For that Cough/
KEMP’S BALSAM
WALDOBORO

(CHATS':

OWNERS AND CAREIAKERS

A Ringing Challenge

WITH
< Powel CroslqyJr.

OF SUMMER COTTAGES
CITIZENS
ATTENTION!

It represented i& our presentation of this handsome seven-piece FUMED OAK

OSE guiding the destinies of

•adio, in America sliouid have
__ . Iiese as their objectiraai

LIVING ROOM

SUITE AT

We have thousands of fine Geianiums ready for
you. Also thousands of Good Seedlings. Write

A radio in every home.
The constant improvement of ra
tio programs.
The one thing that may curb tba
American public’s enthusiasm in ra
dio is the abuse of radio broadcast-

S39.5O

us your wants or call at our greenhouses, at

253 Camden Street, Rockland

ing.
It is interesting to note already tha
influence of radio upon American

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
_______
“SILSBY’S"

tastes.

399 MAIN" STREET.............................. , ■

ROCKLAND, ME.

A22 hat Ut plaet ia AmtriMrs. Albert Riley of Hallowell Is
5 tit
can mutical tatltt. Jt fa tht
the guest of her father, S. A. Jones
_____ only dittmctivtlg Amtrican
this week.
Miss Faye M. Keene is spending xiumc we Aave. Jt is today fey far
Wanted
this week at home from Westfield tht moil popular of all formt of
Mass.
Miss Jessie L. Keene, who sic in tht L'nitid Stain. But thtrt
art good jazz orchttlrat and bad
WANTED—Gardener; 38, experienced oa
Advertisements in this column not to ex lawns, vegetabios, flowers, hedges and all
accompanied her, returned to Gor
ones. And bad ontt which contitl of
ceed three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, kinds of repairs, wants employment.
ham Monday.
Wel»e
3
times
for
50
cents.
Additional
lines
5
56t58
1. G. Reed is moving his business a "boodlt-oo" and a "thump-thump”
cents each for one time, 10 cents for three “GARDENER” care Courier-Gazette
are the ontt that decreatt inltrttl in
from the Meose block Into the San
times.
Six words make a line.
WAISTEO—A man In the kitchen
the better ones.
= Illy at TlttlRNPIKE HQTKl.
born block across the street.
l'T jazz can be overdone and
Charles Wallace has returned to
WANTCD—A middle aged lady tn keen
Lost and Found
has been. That is why the
■■--------------------house fnr a middle aged man.
No objection
French boro.
L08T—Shell rlro glasses hi leather ease. „, (me
children
Mil, and » half
.__
.
American
public
Is
asking
for
Germania Lodge. I. O. O. F. con
PA.N1K1.
from
town
PCTRR
WILLIAMS, K. F. D .
Bunday ni#ht on Llmerovk street.
1-57 Box 82. Vinalhaven__________________ 55*87
ferred degrees on three candidates at Letter music. It is getting really in
town.
MUNRO. 8 Park St
terested in the better known or tba
Mrs. Ella Elliott and Miss Ida a meeting following their supi>e
WANTED—dirt to do general housework.
LOST—Masonic eharm. 33d degree with
grand operas, the standard overtures
Elliot, who left town last Tuesday Thursday night.
I Shrine emblem
Reward. J. F. Bl'BtiESS. Apply M W. 0., Ft'LLKR, Courler-<;aze«e_ ofZ—
and
the
classics
of
years
gone
6^.
It
54*38
55*37
flee.
after spending a week in (Boston
391 Mala street.
The roll call of the First Baptist
will visit for a week in the home of church was held in the vestry Wed is a good sign. One need never fear
FRED <’UH<CR,
WANTED— 50 hens
about the future of a country which
Eggs and Chicks
Beauchamp Point.
Tel. 192-11 Camden.
Dr. Henrj’ Elliot after which Miss nesday evening.
Supper was served
is genuinely interested in good music.
Genuine leather upholstery, master workman construction from the sturdy oak
Elliot will go to California to join' at 6 o'clock.
The roll call was fol
And
good
music
does
not
mean
the
WANTED—Small Second Rand Safa. Rooms
Miss Nida Vesper who is spending lowed l-y the annual business meet
—thia set makes a wonderful buy for the modest home where the cumbersome
No 2 or No. 3 Masmilc Temple. ROCKLAND
elimination of jazz.
a year's vacation in that state.
ing.
&
HIM Kl'ORT LIME COM’.
M-W
Stations
must
exarcisa
judgment
and very expensive overstaffed furniture is not desired.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Davis, Miss
Lawrence Davis has gone to Mil
WANTED—At once, waitress at <4lAY
Harriet Levensaler, Mrs. E. L. Mont ford, Mass., where lie will work it in the amount of jazz that ia broad
54-56
GULL (’AFE. Llmerock street
gomery, Mrs. H. B. Shaw, Mrs. his trade of stone cutting.
cast.
WANTED—Girl or woman to care for three
And tha exercise of judgment ia
BUY
QUICK
ON
THIS
PROPOSITION
Herbert Newbert and Mrs. E. P.
Mrs. Emily Davis has returned to
children day times.
Cali at 30 UNIOV
Starrett attended the Lincoln Baptist South Waldoboro after spending tlie the one thing needed to direct right
STBHET. after 6 o’clock.
54*56
ly the destinies of radio.
Association at Tenant’s
Harbor winter at Winfield Davis’.
WANTEO—Table plrl at NARRAGANBOcrf
HOTEL.
54 tf
Thursday.
Mrs. Anthony Castner has returned
Rev. H. P Cochrane, a returned
WANTED—Middle aged or elderly people’
from Boston.
WylUe's
S.
C.
Reds,
trapBAST CfttX _____
missionary from Burmah, was in
to board
For particulars address MRS. K.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Scott of Bath
State
bested.
.- accredited
------------- for white dlar- F. COOK. Spruce Head, Maine
54*56
rhoea
After May 13th. price ISets each,
town Thursday.
have been recent visitors in town.
L.
MARCUS,
Prop.
postpaid
F. H. WYLLIE, Thomaston, Rt 1
WANTED—Knlgiita
Templar
uniform.
Services at St. John the Baptist
Miss Carrie B. Stahl and Miss Bane
Tel 199-8
______________________ 52-It Please cotlfy JAMES F. CARVKR, Tel Ud.
(By It Waldo Tyler)
church.
Episcopal,
for
Sunday. of Portland have been visitors at
TeL 745-J
54*56
313-319
Main
St
Rockland.
, ACCREDITED 8. C. R. I. RED CHICKS for
Evening prayer at 7.30 with sermor Capt. A. F. Stahl's.
Readers who have followed niv
sale May 18th. 20th. S6dl. tilth, at (20 per
WANTED—Experienced table tfrl.
Pen
by the Rev. J. B. Pitcher of -Rock
Mrs. John Duffy has gone to Red radio column through two winters
100.
FOSTER D. JAiMESON, Waldoboro. maneut.
K.YOX HOTEL, Thomaston.
52-57 ; _________________________________
land. Special music has been ar
Me.
in The Courier-Gazette tell me that
ranged by the choir. Miss Alcada stone, N. H.
F. A. Hovey has been in Portland not only has the column been very
DECOY 0UCK8 AND EGGS for hatching
WANTED—Established real estate and In
Hall, soloist and organist.
The
J M BARTLETT. South Thomaston. Tel. surance business.
Would consider taking
this week.
interesting
to
them
but
it
has
also
Think
of
the
resistance
you
are
387-4.
________________________ 48-tf
CAMDEN
school convenes at 6 o'clock.
part
interest with middle aged man.
Best
The local W. C. T. V. will enter been a benefit in bettering the per placing In the circuit by using such
references
and
business
ability.
Age 24
The first meeting of the Thomas tain the County convention Satur
The High School is running an ex
Address S. C. care The Courier-Gazette.
formance
of
their
sets
when
tlie
lit
small
wire
!
My
idea
of
a
good
ton Garden Club will be held next
Summer Cottages and Board ____________________________________ 52*60
An all day and even tie questions that puzzled them ground differs from that of a, great cursion to Castine today, the occa
Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock in day, May 16.
sion lieing tlie return baseball gallic
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and
ing
session
will
be
held
in
the
Bap

I
IF YOU have a cott«e to lei or aealre
have
come
up.
Many
of
tlie
read
many
other
people
because
1
have
the parlor of the Congregational
Highest prices paid
TEL 352-14.
summer boarders, advertise the fact la this kittens.
tist church.
Mrs. E. M. Studley, the ers became so enthusiastic over my often dodged the water pipe com with Castine High.
JOHN S RANLETT, Rockville, Me.
42-M
church. The subject will be Gar|
paper
where
thousands
will
read
of
It
county
president,
will
preside
at
the
Malden
Cliff
Rebekah
Lodge
meets
accomplishments
with
the
Haynes
/Member
pletely
and
put
myself
to
actual
in

_____ ____
den Plans
and Seed Catalogues." meetings.
TO LET—-Small, neat cottage house, newly
WANTED—Kitchen girl at the WINDSOR
Miss
Grace
Scott,
who
is
Wednesday
night
with
work.
Picnic
DX
that
they,
too,
have
built
these
Consolidated
Stock
Exchange
convenience to drive a piece of brass
There will be the election of officers
painted and papered. tMRS. MABEL RAW
HOUSE, Myrtle St_____________________ 40-t<
56-:
LEY, ISO Main St
Tel 286-21
or supper will lie served.
and discussion of the club’s work a national lecturer, will speak in tlie simple and efficient sets, and hav pipe into the ground four
of /Jew York
WANTED—Will all persons having ta their
evening.
The
public
Is
cordially
in

invariably
reported
good
results,
S.
G.
Ritterbush
is
driving
an
EsI
LEY.
130
Maverick
five feet directly beneath the set.
for the summer. Dues will be Sal
possession pieces of the inside finish of the
vited to attend the meetings.
have by no means deserted the The water pilte is all right, however, sex coach.
TO
LET
—
Cottage
at
Crescent
Beach
for
;
Knox
Mansion—moulding, cornice, pilasters,
STOCKS and BONDS
able at this meeting.
the month of August. Apply to C A R08E etc . or any other details of finish—kindly
Charles B. Turner, Jr., entertained Haynes myself, just because I have if the connection is properly made.
May 26 is the date of the annual
Walter Berg is spending a week
| CO , Rockland. Maine.
50-tf
communicate with the SCERETARY GEN*
Publishers of the
with liis relatives at the Oliver all those who helped to make “Wll- not written of it lately, but I have Don't connect to the handiest piece school exhibition, fair and operetta to
KNOX CHAPTRR, D. A. R.. Thoraasttm, Me.
TO LET—Summer cottage on shore of Pen It Is desired to examine these details with
lowdale” a success, at Bond’s res been playing with the radio fre of water pipe in the cellar, but look be given in the Opera House.
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
home. Oyster River.
obscot Bay. 6 rooms, electric lights, city wa view to the architect’s exact reproduction of
quence
amplifiers
much
during
the
taurant
Friday
evening.
The
tianover the situation. If possible
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Murdock and
Miss Gwendolyn Wolfe of Boston
which is sent free to
ter, 5 minutes to electric cars, swimming, them In the proposed Knox-"Memorial. 4(Mf
quet upheld Mr. Turner s previous , past few months. and because the make the connection at the point two children of Hawaii have taken
boating, fishing, view of mountain and sea
Is visiting Miss Letitia Creighton.
investors upon request
successes
along
this
line
and
the
oc1
Haynes
is
so
well
known
I
have
had
combined. |250 for season. G. A. TARR,
Just a few inches above where the the Bean cottage at Lake MeguntlMr. Ricketts, foreman of the
Box 245, Rockland. Maine.
50-tf
casion
was
thoroughly
enjoyed.
The
lit
tle
to
sav
about
it
My
high
re
.
For Sale
supply pipe enters the ground to cook for the summer.
broom shop at the State Prison, took
MSTMESTRECT BOSTON
FOR SALE—House at Atlantic, (Swan's
his first degree in the Odd Fellows table oecorations were in dainty gard for the Haynes as a real per- connect to the main. In this way "you
“Mother’s Daw” will he the ser
Island, 6 rooms, oak finish, well built; sightly
FOR
SALE
—
Household
goods Tuesday and
spring
colors
and
a
miniature
Mayf
ormer
has
by
no
means
slackened
cut out a great many of the coup mon subject at the Methodist church
Wednesday evening.
location close by shore
Garage and out- | Wednesday afternoon at 27 Pacific street—
Joseph Hanley has taken charge pole for centerpiece continued tlie Up and there is many a time now lings which do not depend always tomorrow.
buildings,
water
in
house.
Acre
and
half
Black Walnut Chamber set. Clarion cook
There will lie s|ieclal
Each guest wore a cap when I want to l»e sure of a certain upon
of land. Fine place for summer home.
At stove, garlor heater, black walnut dining'
actual
contact
to
keep
of the J. B. Pearson boarding house, suggestion.
The evening topic will he
a bargain.
Address DR. I. B. GAGE, At
of brilliant tints and the favors^ of program that I hook up the little them tight. White lend or red lead music.
ta>hle, linoleums, general household.
Call
West Main street.
lantlc. Me____________________________ 5"*tf tel
"Mother’s Day Reflections.”
164 W, MIBS UNXIB BRBWER. 27
Chester Hunt has entered the em tiny trumpets and other noise'-ftrfl- Haynes two-tuber and faithfully or whatever the plumbers use on
Pacific St . Rockland
56-57
Rev.
H.
I.
Holt
speaks
tomorrow
FOR
SALE
—
<
amp
aE
furnished
near
Lily
ploy of the Great Atlantic & Pacific oking instruments added to the fun. bring ’em in. A radio enthusiast these joints are rather poor con
Pood.
Could have use of land for garden.
FOR SALE OR TO LET—On Autumn St
The menu follows: Fruit cocktail, does not, like to stand still and let ail ductors and Increase the resistance at the morning service of the Con
If wanted.
FRED C. ROBINSON. Union 2<hv feet from old Thomaston road, cottage
Tea Co.
gregational church on "Mother. Life
St., Rockport
43 ." > thr^i rooms and shed, electric lights and
A movement Is being started to chicken soup, baked white fish, cream the new hookups go by, so it was for In the ground circuit. If you are, on
and Eternity."
Tlie evening sub
meter be sure to make your ground i
protest the imposition of tolls on sauce, roast turkey, mashed potato, this that I got into the R. F. class,
SUMMER BOARDERS—Accommodations for water; connected with ham suitable for
Chance for a snatll garden-*- A
eight, fine shore privilege in Cushing, gi,rage.
uit salad, rolls, strawberry “ Tde and believe me, there are more dis connection outside the meter, that ject wiil be “Boys. Girls and Home.”
telephone messages between Thom
W. A. CLEVE^
At
the
Baptist
church
the
Sunday
Maine.
Address EM EBY B HART. Thomas sufo ph.ee for children.
appointments in the big complicated is. between the meter and the main
aston and Rockland. Will the .next cream, cake, fancy cookies, coffee.
Pacific iSt„ City.
58-58
ton. Me
________________
<o tf I IAND
sets than there are in the simple lit uther titan between the meter and morning service will bring a special
move be to charge tolls between the
FOR SALE—35 ions loose hay In South
message to mothers "The Honest
tle regenerative ones every time.
our
first
l'aucel.
A
good
ground
West End and Mill River?
Waldoboro.
Very
reasonable
price.
H- L.
Miscellaneous
WARREN
The evening service will
• • • •
HOSSA, Friendship. Me._______________ 50*59
Mrs. Lucy. Tobey Is returning to
connection is made by taking a Mother."
ABRAM
lie
a
companion
thought
with
Mr.
TULIP3 FOR MEMORIAL DAY.
I was quite pleased with a certain ottrse file and scraping all tlie gal-j;
Boston today.
CHOICE DAHLIA BULBS—A collection of
56-61
Alewives were dipped here Wed
W NYB. Tel. 685-J or 557-tM
twelve bulbs from listed stock, wlthput la
Harry Durrell who has been In nesday for the first time this season. nrtirie that appeared recently in a .anizing off right flown into the Holman speaking on “What Kind of
SEWING MACHINE niMilf.i for all make, bels $1 delivered
GENEVA UPHAM. M
white iron, flo this all'the way round ‘ a Man is Your Dad?”
charge of the J. B. Pearson board
Boston
paper
under
the
caption
of
KOt Kt.AXD lUItDW.LRE CO . 408 Main St. Camden St., Rockland.____________ ' 56*58
Mystic Rebekah Lodge will hold
--------------ing house has returned to his home its annual roll call at next Monday "Looks or Signals?" Some fans who the pipe, then shine up the inside •
ROCKLAND
FOR SALE—Steamer trun^,’ square atten
515 MAIN ST.
have nice while curtains and elab of your clA.sp so thijt the metal Ih
in Kingfield.
LAWNM0WER8r--Let ns overhaul and tion table, round extension table., sliding
ROCKPORT
evening’s meeting.
55-57
The overhead wires are being re
Khsrpva >o«r machine now.
tVc mil for vouch, child’s bed. corner china closet, tartie
W. L. Stevens and O. E. Starrett orate furnisliings for their rooms bright ami clean. -Wind a dot^ble
Ro.sd E. Patterson of Middletown,
aid delirvr.
R0CKLA.XD H.Utl>WARE CO.. refrlgeratoi and other -things.
moved from the telephone poles on enjoyed a trip to Crawford’s Pond can't liear the sight of an ugly look layer of tin foil Around the pipe and
CALL IST-l.________________
5fl.|f
408 Main St
Gleason street. A large cable lias lalmon fishing Wednesday. On good ing lead-in coming in over the win attach your clamp over this and Conn., who is on a business trip in
I DO ANYTHING la the cleanlnz fine.
FOR SALE—Fancy Imported Darwin Ttlbifen strung. The street Is now authority comes the word that E. dow, so they run it down into the screw it flown just as tight as you this vicinity, is the guest of his par
Offlces, windows, bsrns. carpet,, cellars and li|rs for 'Memorial Day.
Order eaMy.
H.
decorated with two sets of poles W. Perkins who went on a trout ing cellar where it Is damp and along are able, then make a clean soldered ents, Gapt. and Mrs. E. O. Patterson
zarages.
ASTUl'It SULLIVAN, 24 Holmes D. AMiiS. 12 Florence St
Tel.
________ ,
__
ground i for a few flays.
Mrs. Patterson
The residents of the street are hop expedition to Hurd’s Brook on the near some electric light and tele onnection between
yoUr
St
Tel. 833-3
55T.7 _
_____________
\
ing the Central Maine Power Com edge of Waldoboro last Saturday did phone wires and nail it here and wire and the place on the clomp that joined him in Portland and returned
NOTICE—Thia Is to notify all persons that
FOR SALE—The Grom housed ll room*.
pany may transfer their lines to the a hundred yard dash in 0 flat, when there along the floor joists, and is intended for soldering ajid you J with him.
we have given our son, Benjamin B. Hard with barn and kind. Pine SL
The Ulmer
ing, Jr., his time and shall claim none of I house, wHh barn and 10 acres land, Rankin
poles of the N. E. Telephone & Tel he looked up to find his path disputed finally bring it neatly up through are all set for a ground. A little | Mrs. Gertrude ^Havener and Mrs.
hie
wages nor be responsible for any of his 1 St.
—
At
—
Three
houses
at
the
Hightafids.
Sev
egraph Co. thereby doing away with
more
attention
to
the
small
details
i
Ethel
York
were
guests
of
Mrs.
Wilthe floor to the set, which of course
by a hull moose.
debts after this date
May 5. (.Signedi. eral otli r goal bargains. ANNl£ Fr HAHN.
At the Baptist Missionary meeting must he in just such a place in the of antenna and ground systems I liam Bassick in Camden Thursday,
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin B. Harding, Warren. 67 Rankin St.
ope set.
Tenant
’
s
Harbor,
Maine
_________________ 22!
Master Edward W. Peaslee real held Tuesday, officers were elected roam that it will not interfere with woud do much for the improvement i Walter Carroll and E. Stewart OrFOR SALE—All kinds of laird wo^d tft rea
Address Owner:
» heton of West Rockport attended the I
ized that time is a flighty element as follows:
CASH PAID for old stamp collections, old sonable prices. KLMEtt STARR, RboktUle.
President, Miss Mary the arrangement of the furniture. of reception on agreat many sets.
in life when on Friday afternoon he E. Kalloch; vice president, Mrs. Then they tune In and lay all the
e e e t
' Masonic Grand Lodge In Portland
stumps Especially old envelopes or letters Tel. 352-1
*___________________ 55*68
w4th stamp attached E. W. GOULD, _ 24
A. W. MONT
passed his seventh birthday. *
mm—
• this week.
.FOR SALE—Fresh elder, made every d|j.
Laura Seavey; secretary and treas fault to the manufacturer because
School street, Rockland.
54*50
will deliver.
Drop
a
postal
card and
A new edition of applause cards
JasperMcKenney and family are '
lightful company of his
20 Auburn Road
urer, Mrs. Carrie Butler. The June they do not get good results.
34.4-1
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING and plcot H SIMONTON. Rockland.
friends were invited to Edward's meeting will be reports of the asso
has
been
gotten out for our radio < moving this week into the Cohen f
There is just one logical place for
edge; tteo fgney work. Mrs. JOSEPH NASWEST HARTFORD, CONN.
home and without controversy, joy ciation and State convention. Lead an aerial. The name of it will tell readers and of course you will want house on Central street.
FOR SALE—Mare, 12 years old, weight
S.
Ut,
|2
Sdwgrds
St
_________________
52»S7
33-58
about 1200 Ihs ; nice worker and cterar. W.
reigned supreme. Games were play ers for the coming year are: Sep you that. Ap aerial should be In the some of these cards for your sumMrs. Maggie Storer of Rockland
AWN1NG8 MAOE TO ORDER, priced right, It WELLMAN, East Union, Maluo.
56*37
qd with honors to the winner,
truck and wagun covers; tent,, curiakis,
tember. Miss Mary E. Kalloch: Octo air. and the higher the better, gen mer reception. Receiving conditions was the guest of Mrs. A. T. Carroll
FOR -SALE—Garden Loam.
Price reaatplsuccessful ones in the games were ber, Mrs. Fred Wyllie: November. erally speaking. Of course it has show a decided improvement the, Wednesday.
flags, bolt enterings and awnlnga a special
For Sale
ty. BOUKL.LND AWNING CO.. I' 0 Box ablc. F. W. FLETCHER, 22 Valley View St,
Barbara Feyler, Cleola Condon Mrs. Fred Kenniston; December, Mrs. j
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey were |
been done with some success, but irajit week and with better weather
I Tel- ~'91'5
441, Rockland, Maine.
50-tf
Joseph Cross and Barbara Felt. The Mansfield Robinson; January, Mrs.
in
Northport
Thursday.
eotninK
1
look
(or
a
step
up
in
the
FOR
SALE
—
.-room
house;
Are
pl»c».
FOR SALE—Dining room suits, marble tbji
I AM RBEPARED TO DO BUILDING or re
tables, were decorated In pink and Charles Young; February, Mrs. Fred who ever heard of putting an aerial radio interest this summer. The
Mrs. Nellie Wilkins is visiting rel- piazza, ill) water, large barn, 2 hen pens. modelling
hf All kinds W A. RIPLEY, car- tab's. Morris chair, large looking glass—at
o. acre land—near town at 72 Beechwooda
white, the color scheme being car Butler; Miarch, Mrs. Laura Seavey; in the cellar. It isn't In keeping best of progranis will lie available ; atlves in Hope,
fine condition.
Good trade.
Vail after 3
peat
ter
end
builder.
Tel.
594-W,
Rockland
St. Apply at 70 BEECBK'OOOS St., Thom
o'clock
ALBERT A. FLANDKB8, 4 Hunker
rled out in the refreshments. Place April. Mrs. Boyd Kaler: May, Mrs. with good radio to do It. Another from till stations and you will want
Mrn. E. Stewart Orheton of West nston
__________ s<*«>
TRUCKING, MOVING ANO ERRANDS SI . City.
thing
that
is
perhaps
more
widely
.
55*6i
cards were Used. Unrestrained by H. M. Purrington; June, a picnic.
Go anywhere. C. 0 BARFOR SALE—Trawl bool, without engine. 24 done promptly.
done that to m.v mind is wrong from to keep the artists posted on your Bockport has been the guest of Mrs.
FOR BALE—5 year old oolt weigbln
ADEN.
T«l.
I5I-M
or
629-J.
1-tf
rules that too often mar the gath
reception.
Walter
Carroll
this
week.
feet
long.
3
feet
wide.
In
first
clast
condi

Sunday morning Rev. W. M. Pur120fi lbs.
3 year old colt, not broK.
Inquire of CHARbE-S NYBTROM, 8
erings ot older people, the children ington, pastor of the Baptist church, ’ the start, and that is to determine
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, plrm edge, sell pair cheap. Registered Jersey cow, .’4
Headers will please take notice
Bath Times: People at Phippsburg tion.
54*58 covered butlona, plaiting
PHYLLIS TOL- year old, due to freshen Jun«f 3.
had a perfect time. Those present will speak with “The Mother'’ as his where a radio should he located in that the new postal regulations Center regret the possible moving Winter street place, Rockland.
Heavy de
Tel. 8C8-M
livery wagon In good condi don.
K. A«
were Barbara Felt. Barbara Feyler theme. “It is Mothers’ Day, wear a the house before looking over condi which Went into effect April 13 re of the McCobb house to Rockport. It
FOR SALE—No 1 hemlock shingles 84 MAN MORSE. 339 Mam St.
1-tf MATTHBWH, Union. Maine.
Tel.
8-qj
tions
out
of
doors.
My
plan
has
at
per
M.
Icqilire
of
SIDNEY
BUSIES.
Stick

Helen Phillips. Cleola
Condon bright flower for the mother living or ;
quire a two cent stamp, on the ap has been one of the most attractive ney Cornu. Maine. Te) 6-3 Washington
______________________
55 te
ways
been
to
look
over
tlie
outside
oods
at
Philip Robbins,
Joseph Strong
plause
cards.
Many
fans
are
en

54-38
houses in their village and if moved
a white flower for the mother dead.”
Mail
FOR SALE—Driving horse, harness arid
Hazen Cook, Billy Strong and Walter Special music will be rendered by possibilities for a perfect antenna closing them in envelopes now whlcli it will lie greatly missed.
orders solicited.
HULKN C. RHODES
grocery wagon
Reasonable price. RHU4P
FOR SALE—Suite Counter, lycuuore PMi
Strong. Edward is the son of doctor the choir. The topic for the Y. P. S. system first and then decide that allows them to go at.regular letter,
1-tf RUBISHAW. 7 Carroll St
\
5V57
elled. 15 large drawers; in fine i-oodltlcgi
...........
............. ...
Edward W. and Evelyn Peaslee of C. E. meeting at 6 o’clock will be the radio shall he placed in the rates.
at a baigaln KN'tCHT BROS. MARKET.
OROEft YOUR STRAWBERRY. RHUBARB
Apply
FOR
SALE
—
Refrigerator.
house where it will make the near
______________________________ 34*39
VINALHAVEN
and horae radish pilots now.
GLENUOVE PLEASANT ST.
31 Knox street.
Headers who have any little radio
“Where and How We Should Spend est to electrically perfect installs^
Tor SALE—All kinds of wood. Dry fit STBAWBERHY NURSBRIES, R. D.. Rock
The selectmen have bought
Sunday.” “An Evening With Fannie tion. Of course one does not xvani troubles which they wish explained,
FOR SALE—Salt water farms 24 arret on
land
45-»f
Rev. Albert Henderson will preach ted 814. 31 IK KO LOF3IAN, R. K D.. Rock
McCann tire engine which will be Crosby’s Songs” will begin at 7
Maine coast, handy to village and city mar
54«59
his receiving set behind tlie kitchen are welcome to write to me at any. at Union church Sunday. Mother’s laud. Tel 263-11.
FAPERMANGINO AND FAINTING.
For ket*. fine view of water, estimated 360 cofrds
delivered In June. It s of the same o'clock.
time about them and have my as
stove nor over the set tubs nor in
FOR SALE—Cow WILLIAM E. WHIT such work phone 349-M or call at 18 Pleasant wood, apples, pears, plums. 7-room cottage
type and make as the one belonging
Rev. C. D. Paul, pastor of the Con
surance that I will do yny best to ' Day. There will be special music by NEY. Rockport, Maine.
atreet. Rock|and_C C. JOHNSTON.
45*56 house, boathouse or garage, shed.
Owner •
34*36
to the City of Rockland which had gregational church, will speak on the bathroom, but the chances are give you a. possible solution that; the Ladies Trio apd Miss Blanche
called away makes price $Pu«. only >4‘W
FOR SALE—Well rotted munure for yoilr
BUILDINGS BUILT, altered or repaired. needed.
Tlie Girl
II L STEVRNa, 182 Llmerock 8t..
a tryout here a short time ago and “Our Mothers” at the morning serv that there is somewhere in the house will aid to better reception. If your Hamilton will lie soloist.
garden. $2.on per load delivered. EAKLE Ptintlns and paper banting, ceilings whitened Rockland, Maine
55-56
which has given such excellent sat ice. ‘“Echoes from the State Con an electrically proper place for the set Is not performing just as It Reserves will attend tlie 11.30 soi- CONANT Rockland Tri 953 R.
54*56
Tel. 538-3.
L. C. FIELDS, 19 MeLOUI) BT.
set which, to the experienced fan,
39-if
FOR SALE OR TO LET—Buhy cwrrUg. 'In
infection the past two years. It
ference” is the subject chosen .for would get the preference regardless sliouid there is probably some slight vices,
FOR SALE—It-rooa nauss; Hoi water bast
AVAUCHN AM EH, It
trouble that can he easily remedied.
Mr. and Mrs. Tgingtry C. Smith cement cellar; modern Imprereoanti; larsr
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R does all kinds or fine condition.Tri. MRS
a Maine made machine.
the evening service at 7 o’clock.
73 2
55-58
of the conflict with the arrangement Write to me and teJl me the sym- have returned from Boston, where garden. New grocery business wall stocked Trucklna jpd Moving._________________ H*ir Myrtle S'
iMr. Phillips is grading his law
37-tf
FOR SALE—Several used Vlrtrolss; "Pof the furniture.
also having the wall under the east
toms as they appear to you and I ■ they have been tlie past two weeks M. C, GURNEY. 3 Park 8t . Ciinuten
right and console types In perfect playlty,
Io Let
ein end of In* ell relaid at his Knox
The lead-in too should have some will make you a reply in a few days deinonstratlng “Albapol."
FOR SALE—Double tenement house at
condition, «lso two and three tube Rgdl^,
Lisle St.
Apply to MRS, F. H. 3ANB01N
TO
LET
—
Two
fiqwlslied
room
for
light
consideration.
Keep
it
up
away
sets
—unusual values while they lari.
Besy
that
may
put
everything
to
rights
Mrs.
E.
G.
Carver
and
Mrs.
F.
K.
street property
IS/ housekeeping; electric lights. Adults only. terms
8« Pleasant SL
Tel. 94R-W
jf payment. MAkXE M118IC CO.
from the ground and away from tlie quickly.
. The T. H. S. orchestra will furnish
Don’t blame all your Coombs visited Rockland Wednesday,
______________________________________
55-37.
E.
N
SYLVESTER,
23
Cedar
Street.
Tel
FOR SALE—All kinds of wood delivered
walls of the house and the ground troubles onto summer conditions.
music at the P. T. A. supper in the
August 23, 2G, 27 are tlie dates for Anywhere,
56-58
also lumber.
T J. CARROLL, 804-J
FOR SALE—Flayer Ptgno
wire; in fact keep it as far as pos The average set should bring them | this season's Chautauqua,
gymnasium Monday night at fi.30
Thomaston, R. F. D.
Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
TO LIT—Furnished apartmewt of 3 rooms rolls, wide range of choice,
slide
away
from
everything
that
Is
A good time to entertain your
in summer or winter if it is fundBruce Grindle was in Rjckbiii'l
•bath, electric lights. Adults only.
Ap only 25 cents each V. F.
not perfectly insulated. The logical ioning prope. ly, and there Is no need Wednesday.
Music Department.
friends and swell tlie school build
FOR SALE—All kinds of real' estate—Fine ply to LILUAX BfCKYRbL. 19 Ylyrtle St.
56-58
place for the lead-in to touch any to lay aside your radio interest just
We have added to our service
William (Hidden recently liought buys In Thomaston and Warren. For par
ing fund.
FOR SALE—Stanley House—Hoe 16 rooms,
ticulars
call
DR.
A
PEABODY.
Tel.
36-U
thing
at
all
is
the
antenna
binding
TO LET—For the season, cottage, with 2 bath rooms, hot water heat and all modern
All the old time dances at the
equipment a complete
on that account. The lightning liaz- the Harvey Arey place at Arey’s Har- Thomaston.
47-tf garage on the water front at Crescent Beach
improvements;
one of the best locations .Nil
post
on
the
set
and
that's
all.
When
T. A. dance Monday evening In the
ard is of little Importance and pop, where with his family he will
Tel 133. the city; In first clans condition throughout
BATTERY STORAGE AND
SALE—In Thomaston
The Mrs.. S YKRPIfiR A LEACH. Rockland.
possible bring the lead-in wire In should not worry you at ail if you; make his home, having sold liis farm XV.FOR
Thomaston
gymnasium.
Kirk's
56-tf Call or TELLTHONB 237-J, 28 SPRING ST.
Ylaster 7-room house on Fluker street
REPAIRING OUTFIT
over the top of the window nearest have installed a good type of light- „t Calderwood's Neck to Isaac Gai K U. COLLINS. Real Eristc Agency, 3U
orchestra of five pieces will furnish
33>tf
TO LET—iFurobbed rooms; also a garage. Ro< kl*nd, Me._______ _______
the rereiving set.
Bore a hole in ning arrester. Now is the lime to Jerwood for a summer liotne.
Maia street, Rocklaud.
Telephone 77.
the music.—adv.
(MRS
ASKNATH ACHOftX, 17 Llndsev
Where we can take care of your
FOR SALE- One 30 acrit ftpld. nx»re «e ,
the
top
of
the
sash
big
enough
to
street
56-61
do this If you haven't already done it.
Atlantic Royal
Arch
Chapter
FOR SALE—Cut flowers, hardy plants
less, wlfli bam and shed Called the “Gib”
battery needs.
take a lmreelaln insulator and run Any local dealer will suggest ti gooil 'worget| n)e past and Most Excellent bulbs, hardy lllHes, floral sprays, pltlCuts u barn full of ha.f.
TO LET—Garage, roomy, comfortable at Ulmer field.
.Egotism is the anesthesia that
WE HAVE IN STOCK AT ALL ; the lead-in wire through this and as
wreaths made up at very reasonable prices. 386 BROADWAY’.
Would make nice house lots.
Right In tha
type of arrester l'ui1 you which will degrees Thursday night on Knee- Expert workmanship.
keeps some people on living terms
Free delivery any
city.
...
direct
to
the
set
as
possible,
it
TIMES NEW BATTERIES AND
TO LET—Tenement of 5 rooms at 41 Llme
put
an
end
to
your
worries
along
]
an
,i
sawyer.
where
In
Knox
County.
CLARK
’
S
FLOWER
Thirty
house
lots
on
North
Main
Bt. aqd
With themselves —Arkansas Gazette.
would he best to bring the lead-in these lines. If you are dlscontinutng
Maverick St.
These are dice dry lots, nice
A FULL LINE OF REPAIR
j,. a. Coombs was in Rockland SHOP, 382 Malt) St opposite Thorndike Ho rock street DR. BARTLETT, Tel. 882
54 - 56
tel. Rockland
Tel. 1038.W •________ 38-’f
location.
\ .
through a small hole in the center of the use of your set for the summer Wednesday on a business trip,
PARTS
Fifteen acre blueberry field, some wo^d,
TO LET—Furnished front room; bath and
the glass in the top sash hut this it is not necessary to take your anFOR SALE—Farm near Rockland, In good
Mr.
Holmqulst
arrived
wees
10 PLEASANT STREET._______53*rt good water
By adding this equipment to our
L. “ heat.
presents difficulties that the aver tenna down. Just unfasten the lead- ,-lom Sweden and is at Mis. Clara cultivation, real money maker.
■Nine house lots on Broadway Terrace.
CHASE. 43 Middle St.
Tel 665 2 .
35-tf
service station we have the most
TO LET“*Fumlshed room withbath.
ii
age fan cannot easily overcome, so in from the set and pull It, out pendleton’s.
One small place at South Thomaston, idetrt
51-tf h«n farm
complete and up-to-date service
FOR SALE—House add tot 56 Grace street | MA8ONR' 8T
,
get It as near to perfect as possible flirough the house tyjfl ground it out ! B A Smalley lias returned from
House and % acre of land, 186 Camden St.,
One farm between Thomaston and Wkrren.
AU the Latest Song Hits
TO LET—Small furnished tenement.
L F.
station thia side of Boston,
and the difference will be apparent of doors and then it will be ready for Portland where ho attended Masonic Rockland; 516 acre Reid directly across the
Ben
CHASE 45 Middle Bt.
Tel. 665-2.
51-tf Buildings in first Huss rondiUono
in the receiving possibilities of the use when you begin the season again Qran(j LodtJe.
street from 186 Camden street running
Wo do everything
TO LET—Tenement at lfc North Main St., houses, electric lights, nlcp orchard, good* '
through to XVsIdo Avenue. Nice house lots In
large wood lo*.
Inquire of G M. SIMttQXM, 1
set you are operating
but paint your car
next fall.
>p,le vinalhaven Alumni dues are both streets TEL 289-W, Rockland; 238-11 all modern conveniences. F. L. HAVENER. 123 Tillson Avenue, Rockland.
56-58
1464f
Tel 7P2-R.
The
ground
wire
is
the
most
t'anidin.
28-tf
-------------------now
payable
to.
Scott
Littlefield.
Specials
-----------I' abused necessity to receiving that I
TO LET—May 1st. 2 rooms, kltchenet'e
winders which -----------------------------------------------FOR SALE—To settle an mute, severs! and bath. Apply at CUTLER-COOK CO
Used Cara
know of. It is usually the last tiling is Athecorrespondent
best wax- to make sure of ad- ' FOR SALE—9x12 Wilton velvet rug; Xxio used upright pianos, good condition. L.
46-tf
that Is installed and likewise re ntis-tinn to n court Jiirlnc tho hoar- Brusgoll'J rag; aim lied eolirll. been used CAASE. 43 Middle street. Tel. 665-2
FORD TOURING CAR, flew top. food
TO
Tn
—
Room
for
llsht
liouwkeeptng.
mission
to
.t
coutt
quring
mo
near
|
(|U(
Htt!e
.p
EL
1;! K<d<ins«m st
23-tf
ceives the least attention. Don’t lie
tires, minor In fine ineidUinp.
Thl« cnr hi'
50-38
modern convenience,.
Apply ,t 12 EIA1ST. in exeellenl alupe and a good trade tor 8fh■<
afraid to use good sized wire. No. 10 ing of a murder trial. Wet do not
FOR SALE—Residence ot tba late Cap
7 j
587 MAIN ST.
TEL. 333
41-tf Ats-i don't forget we do- expert Ford
recommend
it,
but
hy
far
the
snreflt
t
■
■
■
...
-----------,
tarles E. Bell. Middle St Heights
is none too large, although it may be ...i„
I
DODGE TOURING GAR, exeellenl running Charles
ROCKLAND, ME.
for 75c per hour.
FORD RHPAIR
DR REUTFJR, pairing
_ ------TO LET—Fkirnlahed room.
and.
_
„re,
$17THVR L ORNE, 417 Main St
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
a bit unwieldy.
The Idea of using meilit d is to commit the murder.-' pon<Hllon
37-tf i slioi', 151 Pleasant St, City.
11-8-tf
88 Summer St.
Punch.
tilUKBK.
344
Mu
lu
St.
30-38
125Stf
No. 18 la absurd from the start.

mu

With the Radio Fans

In Everybody’s Column

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY

CHAS. P. DOW & CO.

FOR SALE
ARMY WHEELS
“'AXLES
ABRAM W. NYI

FOR SALE

The Mont Homestead

f

FORD OWNERS
ATTENTION

SHEET MUSIC
20c and 25c

15 Cents
V. F. Studley Inc.

KNOX COUNTY
MOTOR SALES CO.

Social Circles
, Ia addition to personal notes recording de-

Arrivals, thia departure eaPeclally desires Information at social hap
penings, partita, musicals, etc. N'otee sent
»y mall or telephone will be gladly received
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Rockland Gwiner-Gattette, Saturday, M«ay9, T025.

Every-Other-Diay
LADY KNOX CHAPTER
Delightful Old Colonial En
tertainment Features An
nual Meeting.

SNUGLY FITS THE ARCH'

Cantilever
W ao4 women
I

Comfort for

FOR ORCHARD4STS

“OLD IRONSIDES”

County Agent H. E. Bickford Historic Craft To Be Seen
In Principal Ports, Even on
of Hancock
Discusses
West
Coast.
Grafting.

Third o/ a aeries of advertisements regarding the
telephone situation in Nets England

1

'Relative to the movement now
In taking up the matter of stand
ardization of the varieties of apples under way to recondition the "Conbeauty’s sake
over the State, I can only speak from «tif ution" so that It xx-fM again be seen
' Capt. Israel Snow and daughter,
my experience in Hancock County.
in th<f harbors of New York. Phila
Jliss Kathleen Snow, who have been
They can’t all be wrong, so
This county Is, with the exception
making an extended visit in Cali
many magazine and newspa
of three or four commercial orchards, delphia, Bnlilmone, and even San
fornia start for home tomorrow.
per writers who give advice
covered with those small orchards Pranclsco and Seattle, a bulletlii
on Beauty. They all say that
more money because it is paying
The ■Courier-Gazette has come regu-'
How is money obtained to
’ varying from 12 to 200 trees per «f the National Geographic Society,
lorly, and we have enjoyed it very
uncomfortable shoes cause lit
1 farm. Through the center of the
higher
dividends on stock?
build telephone plant—poles, wires,
from Its headquarters ln Washing
jiuch,’’ writes Capt. Snow.
tle lines In a woman's face.
county is an especially fine section
»
__ _
ton,
D.
C.,
says;
cable,
switchboards,
buildings,
etc.?
But—
A. No. We are paying and wish
i of orchard land with many trees of
Mrs. Mary J. Marshall of Rangeley
In Rer day the 'Constitution' was
i native stock. If these trees were
to continue to pay the same 8 per
A.
By
the
sale
of
stock,
or
is visiting her sister, Mrs, Annie
fertilized, pruned, and sprayed It' alm<,st ,is much of a revolution in
cent dividend that we have paid
LoPhrop, Grace street.
bonds, or by temporary loans.
would he impossible to market tho nhiphuilding practice as Fulton’s
for several years. Unless we do so
fruit for any way near enough money .L'Jermont,’ or the 'Merrimac,' fir.-g
'Mrs. William T. Cobb has returned
to offset the expense
management, steel -sheathed ship, or the first fab
we
cannot sell new stock and con
Who
buys
the
stock
and
bonds
ricated stppi shlp of ,he modern
from Wellesley, Mass., where she was
so It seemed the matter of standardi
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Ed
sequently
cannot get the money
,
"Lntll
the
'Constitution'
slid
from
offered
for
sale?
zation of xTirieties by grafting was
ward Wiswall.
the first and most important orchard «ne ways koto Boston harbor, where
necessary
to meet the public’s
A. Thousands of men and wo
«he now stays tr. the seclusion of old
Tfnese new CANTTLEVtJR
job.
Harvey Howard has returned from
demand
for
extension and improve
age.
British
ships
were,
perforce,
the
pumps are the essence of com
men' who have saved ihoney ro
In order to have everyone thinking
New Bedford, Mass., xvhere he was
fort, hence a real aid to
F
But
Mumpheeys
ment
of
service.
alike.and
right,
a
meeting
of
orchinvest.
called by the serious illness of his
Beauty. Wear them for hap
ardlsts was held at which time the va •Of Philadelphia was an unbeliever
daughter. Mrs. Howard will remain
piness, too.
rieties which seemed the best from So, when Congress fina-lly derided to
there for a while.
J^. Is it important that new
What influences men and
a commercial standpoint were select Wipe the Barbary pirates from the
Sold only in this city by
sea, he obtained a contract to deed.
The
vnrletles
selected
for
Han

capital
be issued from time to time?
women to invest their savings?
Roast lamb and strawberry short
cock County xveTe Spy, MclntoRh and eSign Fix frigates, whose names gathcake were two of the deiectahles
L E. BLACKINGTON
cred
fame
around
the
world.
Fa

A. Yes. New capital is con
A. Safety of investment and
Red Delicious. A Baldwin does not
served at the Country Club supper
Boots, Shoes,
seem to he able to winter In this' mous sistersbips of -the 'Constitution'
stantly required to meet the needs
satisfactory “Wages” for the use of
Thursday evening. Thus fortified the
wen
—
the
'Constellation,
’
the
•Ches

j section. These three varieties Were
Clothing, Furnishings
75 or 80 guests enjoyed an evening
of the public. In Mainealone,during
their money.
picked because they were red (when apeake,' the 'United States,' and the
at auction. The prize winners were
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
■ President.’ 'Old Ironsides is 128
.
grown
under
favorable
conditions)
the next five years, our plans call
Mrs. C. M. Kalioclr, Mrs. George L.
years old.
and when properly cared for are a'
Rt. Clair, Mrs. Charles Mitchell, Miss
for new construction that will re
How
is
money
obtained
to
pay
‘ Carriad 24-paundan
MOTHERS---DAUGHTERS fancy apple and without doubt can
Charlotte BufTum, Mrs. John O.
quire
over $11,500,000.
So
great
wan
the
skill
of
the
the
wages
of
money?
compete with any xvestem apple
Stevens, Harold Jacksoh, William C.
New England craftsmen that the
grown.
Bird, Harold B. Burgess, M. E. WotA. Wages of money—interest
W. C. T. U. Banquet In The Spy, while not so widely Constitution’ and- her sister-ships
ton and George U St. Clair. Hie
Briefly, why are higher rates
or
dividend charges on invest
adaptable to a wide variation of soil won the reputation of being a Me to
consolation prizes went to Mrs. C. A.
Theiir Honor Last Night— conditions as the McIntosh is a high mi**'*1' on}",hin« on ‘he seven seas.
needed?
Knickerbocker and William W. Spear.
ments—are costs of the business to
class apple when grown on a well They did it, too, time and again.
The committee in charge of the sup
Mrs. Ives’ Speech.
A. To meet the higher costs of
be met from rates paid by sub
drained loam soil. The McIntosh Aeeustotned as we are today to
per comprised Mr. and Mrs. M. E.
read of warship guns thait will shoot
Is
known
to
be
fancy
whether
on
claV
maintaining
service for present sub
Wotton, Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred Knight.
scribers
for
service.
The Mother and Daughter banquet
1< miles being replaced hy guns
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Glover. Mr. and
at the Methodist church litst night or sand and the Red Delicious while
scribers
and
of providing service for
that will shooa. 18 miles, which in
Mrs. H F. Mann, 3fr. and Mrs. A.
was enjoyed by about 70 persons. not so well known Is a good growing turn give way .to 20-mlle' guns, It is
What
are
the
present
“
Wages
’
*
new
subscribers.
tree
which
bears
fmlt
with
a
flavor
B. Higgs, Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Thurs
h"he earnest address given by Mrs.
Interesting lo note that the 'Consti
ton, Mr. and Mrs. D. N7. Lawrence
paid for money invested in the busi
'Howard' Ives was one long to be re- all Its own.
Our rates have remained station
It will be noted that a meeting of tution' -by mounlng 24-pounders out
and Mrs. Frances Bicknell.
Music
imembered by both mothers and
ness
of
the
Hew
England
Telephone
ary,
except for a war-time increase
classed
British
frigates
which
car

orchardlsts
was
held.
This
meeting
xvas supplied hy the Jazzmonlous Or
daughters. This sacred relationship,
ried 18-pounders. Other countries
and Telegraph Company?
of about 15 per cent, while our
chestra.
made perfect by the love of God, was under the supervision of the
followed American praotioee in arm
often Is a failure because mothers County Farm Bureau, primarily to
costs and expenses have increased.
A. On
money
temporarily
ament ahd ftiip construction as a re
L. F. Young and family of Water
fail to realise that their sons and find out the liest commercial varie
sult
of
the
success
of
the
‘
Constitu

The dollar of today, even with 15
ties,
hut
after
the
varieties
were
de

•borrowed
and
on
bonds,
5
per
cent
ville visited Mrs. Young's father,
daughters are a gift from God and
tion;’
Thomas H. Benner, recently.
because of Inability to harmonize dif cided upon some central organiza
cents added, will not buy, in labor
to
6
per
cent
;
on
stock,
8
per
cent.
“Commodore Preble took the ‘Con
ferent points of vlexv. The greater tion muRt direct the efforts of the or
stitution
’
as
his
flagship
when
the
or materials, what the dollar of ten
responsibility for remedying these chard owners so that everyone will
Mrs. A. J. Grimes, who has been
infant American navy challenged the
wrongs devolves upon parents. It Is top work into some one of the three
Is
the
Company
asking
for
years ago would.
afiending the winter in Florida, ar
power of the Barbary states to
not enough to teach children to be varieties.
rived home last night,
whom
all
the
great
governments
of
In order to get methods of graft
honest and decent, but there must
Europe had paid -tribute for years.
he definite religious training in the ing and supplies (xvnx and scions)
Or .the four Moslem states, Algiers,
/Wednesday afternoon from 4 to t
home if young people are lo be to the people, meetings were sched
Tunis. Tripoli and Morocco the first
Master Norman Stanley entertained
uled over .the entire county and ad
strong in the hour of temptation.
was ihe greatest offender In Ameri
1C of his friends in honor of his birth
This sense of the parents' respon vertised so that ex'eryone might know
can eyes, having held. 21 American
day. Lunch was served and a pleas
sibility for wrong doing of children where and when- a method demon
citizens in slavery for more than
ant time enjoyed.
Those present
is strongly felt by that great char stration was to be held.
five years. In 1793 the Algerians
were Louise Dolliver, Arthur and
acter Ghandi who fasted two weeks
This central organization secured'
Gilford B. Butler, mother arid"siscaptured 100 sailors. The successful
Bay mond Jordan, Oscar and Frances
on learning that his daughter had project leaders in each community
Marsh, Milton and Carolyn ISmlth, ter who have been occupying the told a falsehood deliberately, saying to enroll the men in this campaign, campaign in the Mediterranean was
the training gound for the naval
Winfred and Gordon Stanley and Moffitt house on Broadxx-ay fjr the he had miserably failed as a father.
to take orders for scions and wax. battles of 1812.
xx-lnter. have returned to their home
Norman Stanley.
England
&
The open meeting following the The scions were cut from the trees of
“In .the second war with England
In South Thomaston.
banquet was presided over by the one of the commercial orchards and
the
’
Constitution'
met
the
frigate
WATT B. JONES, Pre»ldettt
Mrs. Lucretia Kaler of East Wal
local president of the W. C. T. U, turned over to the farmers at cost.
Guerriete' off Halifax and won a
Mrs. J. Sherman Hhar has returned Mrs. Hope Brewster, and music was
doboro is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Wax
was
brought
from
a
whole

brilliant
engagement.
Later
she
re

to her home in Rangeley.
Addle Lawrv.
Turnished by Mrs. Carlene Nutt and saler and turned over to the farmers
duced the 'Java' off Bahia. Brazil,
i.
•
Mrs. Emma Harvey. Here, as nt the at cost.
and fought and won against two
banquet, Mrs. Ives again gave a diMr. and Mrs. F. P. Weymouth re
With a total of 20.090 trees in the ships at once, the 'Levant' and the
MacMILLAN'S PLANS
rect, forceful message based upon the orchard section of the county, the
turned to Old Orchard Wednesday
'Cayne' near Gibraltar.
parable ot The Good Samaritan,' standardization of x’arteties wiil
after an extended visit with their
Explorer Will Start From which parable Is a great support to, make „OS(iible the cooperative m81._ One Battleship Coits 60 “Conatitudaughter, Mrs. A. S. Littlefield.
CONDEMNING CIGARETTS
It right to soil lhat which Is destroy- j
tiorte”'
the Social Welfare worker who Is ketlng of these apples and also the
Boston, But Will Stop At working for God s approval rather cooperative spraying which is not "A fleet ot 60 'dreadnoughts’ of the Should Not Be Smoked, Neither Sold Ing both body and soul of our young t
people” Do you think that Chris- ,
One of the prettiest and most
Con-tltution' plan could he built for
than men s. The -full sign.f.canoe of; fea8ible atlbe
M ti|ne
In Defiance of Law.
tlans can c >n: rientlously engage In
Wiscasset.
thoroughly enjoyable dancing parties
the
'jtoeit
of
one
modern
battleship.
thlfcScripUirt.oqaUK tailUugat »ass-.sbor[
numbel. of
this trade? tad I do not see how a .
of the season was given at the
Ing over the fact that the Pries? and , t|l„ ,.lgbt varlelleR w,„ return n)o,e For this ship the government paid Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
woman would want to even touch
Copper Kettle Thursday evening by
Commander 'Donald B. MacMillan,
1302.719. It is 204 feet- long. 43’^
Levite would not take the chance of I money to the owners.
Cigarris are a menace to property, them. Surely ministers and air those
Mrs. Ava Lawry in honor of Mr. and famous explorer announced that he
feet on its beam and draws 23 feet of to our boys and girls and to all re xvho bellexie Ih good, liettlthy boys '
seeing because they would have to
Mrs. Hervey Allen
< Miss Beulah has accepted the invitation of the
water. Its displacement Is 2200 tons. spectable and law-abiding people. and girls, dught to do all they can
do something.
HELD SPECIAL ASSEMBLY
Ixvxvry)
of
Portland.
Excellent Bunker Hill Day Committee to make
The ‘Tennessee,’ one of the newest
Again the persona! application was j
We know that many fires have been to banish this evil, rightly named 1
music was furnished by the Bates the stait of his next Arctic explora
first line ships-of-war, is 624 , feet
made by contrasting the spirit of
Pi . j
e ■
TODAY
White Imps,” and “Coffin Nalls."
,
Orchestra and a "super-excellent" tion from the port of Boston on the .v—- ...u„
____ _____ _ f„
Week Cloned With Enjoyable long, 79 feet wide, 31 feet draft'an l set hy them. The truckload of an
those who today place people in our
Session In High School Audi
tique furniture that recently caught
Mrs. Annie L. Bates
luncheon was served.
morning of June 19. The departure Institutions with that of the Good
cost 818,437,144. This monarch car
torium.
Wells, Maine,
fire was thought to have been caused
will he made a big feature of the Samaritan.
ries 26 guns compared to the 44 guns
!
___
1
by a careless or mean person throw
The Harmony Club closed a very holiday observance.
Mrs. Ives regrets economy when
A spppiaI asspmbly was hpld Fridn„ of the ‘Constitution.’
—In—
The ^MacMillan party will include carried so far as to hinder full de- ,norning in ,he ,Ugh Schoo, audj.
successful seuson Wednesday evening
Congress fixed the rations and ing a cigaret stub into the truck.
We think of boys being tempted
with a supper at the Business and two vessels, the little Bowiloin, vet velopment of character and life. So- toril]m in hon()r of NationaT Music also fixed .the crew of America's first
Professional Women's club rooms, eran craft of two MacMillan expedl rial Welfare work is taken very com- I Wppk Thp lneeting was conduated man-of-war at 339 men. The crew and using eigarets and taking up tho
when Ihe following program was Hons, and another, either the “Nep placently by people in general. This by sub-Master Phillips and Coach was 529 men and 30 boys. Gin was habit, but when a man old enough
A wonderful story of a beautiful
tune or the Thetus of St. Johns, N. is due in part to lack of Imaglna-, Jonps ln (hp absenfe of principal a regular part of .the ration. On a to know better, sends a boy to a
given:
THE THEATRE AROUND
dancer and the champion wrestler
Ptsjge-To a Wild Rose ......................... Xevln F„ together with two U. S. Wavy tion. Bacteria is not seen, sin slinks' A„en wh„ ,g attendlng a conference long Voyage the 'Constitution' car store to buy eigarets for him, he is
THE CORNER
in a traveling Wagon shew.
Aloadn Hall
airplanes of the newest ampfjiblan
ried as much as 100 barrels of causing the dealer to break the lave,
Vocal—Little Maid or Arcady ........ Sullivan type. It will be the first time Mac In the dark and is not fought. “ | jn Augusta. An impromptu program, whiskey in her hold, and, In one in providing he Is unwise enough to sell
conditions
are
to
be
bettered
there
Maryim Bernier
which xvas greatly enjoyed, was ns
to the boy. The man that sent the
TODAY
Yount—a Lullaby Muon ............. Billie Brown Millan has ever started from that must be more sympathy for the sin follows;
MONDAY-TUESDAY
“There’s a Long, Lon stance, threw most of It overboard to hoy ought to he fined, as well as the
h Ah’a Done Seed Er Uallieker
port, Ills previous trips having been ner. Mrs. Ives believes the smugneas
lighten
the
ship,
in
order
to
escape
Trail;’’ piano solo, "Valse ChromnSHIRLEY
MASON
Mule ....................................... 4'rerle made from Wiscasset, Maine.
dealer.
The
man
xvho
does
this
must
and “no wrong” complacency of so tique," Godard, “Highland Laddie," from the British fleet on the New
c To Miss a Kiss ........... (day Smith
—In—
have such a craving for a smoke
Commander MacMillan now plans many is a sin in the sight of God.
Kathleen Marston
Mhry Wasgatt; "Sweet Adeline," Jersey coast.
that he does not care what he does,
Plgno—Love's Overling ........................... Elgar to have tire two planes fly fromrtScs
In referring to use of liquor the school; vocal duet, “What do they
“
STARDUST
TRAIL”
Paul Revere and Lord Byron
Elizabeth llagar
and >h» dealer sells because he does
ton to Wiscasset, where they will be idea was voiced that as fast as those
'Names
of
famous
men
are
con

mean
by
Sore?
”
Evelyn
Perry
and
The officers elected for the follow joined by the txvo vessels Jiine 20; al who had the habit of intemperance
not want to offend the man or be
Laat Chapter of
ing: year were: President, Marion though supplies. Including sparq mo could be gotten rid of a better social Ethel Rackllffe; solo, "Sleepy Hoi nected with the 'Conistiitutlon.' Paul cause lie wants the money. Does the
low
Tune,
”
"Don't
You
Listen,"
WinRevere
supplied
the
copper
for
her
“
The
Riddle Rider”
Marsh; vice president, Alcada Hall; tors for the air ships will be taken on order would he ushered in. As to
man stop to think whether or not tlie
secretary, Elizabeth Hygar: treasur at Boston. It was MacMlllcn’s^'spe sanltoriums for drug addicts they are ola Richan; specialty number. Gram hull, forging It hy a process known boy’s parents wunt him to do this; or
er, Martha Wasgatt.
Executive cial desire to make this stop at Wls real dens of vice, run for getting mar School Drum Corps—Edward only to- him. Lord Byron boarded if it is his own son, does he not care
Monjday-Tue*d«y
hftard, Margaret Harrington. Leah casset xvhere he has so tnany loyal money. A strong weapon with which Robinson, Clurenre Robishaw, Hoxv- her, while she wan in tlie Mediter whether he Is exposed to temptation?
ranean
and
praised
her
highly.
The
ard
Carroll,
Edward
Patrie
and
Freeman and Adelaide Cross.
A friends.
A dealer should refuse to sell to
'J,„
to fight these evils is the ballot Morris Hall, “When Johnny Comes noted English poea is said tohave Ixe-en
ptynlc committee xvas chosen with
The object of the trip xvhlch is un which must be held in greater honor Marching Home:” “The Girl I Lett offered passage to the United Stales bacco to any boy or girl. Whether
Lncy Rankin as chairman who xvl'.l der the auspices of the Natigpal by American citizens. In closing Mrs.
the person who sent them is offendLife w.is a hunting ground and
Behind Me,” “Turkey In the Straw
on board the ‘Constitution.’
Aibe assisted hy Madeline Lawrenc**, Geographic Society is to explore Ives said so much emphasis is mis
j 1
x- ... cd °F not' Hoxv can the dealer tell
men her victims 'Then a hero of
quartet. “There’s Music In the Air," though the ship was made In New
youngs,pr
Iy)ng He rnJiy
F&ttnleen O'Hara, Geneva Huke and Norse ruins in Greenland; to pe'ne4 placed and the only remedy Is more
the underworld stole her heart
“Bye Low My Baby,’’ Eleanor Snow England it was not entirely a north- , w#nt them for hlmge)(
A copy ot
An All Star Caat
Kathleen Mnrston
away. A story of a great lore, a
trate the Greenland Icecap; to explore unselfishness,
more
consecration, Mary Wasgatt, Marlon Rlchardsoii ern product, for the oak of its hull
the Maine anti-rigaret law ought to
woman's soul and the passion and
the unexpected area In the Polar more Christianity.
and Winola Richan; solo, “Mickey," was felled on St Simon bland, at the
courage of a woman's loyalty. The
Ojyportunlty Class xvas entertained Sea betxyeen Alaska and the Pole, to
"Sally," Mr. Jones; •'The Star mouth ■ of the Altamaha River. be sent to every dealer In tobacco,
—Also—
mysteriously dramatic career of a
Thursday evening by Mrs. Lola WH fly Into the Interior of Baffin IfO'nd
I then if he has not principle enough
LAURA M. POGLER
Spangled Banner" and The Flag Sa Georgia.
lady of Midnight. Here are ro
IM* and Mrs. Bertha Spofford of Me- In the course of the return as yet un
lute. school
“In 1830 the 'Conetitutloh' was re- ; to keep the law, he ought to be pun
ished.
mance and adventure you will be
ctfanlc street, 22 members being pres penetrated by whites and Anally to
Laura M. Fogle,-, who died at the
Mr. Jones called on Miss Coughlin ported unsea worthy and ordered de—
With
—
I
.a
st
summer
a
young
man
bought
thrilled to see.
ent.
Reports of missionary trees penetrate the interior of Northern home of her sister, Mrs. C. H. to lead “The Star Spangled Banner." i-atroyed. Oliver Wendell Holmes, a
ttFer, class treasurer, secretary and Labrador. Headquarters will be es Achorn, May 4, xvas the daughter of She was greeted by a great ovation young law-student read the notice in a few packages for a friend liecause
Mahbn
Hamilton
welfare committee show that oppor- tabllshcd at Etah. The party Wlll ip- Oliver L. and Ann M. (Hart) Fog- which told better than words How a paper. He seized his pen and the friend had been kind to him and
A Thrilling Drama of Gold Rush
he did not feel like refusing his re
Comedy and Kinognmns
!,tttftUles are not neglected. One hun- clude eight men on the Bowdoin and ler, and was born in South Hope. much the students think of her. “It dashed off the famous lines:
Daya—Chapter 1
quest. There were other ways he
dfed and fourteen calls were re eight navy men on the other y/Sse'. Jan. 3, 1845. Bhexhad always lived is not necessary for any one to lead
'Ay. tear her tattered ensign down I
could have served his lienefuctur
Ismg has It wived on high,
ported by the calling committee for A powerful radio set has been- in* on Ihe farm where tflte was born until | the Star
Spangled Banner," she
And many >n rye Ini danced tn iee,
than by doing that which gave him
tile month.
Many nexv suggestions stalled on the Bowdoin with 20,-M, about three years ago when advanc said, in responding to Mr. Jones' re
Tint banner ln the iky..................
an appearance of evil, for he did not
Were adopted hy which the class and 80 meter wave lengths. John ing years and infirmities compelled quest, "for I believe there are but two
'TubHc
sentiment
throughout
the
use them himself, and hy this art
hopes to do even more work.
Two Reinnrtz of South Manchester, Chnn. her to seek a home with her sister. things one thinks of when he sings
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Miss Fogler faithfully cared for that song: his country and himself country was aroused by the famous he caused Ills mother to he sad an 1
very interesting letters were read. will lie Hie radio operator.
Paramount Picture
her parents during their old age and m his relation to his eountry. Let poem ‘Old Ironsides' and the 'Consti displeased.
One was from Sundart Mohapntra of
tution*
was
saved."
Cigarets ought never to he sold at
after their death kept house for her us stand and sing In that spirit.”
Hfelasoa, British India, a natlfe mis
“
DRESSMAKER
MARY OF MAGDELA
lunch rooms where school children
brother several years, and after his
sionary girl of 22 years xvho is
buy their dinners. At one such
FROM PARIS”
death lived alone on the home farm
OBSERVED ARBOR DAY
spreading the gospel there as an Op(By Archie Bell)
near a high school, there Is a sign
until coming to Hockland as stated
pfirtunlty Class sister.
She told of
—With—
An unusual kind of story with an
offering them for sale. One woman,
her work among the natives.
The
""'
,
,
, .
! Orace Street Grade 5 and the KinLc
’
trice Joy
unuRtlal charm, which will doubtless “b44he
a
mother
of
sons,
walked
hy
theiO
was always of a kindly and dergarten had Arbor Duy exercises
other letter read by Mrs. Lillian
DAY OR NIGHT
Interest many who would not- per cheerful disposition, with a smile |O„t of doors Friday morning. This
twice before she could believe her
Joyce xV4s from the Baptist mission
GO
ANYWHERE
haps take the trouble to lhok Up all and a cheering word for whosoever program was given:
eyes. The proprietor and wife are
ary society of New York enclosing a
Stand: Weymouth's Store
SPECIAL DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM
the incidents from between the she met. Always a Unlversallst in
parents of sons.
What are they
America;
Flag salute;
Lord'
letter from Mrs. Gladys Dunn of Belleaves of that older Book which fur faith she passed to the higher life Prayer, Kindergarten and 5th Grade
A. E. SAUNDERS
thinking of, If they stop to think at
aio. India. She wrote, as requested
House
Petew in 'THE TORNADO”
nishes the principal parts of the never doubting God's puris.se to final song, "Good Morning Little Yellow
492 Main Bt.
all? It certainly changed the writ
Tel. 159-M.
lij* the class, of her wedding, de
story.
53*55
er
’
s
opinion
of
them.
ly bless and redeem all mankind. Bird,' Edith and Meredith Dondis
sCriblnf? the foreign surrounBings and
—Also—
In brings to mind "The Prince hf She was tenderly cared for during poem, “Why Are Birdies Gay?" Syd
Why sell cigarets? Do you thlnl
plants which decorated the wedding
the House of David," and “The Pil her last illness hy her sister. Mrs. ney Davis, Jr.; songs, Oold and
place. She told of her guests, many
THIEF m PARADISE, Doris Kenyon
lar of Fire," both of which- wtrs so Achorn. The funeral was attended by Crimson TulTps,—Class PaffodilR,
uninvited, wlio came tn the natl
popular a generation or so ago. bring Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker of the Uni- Little Seed,” Betty McBeath; songs
--------------■
costume to witness this event. Her
a detailed account of the Crucifixion versalist church.
“PUssy Willow" and “The Brawn
xwsdding cake was made in America
together with Incidents and circum
MONDAY-TUESDAY
.
1 House,” Clhss; story play, “The Gar
as was also her mother's recent
stances leading up th It and bringing
While* the furless neckline xx*as den;
seeds, June Cook, Norma
golden wedding cake.
Airs. Dunn
the language and descriptions;down launched fot spring in leading Nexv Seuvey, Malzle Joy, Woodlow Andtr
BY THE PUPILS OP
also gave a brief story of the ideas
to our modern times so that even a York stores most women.find it al»»n; sunbeams. Viola Conary. Junior
the natives have in regard to edu
child may understand It.
JENNIE HARVEY PERCIVAL
veVy unsatisfactory vogue, because
"gardener,” Meredith Don
cating their children.
They think it
The every duy life of Jesus and our spring season is rarely ever warm <Jls;
• linger Play, My Gar
not necessary to educate them, es
his friends fs particularly xvell drawn enough to allow of it. say Ihe Dry <*>■ Bed,
Class: Ihrmer Game
pecially girls, but rather would have
ARCADE, ROCKLAND
and the story must prove Intereftt- Goods Economist. Hence, the silver Class: Grade 5 boys, “.lack an.l J1
them work hard after they get hy
babyhood.
This furnishes a good ing to many who though knowing it fox is the accepted fur of the sea- nnd Evening Bell; Grade 5 girls,
in a general way have not been Bible son. This gathering was no excep “sleen
Sleep Rnhv
Ruby Sleen
Sleep,” "PnH.oc»
“Patience,••......•• Fhe
Phc
reason to send missionary help and
—With—
students.
tion, for Jiearly every woman com Wlisp andBee; Grade 5, Psalm >00;
lift them to better things. Mrs.
Grade 5, “The Soxver" and “Arhcr
AT 7:45 O’CLOCK
Published
hy
tHe
31.
Botolph
So

pleted
her
ensemble
or
tailored
cosDunn Is of the Women's Foreign Mis
tume with one of these silky animal
sionary Soolety and also interested in ciety, Boston.
JJ
1 : MUSIC BY :
scarfs. One well dressed woman wore
heimt fields.
A short program was
a navy blue silk crepe dress with a
given: reading, Mtr. Alice Angel; duet
MARSTON’S ORCHESTRA
short matching cape of
seven- I
Miss Carolyn Allen and Mrs, Pauiirc
A Story of tha Pace That Kills
eighths length developed in a light
'Spunders. Mrs. Sr.ow presented the
A Pleating Program of Interpretive, Clastic and Ballroom Dancing
weight woolen material
clpss witli a full list of tlie names,
NEWEST COMEDY
LATEST NEWS
Specially Costumed
which now number 79.
The class
The First Baptist C. E. will hold '
welcomes any who wish to join in tlie
ADMISSION 59 CENTS.
DANCING AFTERWARDS
s cooked food sale at the Maine Mu
PARK STREET,
NEXT WEEK—SHOWS feOO, 7:00, 8:A» DAYLIGHT SAVING
ROCKLAND
work. Refreshments were served by
66-68
sic Store, Saturday, May 9. 52-56
<r-tf
MAY
fO* MAY W
the hostesses.
The closing meeting nt Lady Knox
Chapter, D. A. R., with Mrs. Hester
Chase, Mrs. Delia Cross and M1.-;s
Ellen Cochran as hostesses, In the
pleasant Main street parlors ,of the
Business and Professional Club
proved a most delightful oocxslon,
delicious refreshments being er.joyel
at the close.
Miss Cochran’s jolly
bevy ol pupils came down in cos
tumes quaint and chic, to danre and
sing for the appreciative Daughters
assembled to adore their slow and
mincing steps as of (lays 159- years
agone, for the eontrnst in the minu
et of the Revolutionary day xvifh tile
jazz and two-step of today is^obarp
and decided.
Miss Cochran’s training of her be
loved juniors lel't-nothing to lie de
sired and their part of the program
was a joy to eye and ear.
Pearl
Cohen was- accompanist at the piano
during' the beautiful dnnee minuet,
and also gave the reading to Intro
duce this charming feature; jat the
rendition of which Betty /Benson.
Iialred with Me Nell Brpwn, Vivian
Hall with Edward lAWrence, Ellen
Fernahl with Albert McCarthy and
Alice Flanagan with Clifford I^idd.
All danced with delightful grace-and
precision.
These eight also ren
dered "Love's Old Sweet Song" as a
fitting encore for the Old Colonial
entertainment.
Following the most interesting beports of the retiring oflicers^Mrs.
Cooper as regent for two yearsj&Irs.
Hester Chase as secretary f<M,*: two
years and in continuous official ser
vice as regent Pn(T in other (rifcdties during the- past seven years.
Miss Coburn as treasurer,
Mies
Thorndike as registrar, Mrs. .Sher
man as historian and Mrs. Walsh aa
auditor, each for one year—the elec
tion if the following officers took
place: Mrs. Mhry Perry Rich, re
gent; Mrs. Ethel Hayden, vice re
gent; Mrs. Lucie H. Walsh, secre
tary; Miss Kitty Coburn, treasurer:
Miss Anna Thorndike, reglstrari Mrs.
Mabel Sherman, historian; Mrs. Mary
Cooper, auditor.
»
Each guest was presented w,lth a
bouquet of fragrant trailing arbutUR,
highly prized by the recipient, having
been gathered and arranged by tile
hostess, Mrs. Hester Chase, who was
also constituted chairman of arrange
ments for the chapter’s customary
summer outing.

Plain Facts

New

Telephone

Telegraph Company

STRAND
William Russell

EMPIRE

“The Beloved Brute”

NORMA SHEARER

“EAST MAN
ON EARTH”

“LADY
OFTHENKarr

“IDAHO”

TAXI SERVICE

TODAY

ANNUAL DANCE REVUE
FRIDAY EVENING, MAY 15, 1925
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uaiWeek
K

FRED S. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials

«

1ROADWAY
BUTTERFLY”
Dorothy Devore, Willard Louis
and Louise Fazenda
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IN THE REALM OF

MUSIC

What Our Home Artists and Others Are Doing To Pro*
mote the Interests of This Engaging Art.

COMMON THINGS
Often Overlooked, But Highly En
tertaining When Once Looked
Into With Inquiring Mind.

TOOK B0WD01N BY STORM

Remember

Edna St. Vincent Millay Plays Brilliant Part In Institute
of Literature At Brunswick.

By Adella F. Veazle

that

SOCONY

is "Standard”

Big hill ahead
longhillahead
sandy roads
mudtothehubs
jam oftraffic
straightstretchahead
opened,wide open
powers speed

Miss F.dna St. Vincent Millay lives might like to know what the Pines
A Pet Toad
in a different soul-ar system, from say when they whisper; can not ex
actly determine; and then dream
Why do parents who ought to most of the rest of us.
fully decides just to listen to the
know better teach their children to
1 thought that out as I was riding whispering pines.
fear every bit of life they find In the
Miss Millay has a sweet and mu
open? Also, why do grown persons home through the fogs and the mists
hang so tenaciously to the old super that swept like ghosts over the hills sical voice but It falls into frequent
stitions. when a little study, a lit between Brunswick and I-ewlaton nuances so delicate that 1 wished I
She has a way
tle research and a little observation Tuesday evening after the readings had a microphone.
of nature's ways would prove to of poem3 by Miss Millay in the Bow- of intoning her poems which is "Vo
cal Imagination
but not straight
them that there is no wild thing In doin Literary Institute.
Above, tho
One
Held or wood in this part of the moon; below, the river: abreast, the out conveyance of language.
state which would be likely to harm lights if scattered homes; before our lias to hear before he can possibly
them? Perhaps I should except the headlights sweeping wraiths of fog- imagine—in this matter of Vocal
brown-tailed moth, but I have not fabric twining like the train of Ed Imagination.
A great manV of Miss Millay's
In the May 2 issue *of Musical seen one for several years, and hope na's dear little gown.
O! to be a
I did Pulitzer-prize poet, on such a night. "readings" were not read from the
America appeared the review of a they are a thing of the past.
book, at all.
Her asides were capconcert given In New Y'ork which read last fall that a small and much
Miss Millay is unquestionably a
would have delighted the heart of the terrified young rattler was found poet. One may fancy her to be the tivatingly frdnk. She would say “O;
late Ada Simonton Biackington, who somewhere In the town of Cushing, sort of a person, who from the age I know this poem very well" and
She
was such a keen student and ardent hut it would not surprise me to learn of about 14 or 15 months decided to she would put down the book.
i established a fraternity and sympa
appreciatin' of William Shakespeare, that tills was just a scare, gotten up be a poet.
She doubtless sobbed in
for this recital was given on Shake for the excitement it might cause.
numbers and laughed , In canticles. thy with her audience that had an
appeal of trustfulness.
Often the
speare Day. April 23. by John Coates
Then she went to Vassar and wrote
Brought up at the foot of Dodge's "Renascence" and became famous.— closing lines of her poems were de
an English tenor, who gave a program
made up entirely of songs from Mountain. 1 used for a playground a senior In college writing poems livered with what Judge Peters of
Shakespeare's plays.
that whole section lying between the that merited the attention of the Maine used to call “a snapper” on
the end, that made the audience
Mr. Coates Is one of the most cel West Meadow road and the Bog world.
break Into smiles and applause. She
ebrated English tenors of today. road, from the iWlllard Biackington
She does not the least bit In the
His long and enviable career which farm on the south to a point well be j world resemble Amy lxjwell in ap was quaintly humorous as though a
In the observance of National Mu began as a choir boy has Included yond the Jere Tolman farm on the
Puritan maid described to levity.
pearance.
Both are great poets,
sic Week Miss Margaret Stahl, or every form of singing activity, with north. Until within a very few
Many of her little poems depend on
however. Miss Millay Is flower-like
ganist at tlie Unlversalist Church, successes in the lyric drama as well years 1 knew every bush, tree, stump —a tiny, slender. Bunthorne lily.
the last line for “punch"—just as O.
gave a 15-minute organ recital prior as in concert.
He proved early in and ledge within these bounds, be
She wore some sort of a gown and Henry developed (he short story out
to the church service Sunday, playing his program that he is an entertainer sides a goodly portion of that part a great deal of it. It almost shocked of the anecdote.
This is a modern
this program:
of parts, as well as a singer of dis beyond, generally called "the bog me by its suggestive length.
It fed touch of verse, perhaps distinctive
Vorspivl—Lohengrin ............................. Wagner tinctive gifts.
A novel feature of his pastures." Almost always I went front her shoulders where the round of Miss Millay's shorter poems. She
Love Song ................................................. Xevin
alone and never, during all those "neck" thereof was severely high, read poems from Renascence—her
program
was
that,
he sang two set
Reverie ................................................. Blckineon
Offertory— Moonlight ...................... I'ryaingvr tings of virtually all his Shakespeare years, have 1 been molested by beast, straight ns leaps a waterfall to the early book; then she read the Pulit
J’ostlude—-Sortie ................................... Ctrl born songs—one old. one new—so as to reptile or insect, with the exception, floor and thereon trickled away like zer poem “Harp Weaver:” then as
Miss Elsa Hayden at the Baptist contrast the traditional and the mod as I have before stated, of an occa a brief rivulet. Not an old-fashioned she would say “a lot more." There
Church played these interesting num ern—and the older songs impressed sional sting from hornet, wasp or train—but a tralnlet—such as poets was the Goose Girl, and a most beau
bers, although not in the nature of a his audience more than the modern bee. and even then It was my own should wear—not queens—delicate ns , tiful melody of tone production and
rfcital:
settings.
Mr. Coates delighted his fault, as I was trespassing on their one of Edna's poems to childhood. sentiment called '’Spring and Fall" to
'Meditation .............................. K I. Ashford hearers with bits of offhand talk, his domain, though quite unlntentlon- It was art—consummate.
A "Harp- me the sweetest thing she read: “The
have handled every living
Romance ....................................... James .1 Bell torical information, explanations of ally.
Weaver"
should
always
wear
suclt Beanstalk." and then some few seaAdoration from The Holy City ............... Gaul
could catch—and after all
thing
dear gowns.
And I hear some anx songs.
The Holy City . ......................................... Adam.' some of the songs in detail, etc.
this. 1 was warned by a child only
Her Sea Poems
with Clarence Fish, trunflicu-r
ious woman ask “What
color,
last summer, against handling my
Prelude in It .................................. M. E. Lawrence
Agide Jacchia began the fortieth big pet toad in the narcissus bed. please ’” A mere man could not say
These latter she explained were
I was not able to get Mrs. Berry's season of the Pop Concerts at Sym
It looked like the color of the inside always written away from the sea.
program at the
Congregational phony Hall, Boston, last Monday, his because it would make me have of a million dollar limousine. It was They were thus “longings" for her
warts
on
my
hands
!
church hut learned that one of the ninth season as conductor, proving
a sort of indescribable ashes of the Camden. Maine, home.
"Inland" is
most effective numbers was Sulli that he is. one of the most popular
MO. U S. PAT. OFF.
'eaves of which the gods made their an expressive title of one of them.
Where
do
people
get
such
silly
van's “Lost Chord."
ambrosia,
before
the
gods
wage
for

leaders the Pops has ever had. Dur
There was none of the “Husky,
ideas? To be sure. If a toad Is treat bidden to brew by Volstead.
haughty lips O' sea" about it only
ing the early part of the summer he
Glancing through an article which will conduct his 500th Pops perform ed so roughly as to break open those
a longing, of the inlander away from
appeared after the recent death of ance. The programs for the present "warts" on his back, an acrid sub
Miss Millay has a sort of post-Ti Its crocnings.
Prof. George A. Quinhy, who for 43 week given in the Sunday papers are stance is found secreted within tian hair, a complimentary color to
Then she read from “Pigs and
years was organist at the Cathedral interesting reading. 1 would like to which will probably irritate the her gown.
Her neck is like Annie Piffles" and after a little while came
of the Immaculate Conception in quote the programs in full, but will hands and make them sore, but Laurie’s,
Her hair IS bobbed—by into her own by putting away the
Portland. 1 noted that when he was give one so my readers can see how anyone cruel enough to hurt a toad the way.
Her face—I am getting hook; seeking new resources ami
director of music at the Congress good it is. and join me in wishing like that deserves all he gets and beyond my proper limitations. I fear telling a number of poems with a
even more. When I was living in
Square church in that same city, he to hear it:
—is childlike, yet very wise.
A wise great deal of art in play-acting as
Portland I once found a big toad
was obliged to discharge Lillian NorHer voice Is altogether to • it were, poems of children, such as
La Bohcuie —Fantasia .......................... Puccini (backed in a hole in my flower gar child.
dica, then Lillian Norton, a Farming- Manon Lescaut—Intermezzo .............. I'uccinl
musical for reading.
She should the Horse-Shoe—the sweetest of the
ton girl, from his choir.
Why? Be Tosca Exurpta ................................... Puccini den. with only his nose and eyes In sing her poems and be done with it. lot to me.
Having done this nnd
S
hot Angelica
Interlude
....................
I
’
uccinl
sight.
What
he
had
done
with
the
STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK - 26 Broadway
cause she could not read music.
having asked how long she had. been
Madame Butterfly—(Selections .......... Puccini eartli dug from the hole was a mys But sh« was lovely and a l’oem.
Miss Norton possessed a pleasing Othello—Tempest Scene .......................... Verdi
Miss Millay had the honors of the in doing all this she suddenly said
tery,
for
there
was
no
sign
of
it
voice, but she simply could not read, Tristan and Isolde—Prelude and LoreInstitute—so fur as goes.
For the “I am going to read a 'longish'
Death ..................................................... Wagner about anywhere. When I touched
and the church committee decided to
The poem, then I am going to do some
fish at a set. but expect marked
Hansel Gretal—Dream Music .. Humperdinck his head he drew back, making a Memorial Hall was packed.
WITH THE FISHERMEN hard
dispense with her services, and Mr. Carmen—Gypsy Dance ............................ Bizet
semi-circle of the stage back of her thing that is a really great idea.
improvement soon.
queer
gurgling
sound,
so
I
left
him
Quinby was called upon to break the Eugen Origin Waltz ....................ftelialkovsky
there, knowing full well that every was filled with students: the stand- Y'ou shall see if it isn't. I am going
Fred llagan, Walter Powers and
news to her.
He wasn’t at all
• • • •
ing-room was taken; the faculty was to give you a little play, ten minutes What a Busy Correspondent Charles Herrick have a large weir
pleased with the task.
He had no
I printed an item in this column plant-louse or other insect which all present and very much interest- or 8O. a sort of mediaeval Miracle
Finds
Scanning
This well under way at Seal Cove and an
Idea of the famous future that was about Marco Enrico" Bosal, the Ital- came near would be devonred.
ed; overseers of the college— even a play.*’
* • • •
other big one at the back cove, and
before young Lillian Norton, hut he ian composer and organist, when he
plfln to build one at Barbour's Head
As the days went by he ceased to trustee here and there scattered their | Well she did all of this and after
Coast.
just did not want to do it. because was engaged to appear in recitals at
wisdom through the
lump.
All reading a “longish” poem about a
on Deer Isle, where they have leased AUTOMOBILE LEGAL ASSOCIATION
she was so young and anxious to the Wanamaker Auditorium last seem afraid of my gentle touch, and Maine was represented.
The
co'Poet
and
His
Book,
which
was
sad,
Ert. 1907
Ralph Eastern Tratt Bljg., Bangor
Capt. Maynard Herrick has gone weir and seining privileges.
please, and had such a delightful winter. He died on shipboard while one day I caught two flies and held lege-close was filled with cars from
Fidelity Bldg., Portland
seemed to me, she had the furniture
Dawes
and
Will
Kelley
have
their
them
one
at
a
time
over
his
head.
voice.
returning to his native land after
to Stonington to complete refitting
AT OUR EXPENSE
weir at TYuckle Island about ready for
In an instant they were gone and “over the road;’’ the enthusiasm was all moved again and recited her plav
completing his American tour.
1400 garagoo l» holp yea
hair-trigger. Miss Millay could not about the TWO SLATTERNS AND and to arrange for the launching of the twine.
Ferd
.Mors?
is
already
were
it
not
that
I
watched
the
mo

In a delightful letter recently re
300 attorney! lo defend you
She had a chair the lobster smack Crustacean. Soon putting tlie twine on bis weir al
tions of his throat as he swallowed even pick up her handkerchief, with THE KING.
ceived from my uncle, E. L. Cleve
10 officee to aeeiet you
Me.rhisto: I have no idea what I; them, I could not have been sure out the audience broke into wild ap brought in and she acted all three
Irish
Point.
George
Carter
and
Roy
the
smack
will
be
on
station
in
MackA.
L. A. Green Book Included
Only
land of Houlton, lie writes:
means, hut here it Is plainly stated in where or when they went, for his plause and be sure if she did it. even characters—all four characters rather
Stanley
are
ready
to
put
twine
on
410 00 annually.
Send name, addreee,
“I think it was wonderful for Rock a newspaper: "Elman, about to wed,
erel
Cove.
for
cause,
it
was
done
poetically^
make
of
car
and
year
of
ma
nufacture.
—the King, the character called
tongue came out and gathered them
their weir at Hen Island.
land. to give that extraordinary and insures life for half a million."
George Bobbins of McKinley has
The entertainment if that be the Chance, which was exactly that, the
local Representative Wanted
in so quickly that I did not even see
'1 lie canners' association ins put.
difficult work “The Redemption,” and
proper
word,
was
in
two
parts-Dame Tidy and Dame Slut.
Well, the weir privileges at Opeechee tills the price of herring at 60e per
especially to produce the soloists for WRECKS AROUND NANTUCKET the act. I fed him daily after that, readings from poems, and the acting it relates to the King who wanted
season, and he and Edwin Lopaus are bushel.
hut my eyes were never quick
the entire work.
I have heard I,
of a little play called “Two Slatterns no wife; but by Chance came to de- now busy at Opeecheo and Black
Roscoe and Chester Joyce launched
many times and am fairly familiar A Hard Year Was 1878 For Knox enough to see his tongue.
and a King." The latter portion of j B|re one.
About Dame Tidy who Island getting out weir material. A
their boats recently and have gone Shirley, all of Long Island, will be
with the score, and when we used to
County Vessels.
the
adventure
was
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more
popular,
kept
her
kitchen
neat
and
Dame
Slut
little
Inter
Mr.
Robbins
expects
to
A toad has hands like baby hands,
lobstenng.
Harry
Johnson
at employed by the Parkhurst Fisheries
drill on it under Carl Zerrahn, as
About the move his family to the island.
with a little thumb on each. I have Indeed it was a personal triumph. • who ke^t it poorly.
Minturn, is building a motorboat at Old Harbor during the coming sea
a member of the Handel and Haydn Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Calvin Stockbridge of Old Harbor about forty feet long, for a dry-smack son.
carried dozens of them from the rail If the “show" had not been stopped i chance that befell the King when he
Society, 1 thought it pretty hard in
Again I copy from the book
by Miss Millay, by design at that j decided to marry the Dame with the will be In charge of the medicinal oil to carry lobsters to Rockland. Alonzo
At present about 20 boats are lobsome of the chotus parts.
1 thin e “Wrecks Around Nantucket, 1664- road track to my garden, and time. Miss Millay would have had the j neatest
kitchen.
About
the rendering plant of the Parkhurst Sprague will lie foreman in charge of stering at Vlnalhaven, and about 15
handled them all summer whenever
it a great credit to the musical In 1915.”
honor of "stopping the show," as ' chance that drove Dame Tidy wild Fisheries the coming season.
I^w Thomas
the dock at the Parkhurst Fisheries boats arc trawling.
terests of your city that this work
“1878, March 29—Schooner John I found them, and up to date no they say in Grand Opera.
The au upon a summer's day because the
and Charles Y’oung have just bought
Following the recent decision of at Old Harbor.
warts
have
disfigured
my
hands,
z
was given and in such an acceptable Farnum, Snow, with cargo of ice from
dience uprose and applauded Miss ; flog chased the cat or something of the Maine legislature to make no
Aubrey
Harold Hart has leased the wharf a new 26-foot motorboat.
manner as was indicated by the press . St. George. Me. to Philadelphia, parted but the toads have kept my garden Millay with such a fierce abandon j the sort and upset her domestic ar- changes in the Maine lobster laws, it
Delano is expecting a new boat.—
free from insect pests and I have
and
shore
privileges
at
Atlantic
dock,
report.
I thave thought at times her chains and drove ashore on Tuckas to indicate an emotional climax. ; rangements so that she could not is interesting to note that Connecti
and will install gasoline and oil tanks "The Fisherman’s Doctor" in the At
when listening to the .rendition of ernuck during a heavy northwest had much pleasure in finding them And that is remarkable in a Literary I sweep or scrub.
About the Chance cut is falling into line, and is con and pumps with arrangements for lantic Fishermen.
each
spring
and
watching
their
that poignant work, that if I had a gale. She was hoarded by a boat
Institute.
I that impelled Dame Slut, weary of vinced that to adopt the Maine legal conveniently supplying both motor
friend in whom I was much inter- from that island and her crew taken movements during the summer.
VETERANS AT BELFAST
lazing in bed; weary of soiled clothes. length Is the only salvation for Its de boats and automobiles, anil will open
ested and wanted to do something to ' off. The vessel was 25 years old and
When Dean Nixon had succeeded to arise one summer’s dawn and de clining lobster fishery. Other States the' store carrying supplies and fit
When I first pick one up he shuts
turn him to the right path I would proved a total loss, but her spars,
tings for marine and land motors. Two Rockland Vets Who Greatly
his eyes, bows his head and appears in introducing the "several Edna St. i cide to enjoy herself for once in hej are likely to follow suit.
take him to hear “The Redemption’’, sails and rigging were saved.”
Vincent Millays" which was his de- J tif©
sweeninu. scrubbing and
life bv
by sweeping,
At Bass Harbor several of the He also plans to fit up part of tlie
From Dad's diary of April 3. 1878 meekly resigned to his fate, what termined purpose to do, such as Miss dressing neatly.
It is vvondrously beautiful through
Enjoyed the Gathering.
trawleis are at work, but as yet old cafe to be ready to supply lunches
—‘"Schooner John -Farnharrf was lost ever it may be; hut after a few ses Millay, of the little poems. Miss Milout.
Chance
so
ruled
that
the
King
have
not
found
fish
plentiful.
and refreshment for the internal
“It may be interesting to your on Tuckernuck shoals night of sions with me he pays about as lay of the big imems. Miss Millay of should take that day and call—and so
At the Underwood plant at McKin combustion af the fishermen and aqJames F. YVoodsum and F. S.
much attention to my caresses as
readers to know that we are to have March 29."
the
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I
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ley
canning
fishhash
kept
the
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I'hllbrick attended the Waldo Coun
toists themselves.
The History of St. George does would a house cat, though I have Miss Millay of the opulent orientalIMIss Millay was indeed charming
an Aroostook Musical Festival in the
busy most of the winter.
The fish
The sardine packers of flip Maine ty Veterans’ Association meeting,
auditorium at the Littleton Camp not give the above schooner as hav never been able to flatter myself Imagination; Miss Millay of the
all this.
She did win us. She was largely supplied from Swan's coast have taken a step in tlie right
held May 7, in G. A. R. hall, Belfast.
Grounds in June, with Prof. William ing been built at St. George, but that he has any real affection for school of simple Nature. Miss Millay. ; lifted her imperious little brown head Island and Mansett.
Five
hundred
R. Chapman as director.
That does name three vessels as having me. He simply becomes accustomed herself, collectively swept forward i and became a perfectly lovely bird- bushels of potatoes were used dnllv direction by forming a co-operative About 125 sat down to a bountiful
association. Under the new arrange dinner such as the ladies of that
means we shall have the choruses been built by Farnham & Watts nt to me and makes no demonstration and asked if the furniture might be . H|<e king.
And she flopped her and kept many women busy digging ment tlie pack of herring will lie bet
association only can provide. Of tho
from the principal towns in the that place. Dud mentions March 6, of fear at my presence. I am hop moved.
She
said
that
site
"always
;
gown
ground
for
the
Slatterns
and
out
the
eyes
from
the
spuds
whicl
ter quality, of greater quantity, and company*27 old vets and 23 of their
county, and Mr. Chapman will bring 1878. as working on schooner John ing each year to see a toad change asked Io have the furniture rhanged talked like a Mystical Chance.
were
peeled
by
machinery.
Since
ought to find a better market, so that wives and widows stood to be count
assisting artists. The grove is beau Farnham. American Lloyds for 1868 his old clothing and appear in a no matter how It might be."
So
This ended it.
You should have the opening of the clam season they
tiful.
We had a festival once be gives schooner John Earnum, 167 bran-new set of pajamas, as 1 have they took off tlie top of the table heard the audience applaud until have l>een busy canning clams, and canners. employes and tlie consumers ed. The rest of the company being
will all be better off.
sons and daughters of veterans and
fore. at this same place, and it was a tons, built 1854 at Providence. R. I., read that it is a very interesting that carried the reading extension: they called her back.
We'll say that will at once commence work on her
Early in the month there was members of kindred associations. A
great success.
We hope to make it i belonging to port of Boston. Lloyds’ process, but so fnr all my toads and they put the lamp with the green this is a good deal.
Any lecturer ring.
spelling of tlie name differs front have been very modest and Insist on
launched nt Friendship a fine, new fine program followed the dinner.
a greater success this year
The handllners have been bringing fishing vessel, tlie Winifred Marlin,
keeping all their garments closely shade—the same one that Robert who gets a recall might as well
The commander of the Belfast
Chapman was recently here conduct Dad’s.
Frost
turned
off
the
night
before
—
raise hit, price.
Usually the audi- in (air fares of fish to Mansett, and owned by a New Y’ork lady of tlie Post proved to be a former Rock
"Ttiere were many wrecks around wrapped about them whenever I am
ing our chorus, and jumped from
they put the lamp on the floor and ’ encc breathes a long sigh and says some big cod have been found in same name, who is much interested
Nantucket
in
the
terrible
gale
of
near.
land boy, Enoch A. Anderson, who
Houlton to Presque Isle the next
then Miss Millay seemed to like it ' with all of the insistency of the bi- Frenchmen’s Bay, but the water is In the fisheries. The Martin will be
claimed to have known most of the
morning, “going to It” for all he U October 12-13. 1878. Schooner Etta
very much.
bulous gentleman in the old days yet very cold and -the fishing is not commanded by Allan Campbell and older "residents, as he sailed out of
“DE DUCKS GOT IT”
Stimpson
of
Thomaston,
Me.,
was
worth, like the wizard he is!”
She too had a handful of "thin "Less go 'ome, and no where's else.” so good as in some years at this sea will have a crew of seven, sailing put
wrecked near Cape Page. Charles
• • • •
Rockland for 30 years. He helped
volumes" of verse.
It Is wonderfu! —Arthur G. Staples in the Lewiston son.
of New Y’ork City.
build Tillson wharf, under the Gen
I wish 1 could have been in the au Killeen, tlie mate, was the only one Gen. Lord's Anecdote Apropos Of what a poet puts into a thin volume. Journal.
The clam canneries at Southwest
saved.
He
was
lashed
in
the
rigHerman Anderson is having a new eral himself. He also claimed to
dience to heard Edna St. Vincent
o
Movement For Economy.
If it had been a great novelist like .
______________
Harbor have closed.
Herring are
Millay, who was the speaker at the ! Klnc for 3 hours. Her cargo of ice
Dickens, who used to read from his i 1171? 117 A 1ITP1H7HA117 I expected in good numbers, and weirs 35-foot boat built by Granville Da know two Fuller boys, of a younger
shifted and threw the vessel on her
vis.
It will be fitted with a 35 b. generation than himself who had
Bowdoin Institute of Modern Litera
works, he would have been compelled If El
W All 1 EiIvIvIlV/
are being built and repaired at p. Kermath engine, and will be used made g«od, one being editor of The
beam end. Tlie crew was lashed in
Gen. Herbert M. Lord is one of the
ture Tuesday ovenlng.
It must have
to have had Ills books brought in an
Swan's Island. Opeechee. In Bluehill for trawling.
the rigging and succumbed one by
Warren Higgins has Courier-Gazette tlie other a mem
been an inspiring experience, for the one.
she opened one:
Bay and along the Mt. Desert shore. Just bought a new bout at Eagle Is ber of Fuller-Cobb-Davls Co. He
Capt. Albert Hart of St. busiest officials at the National cap a push-cart.
The Ship McNesr
press said that people from all parts George died about 3 a. m. Monday; ital.
As Director of the Budget, it looked at the celling of Memorial
Lo Rummll is putting up his weirs land, and will fish for the Parkhurst also thought that one Jones of The
of the State came to hear this tal his wife died about 4 o’clock on is his job to pare down the depart Hall which ought to be repainted by Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Gardner Lawson is Company at Old Harbor.
Gran Courier-Gazette is the same Jones
Regarding the inquiry as to the at The Hub.
ented young woman, and that at the Sunday afternoon. The vessel was ments appropriations and carry out, the way; and began to read.
building weirs atYHardwood Island ville Davis Is soon going to build a who made one of a jolly party
sh'ip
MicNear.
sent
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by
M.
M.
Brown
end of her lecture and readings from towed to Vineyard Haven, her masts so far as possible for him to do so,
Honestly I was breathless.
Here
off
the
western
shore
of
Mt.
Desert
boat for Alex Davis to carry the mail of weekend hunters and fishers that
her own poems, she was given a great were pulled out. when she righted the Administration's economy pro was a tiny woman; a child-like be j of Utica, N. Y„ I am enclosing a Island.
Fred Bridges is making n between Frenchboro and Swan’s he years ago took to Isle au Haut.
ovation, the like of which had never and then she was towed to Thomas gram.
The General ,-fates that in ing, to all appearance; just a hit of short sketch giving the history of the weir at the northern end of Trumpet
Island.
It will be a 35-foot- He said: "Just say to Jones 'Deep
been witnessed in Memorial Hall.
ton with ‘Mate Charles Killeen in going over the 1000 pages of Uncle refined spiritual Service; reading ' Zj] 'wh it. they wish to know regard- Island. Fred Hodgdon is building a er.
Granville expects to build an sea hash'—and If he looks sick, he
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with
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weir
for
the
Underwood
Company
at
charge.”
Ing the same.
other lor Jud Smith of Burntcoat Is the chap.”
Last .'ear tlie $1500 Pulitzer Trav
From Dad’s diary of. Oct. 14— self in the same frame of mind as of a little gir! who may be reciting , Amerlcan 8hl McNeari bulIt h Tinker's Island. Stanley Mitchell is Harbor.
The ride to Belfast and back in
eling Scholarship in Music was with | "News this p. m. of the loss of the negro who applied for credit at her piece to Mama s guests.
1 --—
9
H. McGilvery at Belfast, .Me., in building weirs at Seal Cove, Mt. De
Frank Ross Is going to run the flsh Smalley's big auto-buss with a gen
held because none of the manuscripts schooner Etta. Stimpson, Capt. Al the village store.
The proprietor
Now—I sat over on the side un-- 1872.
Tonnage—Gross, 1308, net sert. Ernest Murphy is going to run stand at Frenchboro, owned by tho ial lot of traveling men was not the
submitted was of a sufficiently high bert Hart, crew all lost but one wanted to know why he wanted der the tablets of those who died in 1 jg45
Dimensions—Length
189-9; bait again this season in the sloop Waldo Trust Company. The famous least of the day's enjoyment.
"caliber to warrant a reward, so it man. Oct 16—Capt. Albert Hart's credit when he had a bumper cotton the Civil war. Maybe that had noth
breadth 37-7; depth 24.
Sold to Lettie M. M. H. Thurston is going four Lt'nts—Benny, Sanford, Guy and
F. S. P.
is gratifying to learn that It lias body was brought home tills even crop. ,
ing to do with it—-but I lost and lost San F’ranclsco parties and rigged to buy lobsters at McKinley
been awarded to two contestants this ing. He perished lashed to the rig
The flshstand of Rice & Co. at Mc
“Boss." said the negro, “it's dis words out of those poems. Just the Into a bark. Was wrecked 'May 14,
year—Leopold Manries of New Y’ork ging."
way. De ducks got 'bout all dat cot word I wanted, I did not get so many 1900, on Dowsett Reed, lat 25-30 Kinley Is going to take fish there,
anil Douglas Moore of Cleveland.
1 think one other member of tlie ton crop."
times that I was compelled to be North,long, 170-30 West.
Bound and they are preparing to operate a
There were twenty-odd manuscripts crew was from the Harbor, Samuel
content with the reading just as one from Lahaini to Tacoma.
flshstand at South Gouldsboro.
"What do you mean—tlie ducks got
submitted and the judges, which in Proctor, the cook. 1 remember Capt.
Balt Is acarce with no fresh halt
George W. MoNear.
cluded Daniel Gregory Mason. Wal Hart, son of William Hart (Whisker about all that cotton crop?” asked the
available.
Frozen herring may be
Brookline. Mass.
storekeeper.
ter Henry Hall and Flank Damrosch. Bill). His wife arf I recall was not
had at 5<4 cents per pound. Expen
in every pacKet of
"Well."
explained
the
negro,
"1
sent
It was i
said many of them khowed excellence. a native of St. George.
About the only Interest In life sive halt!
dat
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to
New
Orleans
and
dey
In the list of previous awards ap- bard year, 1878, for St. George ship
The Rockland trawlers continue to
some men have Is the kind their
'ducts so much for freight, 'ducts so
Boze.
pears tlie name of Samuel Gardner, i ping.
bring in good fares of fish and
money
brings
In.
—
'Arkansas
Gazette.
much for storage, 'ducts so much for
large part of them go to purnham
Gas pressure In the abdomen caus- ■
taxes, 'ducts so much for commission es a restless, nervous feeling and
and Morrill at Portland.
—yes, sah, de 'ducts done got 'bout prevents sleep. Adlerika removes,
A porpoise, weighing about 150
al! dat cotton."
AS A PREVENTATIVE OF
pounds, often called a "puffin' pork
gas in TEN minutes and brings out
An Old Family That's What Thousands of Users
“After we have deducted from the surprising amounts of old waste
er”, was brought in by a Southwest
Say of
GRIPPE
Doctor's Favorite
estimated total expenditures
the matter you never thought was in,
Harbor fisherman and sent to Ban
Keep the bowele open and taka
Prescription.
grand total of the amounts which your system. This excellent intesti- :
gor for exhibition.
cannot be modified and must fairly nal evacuant is wonderful for con
Under present unfavorable condi
H801
Particularly Good for Croup,
lie regarded as constant or fixed stipation or stomach trouble. Don't'
tions, many lobstermen will go
S
Chills, Colds, Coughs, Cramps and
charges,
we
find
comparatively
little
trawling, instead qf setting out traps,
waste time with pills or tablets but'
Colic—almost any family ills and
Pure,
&
practical economy." explains the heal get REAL Adlerika action ! C. H. i
on rising and retiring.
at least for a part of the season. At
ails. Best for emergencies. Keep
of
the
Federal
Budget
Bureau.
Moor & Co., Druggists. In Thomas- [
present trawlers out of Old Harbor
it handy by. Sold everywhere.
NORWAY MEDICINE CO.
ton by C. C. McDonald.
are getting only 500 to 600 pounds of
___________________________________

I note that two of the Rotary Clubs !
observed National Music Week in'ai:
appropriate way—Bath and Bango’\
Tlie Bath club met at the King Tavern at dinner and George Crockett, in
charge of the meeting, gave an interest’ng talk on music and its influence on American homes and the
American people.
The following
musical program was much enjoyed:
“Bless You," and “I’rairie Rose." John
Sheldon: “Out Where the West Be
gins," Stewart McAllister: '’Me and
My Boy Friend,” little Billy Lundrigan.
Mr. I.undrlgan also played a
piano solo, and George Fields played
several selections on the marimbaphone.
In "Bangor, with regular weekly
luncheon at the Bangor House, Pres
ident Lewis A. Savage gave a brief
talk appropriate for the week and a
musical program under the direction
of Wilbur S. Cochran was given, with
Miss Faith Donovan, 'cellist, and the
High School quartette—Theo McGuigan. Robert Smith, Joseph Feehail am Edward Herrick—participa
ting.

violinist, who won it in 1918, also
Wintter Watts, in 1923, whose songs
are much used on the concert platform.
• ♦ • •
I). K. McSweeney, John AlcCormack’s manager, announces that the
conceit season just closed was the
most successful one he has ever had
in America.
Mr. McCormack gave
58 concerts in all during the season
which opened early last October, sev
en of which were in New Y’ork City,
four in Boston and four in Chicago.
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